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INTRODUCTION 
This problem was initiated to provide an analytical 
mathematical method for solving certain types of drainage 
problems of non-rectangular flow regions. Generalized 
orthonormal functions are used. 
Special types of orthonormal functions have been used 
for many years to solve physical and mathematical problems. 
In our work generalized orthonormal functions will be used. 
We have found no examples in published literature of the use, 
numerical calculations included, of orthonormal functions in 
? 
applied mathematics work.- One reason for the non-use of these 
functions may be the tremendous numerical work involved. 
Here we develop a program for the 36O digital computer for 
. solving some problems; and we give numerical results. 
Present methods for solving Laplace's equation by direct 
analytical solutions require that the flow region be 
rectangular. Solutions of Laplace's equation which are 
applicable to .flow problems usually contain a series consist­
ing of terms which are the product of a hyperbolic function 
and a trigonometric function. For example, such.a solution 
could be of the form 
00 
0(x,y) = Z A (cosh nny/s) (sin nrrx/s) (l) 
n=l " 
where are arbitrary constants, n is an integer, x and y 
• are coordinates and s is the spacing between the drains. If 
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the flow region is rectangular it may be that 0 satisfies 
three of the four boundary conditions exactly and reduces to 
00 
0(x) = r A sin niTx/s (2) 
n=l " 
on the fourth boundary. . 
If 0(x) behaves properly between x = 0 and x = s, the 
arbitrary constants are the Fourier constants and may be 
found. 
If the flow region is not rectangular, solutions in the 
form of Equation 1 do not reduce to a Fourier series form 
on the boundary and the theory of Fourier series cannot be 
used to find the arbitrary constants A^ . 
We have two particular objectives in this thesis. One 
is to show a technique of using the properties of ortho-
normal functions to find solutions to Laplace's equation in a 
non-rectangular flow region. The second objective is to use 
this mathematical technique to solve two simple steady state 
drainage problems and to program the required computations 
for the IBM 360 digital computer. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are many research publications on drainage. Over 
60 references were listed by van Schilfgaarde, Kirldtiam, and 
Prevert (1956). Luthin (1957) edited a book on agricultural 
drainage which has a reference list of over 6OO publications, 
Kirkham (1966) listed over 40 publications in a paper on 
steady state theories for drainage. 
We can divide drainage theory into steady state theory 
and nonsteady state theory. A steady state system is one in 
which the flow rates and boundaries do not change with time. 
A nonsteady state system is time dependent. Because we have 
chosen to work steady state problems we will review mostly 
literature on steady state drainage theories. 
We can classify steady state drainage theories as those 
obtained with the aid of laboratory models, as electrical 
analogues, and those obtained by direct mathematical analysis. 
We will review first the literature on some theories 
associated with laboratory models. 
Some investigators have used laboratory drainage models 
to determine drainage theories. Soil, sand, or glass beads 
have been used as the porous material in the models. Gross 
(1925) used a sand tank model to derive an hyperbolic 
expression for the shape of the water table in a tile 
drained soil. Kirkham (19^ 1) used a sand tank model and dye 
to show the streamline patterns for the drainage of water into 
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tile over an Impermeable barrier. The streamline patterns 
agreed with mathematical theory. Harding and Wood (1942) 
used the same device for tracing the streamlines into tiles 
when artesian pressure was present, when the sand was 
stratified, and when flow moved from a source tile to a sink 
tile, Donnan (194?) compared tile spacing,determined from 
sand tank data with that determined from the "ellipse equation". 
We will discuss the "ellipse equation" when we consider mathe­
matical theories of drainage. Bouwer (1955) and Keller and 
Robinson (1949) used laboratory models to determine water 
table shapes in sloping land with interceptor drains. 
Grover and Kirkham (1964) used a glassbead-glycerol model to 
measure drawdown rates for water tables. Childs and Youngs 
(1958) used a three dimensional drainage model to show that 
except for small gaps, the size of the gaps between the tiles 
has little effect on the water table height midway between 
the drains. 
Electrical analogues can also be used to develop drainage 
theories. Laplace's equation in two dimensions is valid for 
both saturated water flow through soil and for the flow of 
electricity through a conducting medium. We can write the 
two dimensional form of Laplace's equation as 
•2^  + ^  = 0 (3) 
The symbols x and y denote the coordinate system and 0 denotes 
the hydraulic potential In the case of water flow; 0 denotes 
the electric potential In the case of electric current flow. 
Murphy, Shippy, and Luo (1963) devote a whole chapter to 
electric analogues of fluid flow. 
ChiIds (19^ 3> 1945a, 1945b, 1946) was one of the first 
to use electrical analogues to develop theories of soil 
drainage. Edwards (1956) used an electric analogue to draw 
theoretical flow nets for soils with anisotropic permeability. 
Because we are most interested in mathematical theory, 
we will now review some mathematical theories. 
Mathematical theories have been developed for steady 
state drainage by using (a) Dupult-Porchheimer theory, (b) 
the hoddgraph and image methods, (c) limiting cases of already 
solved problems, (d) numerical analysis and by (e) deriving 
general analytical solutions to Laplace's equation. 
De Wlest (1965) gives the historical development of the 
Dupult-Porchheimer theory. The two basic assumptions of the 
Dupult-Porchheimer theory as given by Muskat (1946) on page 
359 are : 
(a) for small Inclinations of the water table of a 
gravity flow system, the streamlines can be taken 
as horizontal 
(b) the velocities along the streamlines are propor­
tional to the slope of the water table and are 
independent of depth. 
Aronovlci and Donnan (1946) used the two assumptions to 
develop an ellipse equation for the shape of the water table. 
Hooghoudt (1937) derived an expression for the quantity of 
flow Into drainage ditches using the Dupult-Porchhelmer 
assumptions, Dagan (1964, I965) used the Dupult-Porchhelmer 
assumptions In combination with a linearized differential 
equation to derive approximate tile spacing formulas for 
steady rainfall seepage Into tile drains. Schmld and Luthln 
(1964) used the second Dupult-Porchhelmer assumption to 
derive an equation for the water table height during steady 
rainfall onto a sloping soil overlying an impermeable barrier. 
The soil was tile drained and Its surface had the same slope 
as the Impermeable barrier. 
The validity of the Dupult-Porchhelmer theory has been 
discussed by many authors. Glover (1965), Bouwer (1965), and 
van Schllfgaarde (1965) have written a series of articles on 
the validity of the Dupult-Porchhelmer theory and the accuracy 
of calculations of quantity of flow, water table heights, and 
flow nets based on the theory. Although the theory is not 
correct, it does predict discharge from drains exactly and 
water table heights approximately, the latter especially for 
situations when the vertical extent of the flow region is 
small compared to the horizontal extent. 
The hodograph has been used by some authors to find 
mathematical solutions to drainage problems. Gustafsson 
(1946) and Engelund (1957) used the hodograph to find 
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mathematical solutions for steady rainfall seepage through 
soil into drain tiles overlying an impermeable barrier. 
Van Deemter (19^ 9) used the hodograph and relaxation method 
(numerical analysis) to determine the water table for steady 
rainfall seepage to great depths. By using a hodograph, 
Childs (1959) was able to determine mathematically the 
influence of the capillary fringe on steady state drainage 
into drains in a semi-infinite soil having an artesian flux. 
Childs (i960), later adapted his solution to Include the case 
for an Impermeable barrier at finite depth. 
The method of images used to solve electricity problems 
has also been used to solve steady state water flow problems. 
By placing an image drain above the ponded water, Klrkham 
(1949) solved the problem of the flow of ponded water into 
tile drains overlying an impervious barrier. Klrkham (1951, 
1954) later adapted this method to obtain solutions to the 
problem for stratified soils with Impervious barriers and 
soils with artesian seepage in addition to ponded water 
seepage. Swartzendruber (1962) later modified this solution 
to obtain approximate simple formulas for the flow rate of 
water into tile drains. List (1964) used the image method 
to solve the problem of seepage of steady rainfall into drains 
above an impervious barrier. He obtained an approximate 
solution. 
Klrkham (1950) used a limiting case for seepage into 
auger holes, solved earlier by Klrkham and van Bavel (19^ 9), 
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to solve the problem for the seepage of water from a plane 
water surface Into equally spaced ditches. The computed 
seepage rate does not account for the drawdown of the water 
table around the ditches, as his problem Is for seepage of 
ponded surface water. 
Because of the development of digital computers, 
numerical analysis has come into wide use as a method of 
solving seepage flow problems. Although in recent years, 
numerical analysis is used mostly for unsaturated water flow 
problems, it has been used to solve saturated water flow 
problems. Harr (1962) gives a detailed explanation of how 
to use the numerical method to solve Laplace's equation in 
two dimensions. Numerical analysis is sometimes called the 
relaxation method or the iteration method. By treating a 
falling water table as a series of steady state conditions, 
Kirkham and Gaskell (1951) used numerical analysis to solve 
some cases for a falling water table in soil draining into 
ditches. 
The last mathematical technique used to derive theories 
we will review is one in which direct analytical solutions to 
Laplace's equation are obtained. 
Kirkham (1960a) used a Fourier series to find a solution 
to the problem of ponded water seeping through soil over an 
Impermeable barrier into drainage ditches of equal water 
level heights. Kirkham (19^ 5) used this same technique to 
solve the same problem for seepage into drainage ditches 
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of unequal water level heights. 
Klrkham (1958) again used a Fourier Series to solve the 
problem of steady rainfall seepage Into drains In a soil 
where there was an Impermeable barrier at finite depth. He 
used a physical approximation that the loss in hydraulic 
head in the region between the water table and a horizontal 
plane through the drain centers is small compared to the rest 
of the flow medium. Klrkham (l960b, 1964) later justified 
this physical approximation mathematically and derived a 
correction factor for the assumption. The theory of Klrkham 
(1958) agreed with the field experiments of Klrkham and 
De Zeeuw (1952) and Talsma and Haskew (1959). Wessellng 
(1964a) found good agreement between the theory of Klrkham 
(1958) and Hooghought (1940). Hinesly (1961) extended the 
work of Klrkham (1958) to solve the problem of steady state 
seepage reinforced by artesian water. Wessellng (1964b) used 
the solution given by Klrkham (1958) to show the effect of 
using continually submerged drains on tile spacing. Warrick 
(1964) used a Fourier transform to extend the work of, 
Klrkham (1958) to Include completely submerged drains and an 
impermeable barrier at infinite depth. 
Klrkham and Powers (1966) used a fictitious porous media 
above the saturated flow region to find the shape of the water 
table for the seepage of steady rainfall into ditch drained 
land. Using this same technique, Klrkham (1966) solved the 
10 
problem for tile drained land. 
Some of the physical and mathematical theories we have 
discussed here have been reviewed In Luthln (1957), van 
Schllfgaarde, Klrkham and Prevert (1956) and Klrkham (1966). 
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SOME PROPERTIES AND USES OP ORTHONORMAL FUNCTIONS 
One of our objectives has been stated as "using pro­
perties of orthonormal functions to obtain solutions of 
Laplace's equation,,. 
? 
A set of functions' x„(x) (n = 0,1,2,3,...) which is 
orthonormal on the Interval from x = Otox = sls defined as 
one with the following property: 
s 0 If m n 
JCX (x)x (x)]dx = { (m,n = 0,1,2,3,...). (4) 
o  ^ 1 If m = n 
•i 
An example of a^ funetlorn,which satisfies Equation 4 on 
the Interval x = 0 to x = s Is 
= (2/s)^ /^  sin nrrx/s (n = 1,2,3,...). (5) 
To show how we Intend to use the property given In 
Equation 4, let us assume we want to approximate some function 
f(x) between x = 0 and x = s using the set of functions given 
In Equation 5. We assume f(x) Is approximated by 
f(x) = s A^  (2/s)^ /^  sin nnx/s .. .N) (6) 
n=l 
where N Is the number of terms In the series needed to get a 
close approximation of f(x) and A^  are arbitrary constants. 
To find A^  we multiply both sides of the last equation 
by (2/s)^ /^  sin mnx/s, (m = 1,2,3*...N) which yields 
f(x) (2/s)^ /^ sln mrrx/s = 
Z A (2/s)^ /^ sln niTx/s (2/s)^ /^ sln mrrx/s . 
n=l 
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Integrating both sides between x = 0 and x = s we have 
J* [f(x) (2/s)^ /^ sln mnx/s] dx = 
0 
S J [(2/s)^ /^ sin nnx/s (2/s)^ /^ sin mrrx/s]dx, 
n=l o 
but from the property given in Equation 4 (which applies to 
the sine function), the integral in the right hand side is 
zero when m is not equal to n and one when m is equal to n. 
Therefore the arbitrary coefficients in Equation 6 are 
given by 
A^  = F [F(x) (2/S)V2 sin nnx/s]dx. (7) 
o 
Equations 5 to 7 give a special case. In general, 
instead of Equation 6 we will use 
f (x) = ®2^ 2 ^  ' ^n^ N (^ ) 
Where instead of Equation 7 we will have 
Bn = J f(x) Xn(x) dx . (9) 
In Equations 6 and 8 we choose N large enough to approxi­
mate f(x) to a desired degree of accuracy. The function f(x) 
must have certain properties before it can be represented by 
the above technique. Churchill (1963) describes some of the 
necessary mathematical properties of f(x). Physically, we 
can say that our function f(x) has suitable properties if we 
plot f(x) as given by the right side of Equation 6 or 8 versus 
X on the same graph and find that the two graphs superpose 
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to a desired degree of accuracy. 
For the drainage problems solved In this thesis we will 
generate an orthonormal set of functions from solutions of 
Laplace's equation. The members of this set will then be 
used to form a finite series which approximates a function of 
X on a boundary to a desired degree of accuracy. 
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THEORY OP SURFACE WATER MOVING INTO AND 
THROUGH WATER-SATURATED SOIL BEDDING 
Objectives and General Theoretical Procedure 
Beauchamp (1952) reports that there are approximately 
50,000,000 acres of tight soil in the midwest on which 
adequate surface drainage is needed. In Southern Iowa and 
Missouri there are soils which have from 9 to 20 inches of 
permeable soil over very slowly permeable or impervious 
claypans. 
One surface drainage design for these soils is called a 
bedding system. Fig. 1 is a three dimensional diagram of a 
soil bedding system used for surface drainage of excess water. 
The bedding is constructed so that excess water runs off the 
surface of the soil from the center of the bedding to the 
drainage furrow which removes the water from the field. Water 
also moves through the soil in the bedding to the drainage 
furrows. The paths and the amount of water flowing through 
the soil are important factors governing fertilizer, herbicide, 
and insecticide movement in the soil. 
To determine the paths of the saturated water flow in 
the permeable soil above the impermeable barrier we will 
solve Laplace's two dimensional equation and use this 
solution to draw flow nets. Using the solution to this 
equation we will also determine the amounts of water flowing 
through the soil. 
Soil bedding system used in surface drainage 
designs; adapted from Figure l4-6 of Luthin 
(1966). 
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We will use the following steps to solve the problem: 
(1) Select the flow region and determine the boundary 
conditions. 
(2) Obtain solutions to Laplace's equation which 
satisfy three out of four boundary conditions. 
The fourth boundary condition will be the one for 
the soil surface. 
(3) Prom the solutions in step 2 generate a set of 
orthonormal functions along the fourth boundary 
of the flow medium. 
(4) Form a series from the generated set of ortho-
normal functions and, use the properties of ortho-
normal functions to find the arbitrary constant 
coefficients of each term in the series necessary 
to satisfy the fourth boundary condition. 
(5) Choose the number of terms in the series formed in 
step 4 to approximate the fourth boundary condition 
to a desired degree of accuracy (error less than one 
or two parts in a hundred) on a boundary. 
(6) Use the series from step 5 in the solution to 
Laplace's equation found in step 2 to find the 
p o t e n t i a l  f u n c t i o n  0 .  
(7) Use the Cauchy-Riemann relations and the solution 
from step 6 to find the stream function i. 
(8) Convert the stream function \|i and the potential 
function 0 to a fractional basis and draw the 
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flow nets for different dimensions of the flow 
medium. 
( 9 )  Determine the quantity of water moving through 
the soil in relation to the rainfall rates. 
We will show our oomjputations for the first few terms 
of the developed series solution for an example problem. 
The orthonormalization process and formulas for 0 and $ were 
programmed for the IBM 36O computer. This computer program 
is given in Appendix IV. Only the computations for the 
example problem will be shown. The computations for the 
various soil bedding cases investigated will not be given, 
but Just the results presented. 
Plow Medium 
A two dimensional sketch of Pig. 1 is shown in Pig. 2 
in which a rainfall rate R has been added. 
In Pig. 2 we have a soil which has been plowed so that 
the height from the impermeable barrier to the bottom of the 
drainage furrow is a and the height from the impermeable , . 
barrier to the center of the bedding is b.. The rainfall rate 
R on the soil surface is Just sufficient to keep the soil 
saturated and still keep the height of the water running in 
the drainage furrows negligible. 
Because the flow region ABCDEO is symmetric about the 
line BE we can solve the problem by using Just one half of 
the flow region and then draw in the other half of the flow 
Pig. 2. A two dimensional drawing of steady rain falling 
on soil bedding overlying an impermeable barrier; 
The letter a denotes the distance from the 
barrier to the drainage furrow, the letter b the 
distance from the barrier to the top of the middle 
of the bedding, and the letter s the semiwidth of 
the bedding. 
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net by symmetry. We will solve Just the left half ABEO of 
the flow region of Pig. 2. This area is shown in Pig. 3. 
We place the origin for our coordinate system directly 
below the drainage furrow at the top edge of the impermeable 
barrier. The semiwidth of the bedding is denoted by s. The 
boundaries are indicated by the four encircled numerals. We 
shall take the reference level for the hydraulic head as 
the impermeable barrier. 
Derivation of the Potential Function 
We will now turn to the mathematical solution of the 
problem. We let 0 be the hydraulic head (potential). We 
assume that (a) both Darcy's Law and Laplace's equation 
(Equation 3) are valid in the flow region, that (b) a sharp 
line exists between the permeable and impermeable soil and 
(c) that the soil has isotropic conductivity K down to the 
impermeable barrier. Then for the boundaries indicated by 
the encircled numerals of Fig. 3 we have the following boundary 
conditions: 
1. Along AO ; K(ô0/ax) = 0 or ô0/ôx = 0 
2. Along OE ; K(30/3y) = 0 or 90/3y = 0 
3. Along BE J K(30/ax) = 0 or 90/9X = 0 
4. Along AB j 0 = a + cx where c = (b-a)/s 
A set of solutions to Laplace's equation which satisfies 
boundary conditions 1, 2, and 3 is 
Pig. 3. The left half of soil bedding over an Impermeable 
barrier; the letter a denotes the distance from 
the Impermeable barrier to drainage furrow, the 
letter b, the distance from the Impermeable 
barrier to the top of the center of the bedding 
and the letter s, the semlwldth of the bedding; 
the encircled numerals denote the boundaries of 
the flow region. 
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0(x.y) = °°3h oos mwx/a j (m = 0,1,2, . . .) .  (10) 
We use the factor cosh itinb/s in the denominator to make later 
computations simpler. 
If c Is given by c = (b-a)/s we have for the fourth 
boundary condition 0 = a + cx along AB where y Is also given 
by a + ex. 
To satisfy boundary condition 4 we must derive an 
expression for 0 from the set of functions In Equation 10 
which yields a + cx along AB. Because y Is a + cx along AB, 
the set of functions, the right hand side of Equation 10, 
becomes 
: (•» = O'l.Z' •••) (11) 
along the fourth boundary. 
The set of functions given In Expression 11 are not 
orthonormal on the Interval (0,s) so we won't form a series 
from this set to approximate 0 = a + cx because we will have 
no convenient way we know of finding the coefficients of the 
terms In the series. Instead we will generate a set of 
orthonormal functions x^ x^) from the set In Expression 11 and 
use this set In a finite series to approximate 0 = a + cx 
along AB. We will see later that the generated set 
satisfies Laplace's equation and boundary conditions 1, 2, 
3, and 4. 
Letting B^  (m = 0,1,2, ...) be arbitrary constants we 
a + ex = s \ ( x )  .N) 
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approximate, by use of Equation 8, 0 = a + ex by 
m=o '» •^ m-'- - •••-' (12) 
where N Is the number of terms necessary to closely approxi­
mate 0 = a + ex. 
To get the we put f(x) = a + ex In Equation 9 and find 
s 
= J (a+cx)\^ (x)dx ; (m = 0,1,2, ...N). (13) 
o 
If we denote the set of functions In Expression 11 by 
V*)'-
= ""oosh^ mnb/s'^  ^ mrrx/s j (m = 0,1,2, ...) 
we can use the general formula for orthonormallzation 
derived (Gram-Schmidt process) In Appendix I, Equation 158, 
to find Xj^ (x). We will use the short notation of u^  for 
u^ (x) and for x„(x). 
The appendix formula for Is 
m-1 ™ 
V — (14) 
n=o 
where (%,%) and(u^ ,x^ ) are given by 
= I ["m] ^  
and 
'V^ n' = J" 
o 
We shall also use the notation 
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(V"n' = f • 
o 
We now use Equation l4 to develop the set u^  Into the 
orthonormal set We shall see that In order to find 
as given by Equation l4 all we must know are the values of 
(Ujjj,Un) and for any a, b, and s. Integration 
formulas for for any a, b, and s are derived In 
Appendix II. Prom Equations l82 and I83 we see that 
Is given for m + n odd by 
 ^  ^ 4n(c^ +l) cosh mrrb/s cosh nnb/s 
+ (m+n)2 + (nn-n)n(a/s 4 
(m+n)[(m+n) c + (m-n)^ ] 
a) + slnh (m+n)iia/s:i + 
(m-n)[(m-n)'^ c + (m+n) ] 
[slnh (m-n)n(a/s+c) + slnh (m-n)na/s]} . (15) 
and for (m-m) even It Is given by 
so 
4n(o +1) cosh mnb/s cosh nirb/s 
2_2 , /_,_\2 . / _\2 
e^(m-fn) 0 + (m+n) + (m-n) („«)„(a/s+o). 
(m+n)[(m+n) c + (m-n) ] 
Slnh (m+n)iTa/8] + Ztm-nj^o^ + (m+n)^ + (m-n)^ 
(m-n)[(m-n) c + (m+n) ] 
[slnh (m-n)n(a/s+c)- slnh (m-n)na/8]]. (l6) 
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From Equation 199 In Appendix II we have given 
by 
for m not equal to zero. For m equal to zero we see from 
Equation 200 that (u^ ,u^ ) is just s. 
If we were to use the general Equations 15, l6, and 17 
to derive each of Equation l4 our expressions for each 
would become to lengthy to use without confusion. We 
therefore choose an example set of values for the parameters 
a, b, and s. However, we have developed the IBM computer 
program to permit us to assign any values of a, b, and s. 
Asan example to follow throughout this problem we choose 
the values of 2, 4, and 10 for the parameters a, b, and s. 
Table 1 gives and for these values of a, b, 
and s. These values were calculated with a desk calculator 
for m and n equal to or less than five and served to "debug" 
the IBM 360 computer program. 
8mn(cosh mnb/s) c(c + 1) 
[sinh 2raTT(a/s+c)-
sinh 2mTTa/s] + 2mn3 (17) 
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Table 1. Values of the definite integrals (u^ ,u ) and (u_,u ) 
for a = 2, b = 4, and s = 10  ^^ ™ 
n 
m 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 10,0000 
1 -0.7365 3.2810 
2 0.2225 -0.8813 1.9397 
.1.3494 3 -0.2341 0.3089 -0.8904 
. 4 0.1407 -0.2247 0.3911 -0.8060 1.0265 
5 -0.1277 0.1527 -0.2493 0.4235 -0.7121 0.8249 
Using Equation l4 we see that the zeroth order orthonormal 
function of Equation 12 is given by 
° (uo!U,)V2 • 
Using the value of 10 for (UQ,UQ) given in Table 1 we 
can write Equation l8 as 
10^  
We again use Equation l4 and see that the first order 
0^ ~ t 1^/2 • (19) 
orthonormal function is 
Substituting the value of Xq from Equation 19 into the right 
hand side of 20 we have 
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10 
.  (21) 
Using the numerical values for (U]_,Uq) and (u^ ju^ )^ from 
Table 1 we can write as 
~ 
[3.2810 - (-0.736p)"]V2 
or 
Un + 0.07365 Uq 
° (3.2268)1/2 
where the square root in the denominator is not worked out 
as it will be multiplied by an equal term.later. 
For Xgj the second order orthonormal function of Equation 
12, we have from Equation l4 
Ug - Xq(u2,XQ) - Xifug'^ l) /n^ ,\ 
Xp — • p 2 T/2 • 
[(ug'^ s) - (ug'^ o) " (ug'ki) ] 
Placing the expressions for Xq and fi'om Equations 18 
and 22 into the right hand side of Equation 23 we have 
(ugfuo) ,  ^ (Up,UT)+0.07365(u2,UQ) 
 ^  ^^2- 10 Uo-(*l+0.07365uo) 3.2268 
(U2>UQ) [ )+0,07365(^ 2^ 0^) 3 2/2 
[(U2'*2) ÏÔ 3.225b ] 
(24) 
in which if we use the numerical values for (ugfUg), (ug/u^ ). 
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and (ugiUg) from Table 1 and simplify becomes 
Uo - 0.0025u^ + O.268OU, 
2^ ~ , \l/2 ' (25) 
(1.7029)^  
The right hand sides of Equations I8, 21, and 24 illus­
trate that only the definite Integrals and 
defined below Equation l4 are needed to get the orthonormal 
functions of Equations 12 and l4. 
In a manner similar to that used to form and Xg 
we have X3 and X2|. given by 
Ug + 0.0156UQ + 0.0366u^  + O.4739U2 
iO.9352) 
and 
ui, +0.0017un + 0.0389UT + 0.1235un + 0.6702U, 
^ 
We can generate any x^  from Equation l4. However, for 
each succeeding x^ , the generation of x^  if done without a 
computer would become more tedious. 
If we let be the denominator of each Xj^  and let 
J  ^be the constant coefficient of each function u^  in a 
mn n 
Xjjj then we can write a general form for Xj^  given by 
m-1 
% "^ mn^ n 
% (28) 
m 
where the u^  and u^  are defined below Equation 13. For 
example for Xg we have from Equation 25 the following 
relations: 
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Ujjj — Ug } J2Q — 0,0025 j J22 ~ 0.2680 j = 1,7029 
and Xg l8 given by (using the form of Equation 2Ô) 
Ug - 0.0025uq + 0.2680u^  
2^ (1.7029)^ /^  
which is the same as Equation 25, 
Using the expression for from Equation 28 in the 
right hand side of Equation 13 we find the as 
m-1 
s "^ mn^ ] 
\ = ! (a+cx) dx . (29) 
° • V 
Moving the constant l/D^ ^^  outside of the integral we have 
for the expression 
n s m-1 
®m 'TÎTâ X  ^ ' (30 
v„ 0 n=o 
m 
To find the constants B„ we need to evaluate the 
m 
integral in the right hand side of Equation 30, Upon 
expanding the integral in Equation 30 we have 
s m-1 s m-1 
r (a+ox)("m - Z = * f ("m n^rn^ n' ^  + 0 n=o o n=o 
s m-1 
0 ; - r JmnUn)dx 
or 
n=o 
s m-1 
J" (a+ox)(u^  - s J^ u„)dx = 
o n=o 
aCrV* - JmoT"o4x " - ... 
o 0 0 o (31) 
32 
+o[;xu„dx - x^uQdx - /xujdx - •.••J„(„.i)|^ .3.ax]. 
° 0 0 (22) 
Prom Expressions 31 and 32 we see that we need to 
evaluate the two Integrals 
s 
J u^ dx ; (m = 0,1,2, 
and 
s 
J xu^ dx ; (m = 0,1,2, ...) 
o 
The formulas for these Integrals are derived in Appendix 
III, Prom Equations 231, 214, and 215 of Appendix III we 
have the first Integral given by 
J %dx = s (33) 
o 
for m equal to zero; and" 
fu^ dx =', [sinh mn(a/s+c) 
o mn(o +1) cosh mnb/s 
+ sinh mna/s] (34) 
for m odd; and 
s sc 
fu dx g [sinh mn(a/s+c)- sinh mna/s] 
o mTT(c +l) cosh mnb/s 
(35) 
for m even. 
Prom Equations 233, 229, and 230 of Appendix III we have 
s 
the integral J xu^ dx given by 
o 
S XUj^ dX = 8^ /2 
0 
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for m equal to zero; and 
s 2 
r X u dx s [c sinh mn(a/&+o) + 
o mTT(c +l) cosh mnb/s 
—{cosh mTr(a/s+c) + cosh m-na/s}] (36) 
mn(o^ +l 
for m odd; and 
8 2 
P xu^ dx T [c slnh mnfa/s+o) + 
o mTT(c +1) cosh mnb/s 
2 
 ^" P {cosh mn(a/s+c) - cosh rtirra/s}] (37) 
mnCc^ +l) 
for m even. 
s 
Table 2 shows the numerical values of f u„dx and J m 
J xu^ dx for a = 2, b = 4, and s = 10. 
o 
s s 
Table 2. Numerical values of J u^ dx and J* xu^ dx for a = 2, 
o o 
b = 4, and s = 10 
m 4 . 
s 
j'u^dx 10.0000 -0.7365 0.2225 -0.2341 0.I407 -0.1277 
0 
s 
JxUjjjdx 50.0000 -19.8982 4.5818 -3.1926 2.0464 -1.5996 
Upon substituting the Expressions 31 and 32 for the 
Integral In the right hand side of Equation 30 we have as 
Dm ° 0 0 
3t 
S 
- ''--Jm(m.l)T%"m.l4x]] (38) 
o  ^ 'o 
Using Equation 38 we see that Bq Is 
, s s 
Bg = -Ï72 {aCju^ dx] + cCjxuQdx]} . 
Do o 0 
Prom Table 2 we obtain the values of the integrals above 
when a, b and s are 2, 4, and 10 respectively. We then 
have Bq as 
®0 [2[10] + p.2[50]3 
Do' 
or upon using the value of 10 for Dq as seen In Equation 19 
we have Bq as 
®0 " ^q1/2 • (39) 
As earlier, we leave the denominator In the square root 
form because later the denominator will be multiplied by 
making the extraction of the square root unnecessary. 
Using Equation 38 a second time we see that B^  Is 
Si -^ [aCj-u^ dx - Jj^ JuQdxJ+ot/xu^ dx - J^ gtagdx]) 
O 0 0 o 
or using Table 2 to find the Integrals, looking at to 
find = -0.07365, and remembering the value of a and c to 
be 2 and 0,2, we have 
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Bi =-^ {2[-0.7365 - (-0.07365)(lO)]+0.2[-l9.8982 -
(-0.07365)(50)]3 
which for equal to 3.2268 as seen from Equation 22 yields 
Similarly using Equation 38 we find Bg, B^ , and B^  
to be given by 
0.1931 
(1.7029)™ 
B, = - M , (42) 
and 
 ^ (0.9352)1/2 ' 
° " (oSL)^  ^' '"3) 
Placing the expressions for B^  from Equations 39, 40, 
4l, and 42 and the expressions for from Equations 19, 22, 
25, and 26 Into the right hand side of Equation 12 we have for 
four terms (N = 3) that (a + cx) Is approximated by 
lOr^ 10r/= (3.2268)^/^ (3.2268) 
(-0.1756) |.^ 2 " (0-0025)Up - (-0.2680)Ui 
(1.7029) (1.7029)1/2 
or 
36 
(-0.1931) r^ 3 " (-0'0156)uo-(-0.0366)u^ -(-0.4739)u2 
(0.9352)1/2 (0.9352)1/2 '  ^
(a + ox) = -^  Uq - 3^ 22^ 3 ^ "^1 0'0737Uq] -
[ug - 0.0025uq + 0.268lu^ )] -
[^3 + 0.0156UQ + 0.0366ui + 0.4739U2] 
(45) 
where we remember that is given by 
% = °°°co3h'mwb/y° cos mwK/s S W = 0,1,2. ...). (46) 
In the right hand side of Equation 45, the coefficients 
of each linear combination of Um is just ; D^ /^  is the 
denominator of Using our previous definition for as 
used in Equation 20 and letting E^  be given by 
\ ( " 7 )  
we can write a general form for Equation 45 as 
N m-1 
a + ex 4. ("m  ^
Using Equation 46 in the right hand side of Equation 48 
we have 
-1 \ -m=o
m-1 
(49) 
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If we replace of Equation 49 by the right hand side 
of Equation 47 and compare the results with Equation 12 we 
can see that Is given by 
m 
where and J „ are constants determined by the ortho-
m mn 
normalization process. For example for the parameter values 
of a =! 2, b = 4, and s = 10 we have from Equation 25 that 
for Xg the value of is 1.7029 and J^ q and are 0.0025 
and -0.2680. 
To show how well Equation 49 satisfies boundary 
condition 4 we have plotted in Pig. 4 and Pig. 5 the right 
hand side of Equation 49 versus x and the left hand side of 
Equation 49 versus x on the same graph. Fig. 4a shows these 
graphs for N = 0 and N = 1. Pig. 4b and Pig. 4c show the 
left and right hand side of Equation 49 for N = 2 and N = 5, 
i.e., for when 3 and 6 members of the orthonormal set are 
used. Pig. 4a, Pig. 5B and Pig. 50 show the left and right 
hand side of Equation 49 for N = 10, N = 15, and N = 20. 
We can see from Pig. 4 and Pig. 5 that as more and more 
terms are added to our series, the approximation of the curve 
a + cx becomes closer and closer to the true curve. When N 
is taken as 20 in Pig. 50 the approximation differs perceptibly 
Pig. 4. Approximations of the boundary condition 0 = a + 
ox by Equation 49; the smooth curve passing 
through the circled points is a plot of the 
right hand side of Equation 49j the straight 
line form 0 = 2 to 0 = 4 is a plot of a + ex. 
o œ 
I 
> 
o ro 
Pig. 5. Approximations of the boundary condition 0  =  a  +  
ox by Equation 49; the smooth curve passing 
through the circled points Is a plot of the 
right hand side of Equation 49; the straight 
line from 0 = 2 to 0 = 4 Is a plot of a + ex. 
o > 
II 
Ôl 
2 ro -
4^  -
G) -
00 -
o 
4:r M 
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from a + ex only at x = 0. 
In our example (a = 2, b = 4 and s = 10) we will use 
N = 20 to draw our flow nets; however, for the flow nets of 
cases shown in the results section we will see that the 
approximation using N = 10 is sufficient. 
Because a + ox is Just 0(x,y) along the soil surface 
boundary of the flow medium and this boundary is given by y = 
à + ex we can see from Equation 49 that 0(x,y) is given by a 
single and a double summation of terras which may be expressed 
as 
P ( X ' y )  [ o o s h  Z l ' / l  -
m=o ' 
% ""Va] . (50) 
n=o ' 
The potential function 0(x,y) given in Equation 50 has 
the dimensions of length. The coefficients are known for 
each set of parameters and are a result of the orthonormaliza-
tion process (see Equations l4 through 28). The constants E^  
are determined from the properties of orthonormal functions 
(see Equation 47 and then Equations 29 through 4?). 
The computer computes and stores (see the computer 
program of Appendix IV) the E^  and of Equation 50 and uses 
these values with cosh and cos functions of x and y to prepare 
a net work of values of 0(x,y) for specified values of (x,y). 
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. Derivation of the Stream Function 
Using the Cauchy-Rlemann relations and the potential 
function of Equation 50 we can now determine the stream 
function i];. 
If K Is the hydraulic conductivity of the soli with 
dimensions of length per unit time, we define the velocity 
potential cp by 
CP = KjZ (51) 
and use the Cauchy-Rlemann relations, given by 
9cp/BX = 3$/ay (52) 
and 
9cp/ay = -a^ /ax (53) 
to find the stream function 
Using our expression for 0 from Equation 50 In the right 
hand side of Equation 51 we have cp given by 
N 
" = [cosh S'/l -
% Jmn cgsh 3:/s • (54) li=0 
To find "I* we will use Equation 53. Differentiating 
cp given by Equation 54 with respect to y and setting this equal 
to -3^ /ax we have 
-SiH/ax = K z [(mn/e) gpgfa «os "nx/s -
m=o ' 
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V J^ (nw/s) COS nn/s] 
or upon multiplying through by -i and integrating with respect 
to X we have 
N 
• = -
Jmn cosh nH'/l + ?(?) • <55) 
We now use the Cauchy-Rlemann relation in Equation 52 to 
find f(y). Prom Equation 54 we have âcp/ôx given by 
N 
Vsx = \ [(mn/s) egg sin mrrVs -
ni (""/s) oosh nn?/s nirx/s] • (56) 
From Equation 55 we have a^ /ay given by 
St/ay = -kJ_^ \ sin -
- Jnm (""/") cgsh %:/8 SI" ""Vs] +f(y) • 
(57) . 
Substituting the right hand side of Equation 56 for 
acp/ax and the right hand side of Equation 57 for a^ /ay into 
Equation 52 we see that f'(y) is given by 
f'(y) = 0. 
Therefore f(y) of Equation 55 is just some constant say 
d and Equation 55, our expression for ijr, becomes 
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• = -V. 'm CmSf# =1" -
m=o 
In applied problems we are more interested in the amount 
of water flowing in the soil than the absolute value of the 
stream function at a point. The quantity of water moving 
between two points is Just the difference between the stream 
functions at those points. The value of d does not change the 
magnitude of this difference and can therefore be any value we 
choose. For this problem we will assign d the value of zero. 
The stream function \|f is then given as 
• = -K S'/l ""Vs -
m=o 
2 • (58) 
The dimensions of iji as given in Equation 58 are length 
squared per unit time. 
The value of the hydraulic conductivity K varies from 
soil to soil so it is convenient to. calculate values for 
\jf/K rather than values of ijf. The computer program given in 
Appendix IV computes values of /^K for the parameters a, b, 
and s and variables x and y. 
Plotting of Potential and Stream Functions: Flow Nets 
We will draw flow nets using equipotential lines and 
streamlines calculated as a fraction of the total hydraulic 
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head loss through the medium and a fraction of the total flow 
through the medium respectively. To plot the equipotential 
lines and the streamlines we will use a technique similar to 
that used by Hinesly (196I). 
To determine the equipotential lines as a fraction of the 
total potential drop across the medium we use the parameter 
0' defined by 
We choose this parameter because it is unity at the point x = 
s and y = b where the potential Is a maximum and zero at 
X = 0 and y = a where the potential is a minimum. 
Next we plot a set of auxilary curves as shown in Pig. 
6. In Pig. 6 we have plotted 0' versus x or y. For example, 
the curve y = 1.5 was determined by using y = 1.5 in Equation 
59 and plotting 0' for various values of x. In this case 
the abscissa would be x. To obtain the curve x = 8 we 
plot 0' for various values of y when x is 8 in the right 
hand side of Equation 59. In this case the abscissa would 
be y. 
We use Pig. 6 to draw the 0' = 0.2, 0' = 0.4, 0' = 0.6, 
and 0' =0.8 equipotential lines. For example if we want to 
draw the 0.8 equipotential line we see from Pig. 6 that the 
line 0' = 0.8 crosses the curves x = 10 and x = 9 at y = 2.4 
and y = 2.65 (points A and B in Pig. 6) and it crosses the 
curves y = 3.0 and y = 2.5 at x = 8.55 and x = 9.5 (points D 
(59) 
Pig. 6. Auxiliary curves for plotting equlpotentlal 
lines for the parameters a = 2, "b = 4, and 
s = 10; the points A, B, D, and E are points 
along the 0' = 0.8 equlpotentlal line; the 
points D and E correspond to the points 
D' and E' of Pig. 7. 
X = IO 
X«9 
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and E of Fig. 6). In other words this Pig. 6 tells us that 
the equlpotentlal line 0' =0.8 passes through the points with 
coordinates (10.0, 2.4), (9.00, 2.65), (8.55, 3.00) and 
(9.5, 2.5) In our flow medium shown In Pig. 7. Por Illustra­
tion the last two points are shown as points D' and E' In 
Pig. 7. The points D' and E' of Pig. 7 correspond to the 
points D and E of Pig. 6. To form the equlpotentlal lines 
In Pig. 7 we draw a smooth line through the points determined 
from the auxiliary curves. 
The vertical velocity graph In Pig. 7 will be fully 
explained In the next section. 
In a manner similar to that used to prepare the auxiliary 
curves for the equlpotentlal lines we also prepare a set of 
auxiliary curves for the streamlines. These curves are 
shown In Pig. 8. To find the stream line auxiliary curves 
we plot the parameter given by 
on the ordinate for values of x or y on the abscissa. The 
value is found by plotting the values of i], along the 
line y = a + cx and determining the minimum value of it from 
the graph. In our example is -0.575 K. • The. maximum 
value of iif is ii;(0,a) and is equal to zero. Placing values of 
ilr from Équation 58 into Equation 60 we see that the parameter 
tif' is independent of K. This means that our flow nets will 
also be independent of K. The parameter allows us to 
Fig. 7. Flow net and vertical velocity graph for a = 2, b = 4, and .s = 10; 
the arrows on the streamlines indicate the direction of the flow of 
water; lines without arrows are equipotential lines; the vertical 
velocity graph will be explained in the next section; the points 
D' and E' correspond to the points D and E of Pig. 6 and the 
points F' and G' correspond to the points P and G of Pig. 8. 
• 1.0 VERTICAL VELOCITY DIVIDED BY K 
-1.0 
stagl pt 
BARRIER 6 
SEMIWIDTH (s=IO) — 
VJ1 
Pig. 8. Auxiliary curves for plotting streamlines for 
the parameters a = 2, b = 4, and s = 10; the 
points P and G on the 0,4 streamline and 
correspond to the points P' and G' of Pig. 7. 
53 
0.5 
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think of the quantity of water flowing between two stream­
lines as the fraction of the total quantity of water flowing 
through the medium. For example 0.2 of the total quantity of 
water flowing through the medium flows between the 0.6 
streamline and the 0.8 streamline. 
To plot the streamlines for the flow net we use the same 
technique as we did for the equipotential lines. For example, 
the points P = (3.3, 2.0) and G = (6.8, 2.5) on the 0.4 
streamline in Pig. 8 correspond to P' and G' on the 0.4 
streamline of Pig. 7. 
Pig. 7 represents Just the left half of the soil bedding. 
The streamlines have arrows on them which indicate the 
direction of the water flow, ¥e have chosen \|(' = 0 to be the 
stagnation point (the point where water neither flows into 
or out of the soil—the velocity is zero). The stagnation 
point in our example is also the point on the soil surface 
where reaches a minimum. The impermeable barrier is the 
streamline i|f' = 1. 
To show how the flow net for the whole width of the soil 
bedding looks we have Included Pig. 9. The flow net in the 
left half of Pig. 9 is that of Pig. 7. Because the flow net 
of Pig. 9 is symmetric about the center of the bedding, we 
drew the flow net in the right half of the figure as the mirror 
image of the left half. 
We will draw only the left half of each flow net for the 
Pig. 9. Plow net for the entire width of the soil bedding for the 
parameters a = 2, b = 4, and s = 10. 
rainfall r 
i I i I I ' I i i i I I I i I I I i ) i i i I 
drainage 
furrow^ 
drainage. 
furrow. stag.pt. 
^ impermeable barrier 
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cases of the different parameters a, b, and s considered in 
the results section. 
Theory of Water Movement in Soil in Relation to Rainfall 
In this section we will use the vertical valocity of 
the water passing through the soil surface at the center of 
the soil bedding (x = s) to determine the minimum rainfall 
rate necessary to keep the soil saturated. We will also 
determine the percent of the total rain falling on the soil 
bedding which actually passes through the soil. 
The vertical velocity of the water through the soil 
surface can be determined by using Darcy's law and the 
Gauchy-Riemann relation given by Equation 53. 
Darcy's Law for a vertical soil sample is given by 
. • -'t" 
where Q is the quantity of water moving through the soil of 
length L and cross sectional area A, K is the hydraulic 
conductivity of the sample, 0^  is the hydraulic potential at 
the top of the sample and is the hydraulic potential at 
the bottom of the soil sample. 
Upon dividing Equation 6l through by A and defining the 
velocity by V = Q/A we can write Equation 6l as 
. • . m 
If L is the vertical length of the soil sample it can be 
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written as 
L = Yg - 7% (63) 
where and are distances along the y axis. Using Equation 
63 we write Equation 62 as 
K(02 - 01) 
V — 
Yg - Yi . 
or mathematically, if we let the sample become very short, 
we have 
V = k|| (64) 
as the velocity in the y direction. Because the flow is in 
the negative y direction, a conventional minus sign does not 
appear in Equation 64. From Equation 51 we also have v 
given by 
V = ^ .  ( 6 5 )  
Prom the Cauchy-Riemann relation given in Equation 53 we 
also have v as 
V = - 11 . . (66) 
Along the soil surface of the soil bedding y is given 
by y = a + ex. If we divide through by K and substitute 
a + ox for y in Equation 58 we have 
N 
i, Jmn • (^ 7) 
n=o 
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\X 
We are Interested In the vertical valoclty v along the 
soil surface which Is a function of x only as seen by 
Equation 67. Therefore we can write Equation 66 In terms of 
total derivatives as 
V = - diif/dx . (68) 
The vertical velocity v across the soil surface Is 
obtained by multiplying the slope of the curve of /^K 
versus x by K. We prefer to leave v In terras of K because 
this technique allows us to calculate v for a soil of any 
hydraulic conductivity. 
To enable the reader to better picture the distribution 
of the vertical velocity through the soil surface we have 
plotted v/K for values of x between 0 and 10 In a graph over 
the flow net In Pig. 7. Negative values of v/K signify that 
the water movement is downward while positive values signify 
that It Is upward. To obtain the vertical flow velocity 
through the soil surface all we need to do Is multiply the 
value given In the graph by K. 
One thing that Is of Interest to us Is the minimum 
rainfall rate necessary to keep the soil profile 
saturated from the Impermeable barrier to the soil surface. 
The rainfall rate must be large enough to keep the soil 
saturated at the soil surface at the center of the bedding. 
I.e. at the point (s,b). If this surface soil is kept 
saturated, the remainder of the soil bedding will also be 
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saturated. Therefore all we need to know is the rainfall rate 
necessary to keep the soil bedding saturated at the point 
(8,b). 
Because the streamline at the point (s,b). is vertical 
downward we know that the vertical velocity at that point is 
also the infiltration rate of the saturated soil. Further 
we know that in order to keep the soil saturated we must have 
a rainfall rate equal to or greater than the infiltration 
rate, which at (s,b) is just the vertical velocity. 
For our example problem the vertical velocity at x = s 
(x = 10) and y = b (y = 4) is, to three decimal places, 
0.750K as seen from the vertical velocity graph in Pig. 7. 
Therefore the minimum rainfall rate must be O .75OK. 
Next we want to know what percent of the total amount of 
water falling as rain that will move through the soil. 
The total amount of water moving through the soil is 
just the difference between \]r at the stagnation point and 
\|f at (s,b). The value of \]; at the stagnation point is just 
m^in for our example we found to be -0.575K. The 
value of i|; at (s,b) is zero. Therefore the total flow of 
water moving through the soil Q is given by 
Q = v(8,b) - (69) 
which for our example is 
Q = 0 - (-0.575K) = 0.575K. 
The total amount of water falling on the soil surface 
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Is Just Rs. This value must be at least vs, the minimum' 
rainfall rate to keep the soil saturated multiplied by s. If 
we let be called the minimum rainfall rate, then the 
percent W of the total amount of water falling on the soil 
surface which-passes through the soil is given by 
W = X 100 (70) 
min 
where is the minimum value of t and is found from the 
plot of \!(/K in Equation 6? versus x, R^  ^is the minimum 
rainfall rate and is equal to the vertical velocity v of the 
water across the soil surface at x = s and y = b, s is the 
semiwidth of the soil bedding and b is the height of the 
center of the soil bedding above the impermeable barrier. The 
vertical velocity v through the soil surface is the slope of 
the curve of ijj/K of Equation 67 versus x multiplied by K. 
In our example we have ilf(s,b) = 0, = -0.575K, 
Rmin = 0.750K and s = 10. Therefore W as calculated from 
Equation 70 is given by 
W = (q"73kJ(10^ ^^  * 100 = 7.67 percent . 
Thus only about 7.67 percent of the total rainfall from 
the minimum rainfall rate necessary to keep the soil 
saturated will flow through the soil; 92.33 percent never 
enters the soil. For greater rainfall rates we can expect 
even a smaller percentage of the total rain falling on the 
soil surface to pass through the soil. 
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Results of the Theory for Field Drainage Cases 
Using the methods discussed In the previous sections we 
can now draw a set of flow nets and vertical, velocity graphs 
for different values of the parameters a, b, and s. 
In our solutions for 0 and \[r we will let N be 10, I.e., 
11 members of the orthonormal set will be used. This value 
for N allows us to approximate the boundary condition on the 
fourth boundary to about one percent or better, as seen in 
the tables and flow nets. We will use tables to show 
numerically how well the boundary conditions are met rather 
than graphs because the differences between actual and 
approximated boundary conditions are too small to show 
graphically as in Pig. 4 and Pig. 5. 
We will investigate seven drainage cases resulting from 
seven sets of values for the parameters a, b, and s. The 
seven different cases with their respective values of a, b, 
and s are given in Table 3. The units of measurement for 
a, b, and s are arbitrary. However, we will use feet to 
agree with the drainage designs specified on pages 173 and 
174 of Schwab et (1957). 
To show how well the soil surface boundary condition is 
approximated by letting N be 10 we have tabulated the values 
of 0 = a + cx and the approximated values of x in Table 4, 
Table 5, and Table 6 for the seven cases investigated. 
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Table 3. The values of the parameters a, b, and s of Pig. 2 
for each soil bedding case 
Case a 
Parameters 
b s 
I 2.0000 2.5000 15.0000-
II 2.0000 3.0000 15.0000 
III 2.0000 3.5000 15.0000 
IV 1.0000 2.0000 15.0000 
V 3.0000 4.0000 15.0000 
• VI 2.0000 2.8333 25.0000 
VII 2.0000 3.1667 35.0000 
Table 4. Comparison of 0 = a + cx and approximated values of 
0 along the soil surface boundary for cases I, II, 
III, and IV of Table 3 for N = 10 
Case I Case II Case III Case IV 
X a+cx Appr. a+cx Appr. a+cx Appr. a+cx • Appr. 
Value Value Value Value 
0 2.000 2.011 2.000 2.025 2.000 2.041 1.000 1.024 
1 2.033 2.029 2.068 2.058 2.100 2.086 1.067 1.058 
2 , 2.067 2.068 2.133 2.135 2.200 2.201 1.133 1.135 
3 2.100 2.101 2.200 2.203 2.300 2.305 1.200 1.202 
4 2.133 2.132 2.267 2.264 2.400 2.395 1.267 1.264 
5 2.167 2.167 2.334 2.335 2.500 2.501 1.334 1.334 
6 2.200 2.200 2.400 2.402 2.600 2.603 1.400 1.401 
7 2.233 2.232 2.467 2.465 2.700 2.697 1.467 1.465 
8 2.266 2.267 2.533 2.535 2.800 2.809 1.534 1.534 
9 2.300 2.300 2.600 2.601 2.900 2.902 1.600 1.601 
10 2.333 2.332 2.667 2.665 3.000 2.997 1.667 1.665 
11 2.366 2.367 2.734 2.735 3.100 3.102 1.734 1.735 
12 2.400 2.400 2.800 2.801 3.200 3.201 1.800 1.800 
13 2.433 2.431 2.867 2.864 3.300 3.296 1.867 1.864 
14 2.466 2.469 2.934 2.939 3.400 3.407 1.934 1.939 
15 2.500 2.490 3.000 2.984 3.500 3.479 2.000 1.984 
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Table 5. Comparison of 0 = a + ex and approximated values of 
0 along the soil surface boundary for cases V and 
VI of Table 3 for N = 10 
Case V Case VI Case VI (cont.) 
X a+cx Appr. a+cx Appr. X a+cx Appr. 
Value Value Value 
0 3.000 3.025 • 2.000 2.018 16 2.533 2.531 
1 • 3.067 3.058 2.033 2.030 17 2.566 2.565 
2 3.133 3.135 2.067 2.061 18 2.600 2.600 
3 3.200 3.203 2.100 2.100 19 2.633 2.635 
4 3.267 3.264 2.133 2.137 20 2.666 2.666 
5 3.333 3.335 2.167 2.168 21 2.700 2.697 
6 3.400 3.401 2.200 2.198 22 . 2.733 2.731 
7 3.467 3.465 2.233 2.231 23 2.766 2.770 
8 3.534 3.535 2.266 2.267 24 2.799 2.803 
9 3.600 3.601 2.300 2.301 25 2.833 2.817 
10 3.667 3.665 2.333 2.333 
11 3.734 3.735 2.366 2.365 
12 3.800 3.801 2.400 2.398 
13 3.867 3.864 2.432 2.433 
l4 3.934 3.939 2.466 2.468 
15 4.000 3.985 2.500 2.500 
Table 6. Comparison of 0 = a + cx and approximated values of 
0 along the soil surface boundary for case VII for 
N = 10 
a+cx Appr. 
Value 
a+cx Appr. 
Value 
X a+cx Appr. 
Value 
0 2.000 2.026 12 2.400 2.402 24 2.799 2.798 
1 2.033 2.033 13 2.433 2.435 25 2.832 2.833 
2 2.067 2.058 14 2.466 2.467 26 2.866 2.866 
3 2.100 2.093 15 2.500 2.498 27 2.899 2.901 
4 2.133 2.132 16 2.533 2.530 28 2.932 2.932 
5 2.167 2.170 17 2.566 2.564 29 2.966 2.963 
6 2.200 2.204 18 2.599 2.600 30 2.999 2.995 
7 2.233 2.235 19 2.633 2.635 31 3.032 3.031 
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Table 6 (Continued) 
X a+cx Appr. x a+cx Appr. x a+cx Appr. 
Value Value Value 
8 2.266 2.265 20 ^ 2.666 2.668 32 3.066 3.070 
9 2.300 2.296 21 2.699 2.700 33 3.099 3.106 
10 2.333 2.331 22 2.733 2.731 34 3.132 3.133 
11 2.366 2.366 23 2.766 2.764 35 3.165 3.144 
We have grouped the flow nets and the vertical velocity 
graphs of our seven cases Into three figures. Pig. 10, 
part A, shows case 1; part B, case II; and part C, case III. 
In Pig. 10 the grouping shows how the flow nets and the 
vertical velocity graphs change as the slope of the soil sur­
face changes while the semiwldth of the bedding and the 
depth to the impermeable barrier at the drainage furrow 
remain constant. Pig. 11, part A, shows case IV; part B, 
case II; and part C, case V. Pig. 11 shows how the flow nets 
and the vertical velocity graphs change as the depth to the 
Impermeable barrier increases for constant semiwldth of the 
bedding and slope of the soil surface. Fig. 12, part A, 
shows case I; part B, case VI; and part 0, case VII. Pig.-
12 shows how the vertical velocity graph and the flow net 
change as the semiwldth of the bedding increases while the 
slope of the soil surface and the depth to the impermeable 
barrier are held constant. 
The minimum rainfall rate necessary to keep the soil 
saturated, the value of $ at the stagnation point 
Pig. 10. Plow nets and vertical velocity graphs for soil 
surface slopes of 3.33, 6.67, and 10.00 percent. 
s 
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Pig. 11. Plow nets and vertical velocity graphs for 
depths to the impermeable barrier of 1.00, 
2.00, and 3.00. 
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the total flow of water through the soil, and the percent of 
all the water falling on the soil bedding from the minimum 
rainfall which passed through the soil are shown in 
Table 7. 
Table 7. The minimum rainfall rate the value of the 
stream function at the stagnation point the 
quantity Q of water flowing through the soil, and 
the percent W of the total amount of water falling 
at the minimum rainfall rate which passes through 
the soil, and the figure containing the flow nets 
for Cases I, II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII of Table 3 
Case , . b 
m^in 
Q° Wd Figure 
I O.O5OOK -0.0757K 0.0757K 10.09 lOA, 12A 
II 0.1200K -O.I685K O.1685K 9.36 lOB, IIB 
III 0.2000K -O.275OK O.275OK 9.17 IOC 
IV 0.0909K -0.1135K 0.1135K 8.33 llA 
V O.II65K -O.225OK O.225OK 12.88 lie 
VI 0.0440K -0.0870K 0.0870K 7.91 12B 
VII 0.0400K -O.O965K 0.0965K 6.89 12c 
T^he absolute value of the vertical velocity v at x = s, 
y = b. 
T^he minimum value of taken from graph of ^ /K from 
Equation 67 versus x. 
C^alculated from Equation 69. 
C^alculated from Equation 70. 
From Pig. 10 we see that increasing the slope of the soil 
surface from about 3 to 10 percent has little effect on the 
shape of the flow net. However, from the sequence of case I, 
case II, and case III from Table 7 we see that the increase 
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in slope Increases the minimum rainfall rate necessary to 
keep the soil saturated from 0.05K to 0.2K. The amount of 
water flowing through the soil is increased from 0.0757K to 
O.275ok, but the percentage of the total water falling on the 
bedding that moves through the soil is reduced from 10.09 to 
9.17 percent. 
The streamlines in the flow nets in Pig. 11 become 
further apart as the depth to the impermeable barrier increases. 
The velocity of the water moving through the soil should 
decrease because the hydraulic gradient is decreasing. This 
decrease in velocity along with the spreading streamlines 
indicates that the amount of water passing through the soil 
increases with increasing depth to the impermeable barrier. 
The sequence of case IV, case II and case V from Table 7 
shows this to be true. As the depth to the impermeable 
barrier increases, the amount of water passing through the 
soil increases from 0.1135K to 0.2250K. The percentage of 
the water falling from the minimum rainfall on the soil 
bedding that passes through the soil is increased from 8.33 
to 12.88 percent. 
As the semlwidth of the soil bedding is increased, 
the flow nets in Pig. 12 become elongated and a larger portion 
of the flow through the soil is horizontal. The sequence of 
Case I, Case VI, and Case VII from Table 7 shows that the 
minimum rainfall rate necessary to keep the soil saturated 
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and the percent of the water falling at the minimum rainfall 
rate along the soil surface that passes through the soil 
decrease with Increasing semiwidth of the soil bedding. 
However, the quantity of water flowing through the soil 
Increases with increasing semlwldth. 
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THEORY OP STEADY RAINFALL SEEPING THROUGH SOIL INTO 
DRAINAGE DITCHES OF UNEQUAL WATER LEVELS 
Objectives and General Theoretical Procedures 
In the first problem we found a theoretical solution to 
the problem of surface drainage in a soil bedding design. 
Another surface drainage system is the field-ditch design. 
In this design, open ditches are dug in a regular parallel 
pattern across the field. 
The field-ditch system is used for water table control. 
When the water table is too high, the ditches are used as 
drains to lower the water table. When the water table is too 
low, the ditches may be used to supply water to raise the 
water, table. According to Luthin (1966) water table control 
is of special importance in the high organic soils such as 
peat and muck soils. If the water table is too high, the 
crops suffer due to the poor growing conditions, but if the 
water table is too low, the organic soils tend to dry out and 
shrink. If allowed to get too dry, the organic matter 
V 
oxidizes and over a period of years will disappear. Water 
table control can also be important on sands and highly 
permeable mineral soils (see Beauchamp (1952)). 
Because ditches are used for water table control, 
mathematical expressions for the water table height between 
the ditches are of great value to drainage engineers. Although 
the ditches can be used for both drainage and irrigation we 
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will solve only the case of drainage under a steady rainfall. 
We will use steps similar to those outlined for the soil 
bedding design. We will use the following steps; 
(1) Select a flow region and determine the boundary 
conditions. 
(2) Obtain solutions to the stream function form of 
Laplace's equation for three of the four boundaries 
of the problem. 
(3) Use some of the solutions in step 2 to generate a 
set of orthonormal functions along the fourth 
boundary. 
(4) Prom the set of orthonormal functions generated in 
step 3 form a finite series to approximate the fourth 
boundary condition. 
(5) Use the series in step 4 in the solution to Laplace's 
equation to find an expression for the stream 
function ijf. 
(6) Use the Cauchy-Riemann relations and the expression 
for |[| found in step 5 to find the potential function 
(7) Use 0 to determine the water table shape. 
(8) Calculate values for 0 and ([r and draw flow nets. 
(9) Prom the flow nets and values of  ^determine the rela­
tive amounts of water seeping into the two ditches. 
As before, sample computations will be given for an 
example problem. We have programmed the orthonormallzation 
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process and formulas for 0 and ijf for the 36o IBM computer. 
The computer program is given in Appendix VII. Results for 
the various drainage cases Investigated will be shown, but 
only the computations for the example problem will be given. 
To enable the reader to better follow the steps in both 
problems we will use, as much as possible, the same notation 
and symbols in this problem as we did in the last problem. 
Plow Medium 
A series of drainage ditches at a distance s apart are 
cut into a homogeneous soil of constant hydraulic conductivity 
K, overlying an impermeable barrier. The ditches Just reach 
or penetrate into the barrier and the water stands at differ­
ent heights a and b in the ditches. Pig. 13 shows the 
geometry of the system. 
Steady rainfall R maintains a steady state water table 
arch ABCDPEA. The origin for the x and y coordinates is 
taken as the point where the right wall of the left hand 
ditch intersects the impermeable barrier. 
We will find the shape of the water table ABCD and a 
flow net for the region AEPDPO. To simplify the mathematics 
of the problem, we assume as did Kirkham (i958) that the 
water moves vertically downward from the soil surface to the 
water table and vertically downward across the water table 
arch ABCDEPA. We also assume that there is no loss of 
hydraulic head across this arch. These assumptions are 
Pig. 13. Two-dimensional drawing of a field-ditch 
drainage design. 
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close to field conditions for small water table arches 
resulting from small rainfall rates and for small differences 
in the water level heights between the ditches. 
Physically we can force the water to move vertically 
downward across the water table arch by introducing an infinite 
number of parallel strips of infinitesimally small thickness 
such as EB and PC of Pig. 13. The lower edge of the strips 
touch the line AD, but the upper edges need not terminate at 
the water table ABCD. The assumption that no loss in hydraulic 
head occurs across the water table arch implies that no soil 
exists between the strips. We will show later how this 
assumption can be adjusted to give a water table height when 
we have soil between the strips. This adjustment results in 
an upper limit for the water table height and hence will give 
a result pertinent to a safe design (see Kirkham (1960b, 
1964)). 
We will not consider a capillary fringe along the water 
table or a surface of seepage along the ditch walls. Childs 
(1945a) has shown that the neglect of the capillary fringe 
causes little error in estimating the position of the water 
table. Also Childs (1946) showed that for small slopes and 
"foreign", non-rainfall, water the surface of seepage is 
negligible. 
With these physical assumptions we can simplify the flow 
medium OABCDPO of Pig, 13 to that of OAEPDPO as singled out 
in Pig. 14. 
Pig. l4. The flow medium OAEPDPO of Pig. 
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Derivation of the Stream and Potential Functions 
¥e can now turn to the mathematical solution of the 
problem. Let  ^be the stream function. We will assume that 
the stream function form of Laplace's equation Is valid for 
this two-dimensional problem. Laplace's equation for this 
problem Is given by 
-â£l + = 0 . (70) 
ax ay 
The boundary conditions as Indicated by the four 
encircled numerals of Pig. l4 may be given as: 
1. Along OA ; = 0 
2. Along OP ; ^  Is some constant value say d 
3. Along PD ; a^ /ax = 0 
4. Along AD (y = a + ox) ; c = (b-a)/s ; = -Rx " 
A solution to Equation 70 which satisfies boundary 
conditions 1, 2, and 3 is 
$ = d + gy + SSh S^ s miTx/8 ; (m = 1,2, ...) (71) 
where g is an arbitrary constant and d is the value of tjf 
along OP. The value of d and g will be determined later. 
To satisfy boundary condition 4 we note that if c is 
defined by 
c = (b-a)/s (72) 
we can write the boundary AD as 
y = a + cx , (73) 
If we replace y in Equation 71 with the right hand side 
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of Equation 73 we have 
t = d+g(a+ox) + oos b t i x /s 5 
(m = 1,2. ...) (74) 
Equation 74 will not satisfy boundary condition 4 
($ = -Rx along y = a + ox). To satisfy this boundary condi­
tion we generate a set of functions Xj^ (x) orthonormal between 
X = 0 and x = s from the set v^ (x) given by 
-vs. (75) 
Using the members of the orthonormal set Xj^ (x) in a 
finite series we approximate boundary condition 4 by 
N 
-Rx = d + g(a+cx) + S B \ (x) (76) 
m=l  ^
where are arbitrary constants and N is the number of terms 
necessary to closely approximate i|f = -Rx along y = a + ex. 
As in the first problem we will use shorter notations for 
Xjjj(x) and v^ (x), namely and v^ . 
Equation 76 can be written in the form of Equation 8 as 
N 
-Rx - d - ga - gcx = s B X . 
m=l M ™ 
To get B^  we put f(x) = -[(R+gc)x + (d+ga)] in Equation 9 
and find 
s 
Bm = - ^  [(R+gc)x + (d+ga)] x^  dx . (77) 
To generate the orthonormal set Xj^  from the set v^  we 
use the same formula we used in the first problem except we 
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substitute V for u„. The formula was derived In Appendix I in m 
and Is Equation 158 of the appendix. For this problem we have 
from Equation I58 that Is given by 
m—1 
( v v )  ]  ^  
n=o 
where (V*'n' given by 
(V^ n' = / Vn ax ' 
o 
8 
(Vm) = ;  dx ,  (79) r' 
and 
= fJ" V^ n 
Also we define v^ ) by 
• (80) 
o 
As In the first problem we shall see that we need only 
to know the definite Integral and the definite 
Integral to find of Equation 78. 
The formulas for the Integrals In Equations 79 and 80 
are derived for any a, b, c, and s In Appendix V. The 
formula for the Integral of Equation 80 depends upon whether 
(m+n) Is odd or (m+n) Is even. From Equations 255 and 256 
of Appendix V, the value of for (m+n) odd Is 
given by 
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se 
 ^  ^ 4TT(c^ +l)sinh mrrVs sinh nrrb/s 
2^(m-n)2c2 + (m+n)2 + (m-n)^  [ginh (m-n)n(a/s+o) 
(ra-n)[(m-n) c + (m+n) ] 
+ sinh (m.n)rra/8]- 2(m+n)^ c^ +(m+n)^ +(m-n)^  
(m+n)[(m+n) o +(iii-n)^ ] 
[sinh (m+n)Tr(a/s+c) + sinh (m+n)ira/s]} (si) 
and the value of for (m+n) even is given by 
(Vm'Vn)= so 
^ 4TT(O +^1) sinh niTrb/s sinh nnb/s 
{2(m+n)2c2+(m+n)2+{m.n)2 (m+n)n(a/a+o) -
(m+n)[(iii+n) c +(m-n)2] 
sinh (m+n)Tra/s] - a(°'-")^ °^ +(a+g)^ +(m-")^  
(m-n)[(m-n) c. +(m+-n)^ ] 
[sinh (m-n)Tr(a/s+o) - sinh (m-n)TTa/s]3 . (82) 
From Equation 271 of Appendix V we have the integral 
in Equation 79 given by 
sinh gmira/s ] - 2mn3 • (83) 
Having derived formulas for (v^ v^^ ) and (v^ f^ v^ ) we can 
use Equation 78 to generate each one of our orthonormal 
functions The use of the general formulas in Equations .81, 
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82, and 8 3  to determine each "by Equation 78 would be very 
difficult to follow and very tedious to write. We therefore 
choose values for the parameters a, b, and s and use numerical 
values of the integrals and in Equation 78. 
The values of and for a = 2, b = 4 ,  and s = 10 
are shown in Table 8. 
Table 8 .  Values of and fora =2, b = 4 ,  and 
m n 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2.6215 
2 -0.9716 1.8583 
3 0.3389 -0.8976 1.3417 
4 -0.2360 0.3946 -0.8065 1.0259 
5 0.1616 -0.2508 0.4238 -0.7122 
Using Equation 78 and the values of (v ,v ) and (v ,v ) in ** iR m 
from Table 8 we find the orthonormal function in the same 
way as we did in the first problem where we used Equation l4 
and values of and from Table 1. For this new 
problem is zero. 
Because the process for the generation of X is so 
similar in the two problems we will present only the results 
for the first five members of the set x^  for the problem at 
hand. The reader is referred to Equations I8 through 27 
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for details of the generation of i . The orthonormal functions 
III 
Xg, X4, and are given by 
° {2.6215)V^  ' 
Vp + 0.3706v, 
" (1.4982)V2 ' (85) 
and 
V, + 0.0617Vt + 0.5153v« 
X, = (86) 
 ^ (0.9001)^ /^  
vi, + 0.0564vn + 0.I487vo + O.6863vo 
(0.5177?/^  ' 
Vp. + 0.0137 Vt + 0.082lVo + O.2576V0 + O.8683V2, 
Xc = \l/2 
^ (0.2972) / 
respectively. 
From our development of X^ , Xg, X^ , X^ .^^  and X^  we can 
see, as we stated earlier, that all we need to know In order 
to use Equation 78 are values of the Integral v^ ) and 
(V^ m'-
If we use the notation of Equation 28 In the first 
problem and let be the denominator of each x^  and let 
be the constant coefficient of the function v^  for each 
mn n 
Xjjj, then we can write a general notation for x^  given by 
m-1 
v„ - S 
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Using the expression for X from Equation 89 in the 
m 
right hand side of Equation 77 we see that is given by 
m-1 "I w iu— J, 
 ^/ C{R+go)x + (d+ga)][v^  - Z 
)' o n=l 
B = 
m jj. 
* (90) 
To get a better picture of the integrals involved in 
Equation 90 we expand the integral and move the constants 
(R+gc) and (d+ga) outside the integral sign to yield 
s m-1 
6 
1/P 
= - [(R+go)/DV2] ; X[v„ - s ax -
[(d+ga)/D^ /^ ] r^ v -V J__v_]dx . (91) 
m 0 n=l 
Upon substituting the right hand side of Equation 91 for 
B^  in Equation 76 we have 
-Rx = d + g(a+cx) + 2 (C-[(R+gc)/Dy^ ] P x[v -
m=l o 
% " [(d+ga)/Dy2]Av^  -
m-1 " 
m-1 n=i 
m-1 
3 )  
m 
or s m-1 
N ; - s J^ v„]ax 
-Rx = d+g(a+cx) + S (C-(R+gc) 2^ ;= 
m=l m^ 
s m-1 
/ - s:, JmoVnjdx 
(a+ga)S Hv„-S (92) 
m n=l 
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If we denote by 
s m-1 J" -5: JmnVn]4x 
^ (93) 
m 
and by 
s m-1 
Pm = T (9") 
in 
we can write Equation 92 as 
N m-1 
-Rx = d+g(a+cx) - s ([(R+go)q^ +(d+ga)p^ ][v^ - s 
m=l n=l 
( 9 5 )  
We will find the values of q^  and p^  ^later. 
Upon recalling the definition of v^  of Equation 75 we 
can write Equation 95 as 
-RX = d+g(a+ox) -j^ ([(R+go)q^ +(d+sa)p^ ][M2hmn^  ^
cos mWs "^ s]}. 
( 9 6 )  
Recalling that -Rx Is i|, along the boundary y = a+cx we 
can write Equation 96 as 
» - -J^  ([ (R+g« )qm+(d+ga)p^ ]['^ -^5^  cos mnx/s -
" " v s n  .  ( 9 7 )  
In our expression for  ^given In Equation 9 7  we need to 
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find values for d, and g for the parameters of a =2, 
b = 4, and s = 10. 
Finding £ 
We find g by finding the potential function 0 and noting 
its value at % = 0 and x = s in the flow region of Fig. l4. 
To find 0 we will use the definition of cp given by Equation 51 
and the Cauch-Riemann relations given in Equations 52 and 53. 
Upon differentiating the right hand side of Equation 97 
with respect to x and substituting it into the right hand side 
of the second Cauchy-Riemann relation (Equation 53) we have 
OT = -J sin mw/s-
ni—JL 
2 '.m '% I7wl • (98) , 
After integrating Equation 98 with respect to y we 
have 
" ° t[(R+S°)v(d+Sa)Pm][3igS S'/l 51" "HrVs-
V • (99) 
To find f(x) in Equation 99 we use the first Cauch-
Riemann relation (Equation 52).. Upon differentiating Equation 
99 with respect to x and Equation 97 with respect to y and 
•substituting the expressions for scp/^ x and a^ /ay into 
Equation 52 we. have the expression 
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f'(x)- S {[(R+gc)qm+(^ +sa)pm][(niTr/s) g^ nh S/l m^ x/s 
m=l 
X s°S n^ ;/! °°= nT,x/s]3=g- Z [[(R+gc)c|^  + • 
n=i m=i 
(d-%a)Pm][W/s) si^  S^ ;/3 cos mnx/3 -
(™/^ ) stoh nvK/Bl). (100) 
From Equation 100 we see that f'(x) is given by 
f•(x) = g 
or 
f (x) = gx + h (101) 
where both g and h are arbitrary constants. 
Upon substituting the right hand side of Equation 101 
for f(x) in Equation 99 and dividing through by K we have 0 
given by 
fl = hAH-gVK- i [[(R+S0)cy4.(d+Sa)pj[#^ 3^^  
sin m„x/s - V sC ""Vs]}. (102) 
Prom Pig. l4 we see that at x = 0, 0 is a (the height 
of the water in the left hand ditch) or from Equation 102 we 
have 
a = h/K or h = Ka . (103) 
From Pig. l4 we further note that at x = s, 0 is b 
(the height of the water in the right hand ditch) or from 
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Equation 102 we have 
b = h/K + gs/K . (104) 
Solving Equation 104 for g and using the expression for 
h given in Equation 103 we have g given by 
g = K 
or because (b-a)/s is given as c by Equation 72 we have g 
given by 
g = Kc . (105) 
Thus, we now know g and can use its value in Equations 97 
and 102. 
Upon placing the expression for g and h from Equations 
103 and 105 into Equation 102 we can write 0 as 
 ^ -  i  j ^ { [  v(d+Koa)p^ Ka S'/l 
ml 
sin m'nx/s sin nwx/s]] . (106) 
Upon placing the value for g from Equation 105 into 
Equation 97, can be written as 
» = -^ 2j[(R+Kc2)q^ +(a+Koa)p„Hi|^ -^  ^cos mnV» 
/ » ] }  .  ( 1 0 7 )  
We have yet to find the values of d, and p^  of 
Equation 107. 
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Finding d 
To find d we assign i(f the value of zero at x = 0 and 
y = a. We can assign  ^this value because (as we did In the 
first problem) we will draw our streamlines on a fractional 
basis which means we need to know only the relative values of 
\jf at different points In the medium. We can assign the value 
of zero at X = 0 and y = a without changing the relative values 
of i]f. 
Upon substituting the value of a for y and zero for x in 
the right hand side of Equation 107 and setting the resulting 
expression equal to zero we have 
0 = d+Koa -J^ C[(R+Ko2)q„ + (d+Koa)p^ ][M^  ^-
or upon splitting the series In Equation 108 Into a sum of 
two series, one containing d and the other not containing d, 
and rearranging we have 
° = Pm Zh/l "2 " 
Jj(R.Kc2)VKcap„:[|g|^  -2 V 
(109) 
Solving Equation 109 for d we have 
N m m-1 
1 > r n rSinh mna/s , slnh ntra/s-
f^'^ %'-sinh mnb/s mn slnh n^ b/sJ (llO) 
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where and are given by Equations 93 and 94 and are yet 
to be evaluated. 
Finding q^  and p^  
. To evaluate q^  and p^  we must evaluate the integrals in 
Equations 93 and 94. Expanding the integral in Equation 93 
we have 
s m-1 s s 
0  ^ ' 0 
(111) 
To find the integral in the left hand side of Equation 
111 all we need to know are the values of the J „ and the 
mn 
integrals 
s 
I xv^ dx ; (m = 1,2, ...) . (112) 
Expanding the integral in Equation 94 we have 
s m-1 s . s s ! r t  T v^ dx - ... 
o n=l 0 0 0 
s 
o 
To find the integral in the left hand side of Equation 
113 all we need to know are the values of the J „ and the 
mn 
integrals 
s 
I 
Vjjjdx j (m = 1,2, ...) . (114) 
Formulas for the integrals in Expressions 112 and ll4 
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for any a, b, c, and s have been derived In Appendix VI, 
From Equations 299 and 300 of this appendix we have the 
Integrals in Expression 112 for m odd given by 
 ^ _s£ |-1 - (? 
mn(o^ +l) slnh mrrb/s mn(o^ +l) 
slnh mna/s + c cosh mn(a/s+o)] (115) 
pxv^ dx g [— 2 _ J slnh mn(a/s+o) + 
and for m even given by 
s _2 , 2^ 
r^ v dx =——g—— —^-(slnh mTT(a/s+c) -
0 mn(c +1) slnh mnb/s mTT(c +l) 
slnh mira/s + c cosh mn(a/8+o)] . (ii6) 
Prom Equations 286 and 287 of Appendix VI we have the 
Integrals in Expression ll4 for m odd given by 
Tv dx P : ; [cosh mTT(a/s+c)+cosh mn-a/s ]. 
o mn(c +l)sinh mnb/s 
(117) 
and for m even given by 
s 
fv dx  ^ [cosh mn(a/s+c)-cosh mna/s]. 
b mTr(c +l)slnh mnb/s 
(118) 
s s 
Values of j'xv^ dx and Jv^ dx for the values of a = 2, b = 
6 o 
4, and s = 10 are given In Table 9. 
To find the value of q^  given by Equation 93 we use 
s 
Equation 111 and the values for Jxv^ dx from Table 9. The 
o 
values of the constants J „ and are found from Equations 
mn m  ^
84 through 88. For example from Equation 93 we have q^  given 
by 
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Table 9. Values of ^ xv^ dx and ^ v^ dx for a = 2, b = 4, and 
s = 10 
m 
 ^ .a Jxv^ dx'^  -19.9282 4.7574 -3.1901 2.0473 -1.5995 
o 
s  ^
rv„dx° - 1.1765 0.2153 -0.2360 0.1406 -0.1277 
0 ^ 
C^alculated from Equations 115 and II6. 
C^alculated from Equations II7 and II8. 
s 
JxCvo - J31V1 - JggVgjdx 
,3 = 5 5; ("9) 
or using Equation 111 we have 
s 8 8 
(xvodx - Jon Txvndx - Joofxvodx 
q3=i^ (120) 
8 8 
Using the values of [xv^ dx = -3.19OI, ^ xv^ dx = -19.9282, 
and ^ xvgdx = 4.7574 from Table 9 along with the values of 
= -O.O617, Jgg = -0.5153/ and = O.9OOI from Equation 
86 we have from Equation 120 q^  given by 
n - -3.1901-(0.06l7)fl9.9282)+(0.5153)(4.7574) .p .g-p 
3^ ~ 0.9001 ~ 
(121) 
s 
Similarly we use Equation 113, the values of j'v^ dx from 
o 
Table S, and the values of and from Equation 86 to 
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find given by 
n -0.2360^ (0.0617)(1.765)+(0.5153)(0.2153) o ptq6 
P3 - 0.9001 
(122) 
The values for cy and p^  for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are 
given in Table 10 for a = 2, b = 4, and s = 10. 
Table 10. Values of and p^  for a = 2, b = 4, and s = 10 
m 1 2 3 4 5 
C . 
Pm* 
-7.6017 
-0.4488 
-1.7546 
-0.1473 
-2.1872 
-0.2196 
-1.0800 
-0.1077 
-1.7666 
-0.2182 
•^Calculated from Equations 93 and 94 as illustrated by 
Equations 111 through 122. 
Now that we have values for q^  and p^  we can use Equation 
110 to calculate d, but first we must specify values for the 
rainfall rate R and the hydraulic conductivity K. For our 
example we choose the values of R = 0.00635 m/day and 
K = 0.2540 m/day. 
Upon placing the values of a = 2, b = 4, c = 0.2, s = 10, 
R = 0.00635, K = 0.2540, the values for q^  and p^  from Table 
10, and the values of from Equations 84 through 88 into 
Equation 110 we can calculate d. The values of d for N = 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are -0.1455, -0.1530, -O.1589, -O.16IO, and 
-0.1631 m^ /day. 
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We now have values for all of the constants In the 
expressions for 0 and \|f given In Equations 106 and 107. 
If we let E^  be given by 
= (R+Kc^ )q^  + (d+Kca)p^  (123) 
we can write the potential function 0 as , 
= a + ox - i sin mtrx/s -
V 8°nh (124) 
and the stream function \jr as 
t = d + Key -Ji E„r||2h_^  eos „„V= -
2 ] (125 ) 
where R is the rainfall rate, K is the hydraulic conductivity 
of the soil, c is given by Equation 72, and d is given by 
Equation 110. The symbols q^  and p^  are defined by Equation 
93 and 94 and are evaluated by the technique shown in Equations 
111 through 122. 
We have programmed the computer to give the values for 
%' Pm' 
To determine the value of N to approximate boundary 
condition 4 we use the same graphical method of the first 
problem. We put  ^= -Rx and y = a + cx in Equation 125 which 
then becomes 
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-Rx = d + Ko(a+ox) - Î "-TrVs -
ni—X 
2 "^ V3] . (126a) 
In Fig. 15 we have drawn i|f versus x as given by the left 
and right hand side of Equation 126a on the graph for N = 1, 
N = 5, and N = 10. The smooth curve passing through the 
circles is a plot of the right hand side of Equation 126a. 
The straight line from i|f = 0 to r|f = -0.0635 is a plot of -Rx. 
In Fig, l6 we have drawn the same graphs but for N = 15 and 
N = 20. In our solution we will use the value N = 20. 
Determination of the Water Table 
If we replace y in Equation 124 by a + cx, the water 
table is given by 
where the symbol 0,^  represents the height above the barrier at 
a point X. 
We have plotted in Pig. 17 the water table height 0^  
along with the flow net for our example. The water table 
shape is true for the assumption that there is no hydraulic 
head loss across the water table arch (ABCDPEA of Pig. 13). 
Klrkham (1960b; 1964) has derived an equation to correct 
for this assumption. If we let w be the distance between the 
Pig. 15. Approximations of boundary condition 4(i|f = -Rx) 
by Equation 126a; the smooth curve passing through 
the circled points is a plot of the right hand 
side of Equation 126a; the straight line from 
= 0 to ilf = -0.0635 is a plot of -Rx. 
On 
(M O t—I 
On O. 
10 
11 
CD 
? 
Fig. 16. Approximations of boundary condition 4({f = -Rx) 
. . by Equation 126aj the smooth curve passing through 
the circled points is a plot of the right hand 
side of Equation 126aj the straight line from 
# = 0 to it = -0.0635 is a plot of -Rx. 
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Pig. 17. Flow net and water table shape for the parameters a = 2, b = 4 ,  
s = 10, R = 0.00635J and K = 0.2540; the arrows on the streamlines 
indicate the direction of the water flow; the lines without arrows 
are equipotential lines. 
STEADY RAINFALL R 
DRAINAGE 
V DITCH 
DRAINAGE 
DITCH SOIL SURFACE 
WATER TABLE 
1.0 
b=4 
—BARRIER 6 
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water table and the line y = a + cx when we assume there Is 
no hydraulic head loss, then z, the distance between the water 
table and the line y = a + cx when we take Into account 
hydraulic head loss Is given by Klrkham as 
2 = w(l - R/K)"^  . (127) 
If we choose our units to be meters, then for our example 
(see Pig. 17) our maximum w Is about 0.35 meters. Using 
Equation 127 this value Is corrected to 
z = 0.35(1-0.025)'^  = 0.35897 meters 
or about 0.36 meters. 
We have corrected our water table height by about 1 cm. 
For all practical purposes, this correction is negligible. 
We can see from Equation 127 that for small values of w 
and R'/K the correction can be Ignored in an applied problem. 
Because our values for w and R/K are small we will not adjust 
our water table heights by the correction factor of Equation 
127. 
Plotting of Potential and Stream Functions; Plow Nets 
To plot the streamlines and the equlpotentlal lines we 
will use the same technique of drawing auxiliary curves as 
we did for the first problem (see Pig. 7, 6, and 8), however 
we will use different definitions for 0' and i|;' for the problem 
at hand. 
To place the stream function  ^on a fractional basis we 
define ijf' by 
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We have chosen the parameter \[r' so that Is zero at x = 0 
and y = a In Pig. l4 and unity at where Is the 
minimum value of \[f. Later figures will show that \jf has its 
minimum value either at the point x = s and y = b or ijr along 
the line y = 0. In our example has the value d. 
To place the potential function 0 on a fractional basis 
we define 0' by 
We choose the parameter 0' because it is zero at x = 0 
and y = a and unity at 0 ^ (the maximum value of 0), iriaA ina,VL 
is either 0 at x = s and y = b or it is the maximum value of 
0 as determined from the plot of the right hand side of 
Equation 126b versus x. 
We will not show graphs of the auxiliary curves of 0' and 
\|f' versus x or y, but refer the reader to Pig. 6, 7, and 8 
for an example of how to use auxiliary curves to plot flow 
nets. 
Pig. 17 shows the flow net for our example. 
In Pig. 17 we have shown the geometry of the problem 
Including, ditches, the soil surface and the rainfall to 
remind the reader of the whole physical problem. In the 
future, we will present the flow nets and water tables using 
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just the flow medium OABCDPO of Pig. 13. 
Theory of Water Movement in Soil in Relation to 
Rainfall and Relative Water Level Heights 
In this problem we can visualize three different water 
movement situations; (l) the water from the rainfall moves 
to both ditches and no water moves from the right hand ditch 
to the left hand ditch, (2) the water from the rainfall moves 
to both ditches and some water moves from the right hand ditch 
to the left hand ditch, and (3) all the rain water moves to 
the left hand ditch and some water moves from the right hand 
ditch to the left hand ditch. 
We are interested in the percent of the rain water 
which each ditch receives and the percent of the water 
reaching the left hand ditch which comes from the right 
hand ditch. . 
If the water table has a maximum height greater than b 
then water from the rain flows into both ditches. If we 
plot [^1 along y = a + cx and find f where 0 is a maximum we 
then have a value for i|f upon either side of which the water 
must flow to different ditches. Let us call this value of 
$0" 
The percent of the rain water which moves into the left 
hand ditch is given by 
to " 
^L = *(8,b) - $(0,a) * 
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or because \[r(0,a) has been taken as zero we have 
DL = [*o/*(8,b)] X 100 . (130) 
The percent of the rain water which moves into the 
right hand ditch is given by 
. 8'b) - A 
= *(8,b) - )(0,aj ^  
or because i]t(0,a) is zero we have 
t(8,b) - if 
Pr= *(s,b) • (131) 
The percent of the water reaching the left hand ditch 
which comes from the right hand ditch is given by 
d - A 
Wy g—^  X 100 . (132) 
In Equation 132 we must define as zero for equal 
or greater than d. 
In our example problem we have situation 3. Prom the 
water table shape we see that 0 equals b so  ^ is \if(s,b). 
The value of d is -0.1697 and the value of is -0.06l4 so 
we have from Equation 130 that 100 percent of the rainfall 
water moves to the left hand ditch. Prom Equation 132 we 
see that 63.6 percent of the water entering the left hand 
ditch comes from the right hand ditch. 
Results of the Theory for Field Drainage Cases 
In this problem we have chosen 9 cases to investigate. 
The values of the parameters a, b, s, R, and K for each case 
Ill 
are shown in Table 11. In the table, under case IV, the 
parameters a and b are nearly equal, 0.999 and 1.000. 
Actually we wanted their values equal, but used a = 0.999 
rather than 1.000 because for a = b, i.e., for equal ditch 
water levels, the Integral formula of.Equation 271 used in 
the orthonormalization process is not defined. To develop 
new equations and new a computer program was not worth the 
difference 1.000 - 0.999. For practical purposes the numbers 
0.999 and 1.000 are equal. 
Table 11. Values of the parameters a, b, s, R, and K for 9 
drainage cases 
Case a b s R K 
(meters) (meters) (meters) (m/day) (m/day) 
I 0.600 1.100 10 0.00635 0.254 
II 1.000 1.500 10 0.00635 0.254 
III 1.500 2.000 • 10 0.00635 0.254 
IV 0.999 1.000 10 0.00635 0.254 
V 1.000 2.000 10 0.00635 0.254 
VI 1.000 1.500 10 0.00000 0.254 
VII 1.000 1.500 10 0.01270 0.254 
VIII 1.000 1.500 20 0.00635 0.254 
IX 1.000 1.500 . . 30 0.00635 0.254 
To show how well our solutions for the cases in Table 11 
approximate the fourth boundary condition (ijr = -Rx along 
y = a + cx) we have tabulated in Tables 12, 13, and l4 
i|f = -Rx and the right hand side of Equation 126a for N = 0. 
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Table 12. Comparison of  ^= -Rx and approximated values of 
along y = a + cx for cases I, II, and III of 
Table 11 for N = 20 
Case I 
x/s i]r = -Rx Appr.' 
Value 
Case II 
= -Rx Appr. 
Value 
Case III , 
= -Rx Appr.' 
Value 
0.0 0.00000 
0.1 0.00635 
0.2 0.01270 
0.3 0.01905 
0.4 0.02540 
0.5 0.03175 
0.6 0.03810 
0.7 0.04445 
0.8 0.05080 
0.9 0.05715 
1.0 0.06350 
0.00000 
0.00546 
0.01183 
0.01823 
0.02462 
0.03101 
0.03740 
0.04378 
0.05016 
0.05653 
0.06247 
0.00000 
0.00635 
0.01270 
0.01905 
0.02540 
0.03175 
0.03810 
0.04445 
0.05080 
0.05715 
0.06350 
0.00000 
0.00553 
0.01187 
0.01825 
0.02462 
0.03100 
0.03737 
0.04375 
0.05012 
0.05649 
0.06239 
0.00000 
0.00635 
0.01270 
0.01905 
0.02540 
0.03174 
0.03810 
0.04445 
0.05080 
0.05715 
0.06350 
''Calculated from the right hand side of Equation 126a. 
Table 13. Comparison of  ^= -Rx and approximated values of \|f 
along y = a + cx for cases IV, V, and VI of Table 
11 for N = 20 
0 .0  0 .00000  
0.1 0.00635 
0.2 0.01270 
0.3 0.01905 
0.00000 
0.00573 
0.01206 
0.01841 
0.00000 
0.00635 
0.01270 
0.01905 
0.00000 
0.00515 
0.01150 
0.01790 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
Calculated from the right hand side of Equation 126a. 
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Table 13 (Continued) 
Case IV Case V Case IV 
x/s = -Rx Appr. = -Rx Appr. i|f — —Rx Appr. 
Value Value Value 
0.4 0.02540 0.02476 0.02540 0.02431 0.00000 0.00007 
0.5 0.03175 0.03111 0.03175 0.03073 0.00000 0.00007 
0.6 0.03810 0.03746 0.03810 0.03714 0.00000 0.00007 
0.7 0.04445 0.04381 0.04445 0.04354 0.00000 0.00006 
0.8 0.05080 0.05016 0.05080 0.04994 0.00000 0.00006 
0.9 0.05715 0.05649 0.05715 0.05633 0.00000 0.00006 
1.0 0.06350 0.06222 0.06350 0.06232 0.00000 0.00010 
Table l4. Comparison of $ = -Rx and approximated values of 
$ along y = a + cx for cases VII, VIII, and IX of 
Table 11 for N = 20 
x/s 
Case 
i]f = -Rx 
VII 
Appr.B 
Value 
Case 
= -Rx 
VIII 
Appr.8 
Value 
Case 
\[r = -Rx 
IX a 
Appr. 
Value 
0.0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.00000 
0.01270 
0.02540 
0.03810 
0.00000 
0.01113 
0.02383 
0.03657 
0.00000 
0.01270 
0.02540 
0.03810 
0.00000 
0.01119 
0.02390 
0.03664 
0.00000 
0.01905 
0.03810 
0.05715 
0.00000 
0.01682 
0.03589 
0.05502 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.05080 
0.06350 
0.07620 
0.08890 
0.04931 
0.06206 
0.07481 
0.08756 
0.05080 
0.06350 
0.07620 
0.08890 
0.04940 
0.06215 
0.07490 
0.08764 
0.07620 
0.09525 
0.11430 
0.13335 
0.07414 
0.09327 
0.11239 
0.13151 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
0.10160 
0.11430 
0.12700 
0.10031 
0.11304 
0.12488 
0.10160 
0.11430 
0.12700 
0.10038 
0.11310 
0.12486 
0.15240 
0.17145 
0.19050 
0.15061 
0.16969 
0.18730 
C^alculated from the right hand side of Equation 126a. 
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Cases I through VII have been grouped in sets of three 
to show the influence of the depth of the water In the 
ditches, the relative depth of the water in the two ditches, 
and the value of R/K on the flow nets and water table shapes. 
In parts A, B, and C of Pig. l8 we have presented cases I, 
II, and III respectively, to show the affect of a changing 
depth of the water in the ditches. In parts A, B, and C of 
Fig. 19 we have presented cases IV, II, and V respectively, to 
show the affect of changing the relative depths of the water 
levels in the two ditches. In parts A, B, and C of Pig. 20 
we have presented cases VI, II, VII respectively, to show 
the affect of changing the value of R/K. Cases VIII and IX 
are not presented graphically because the graphs would be 
too long and thin; these cases are discussed in the next 
table. 
We will delay further discussion of Pig. 18, Pig, 19, 
and Pig. 20 until we present Tables 16 and 17, except to note 
that on Pigs. 18A, B, and C; 19A and B; and 20B and C, there 
are stagnation points—points of zero velocity—shown by 
circles and the notation "Stag. Pt.". The stagnation points 
are all on the line y = 0 and at the point where 0' of 
Equation 129 and hence 0 has a maximum. 
The influence of increased ditch spacing may be brought 
out advantageously with reference to a table. In Table 15 
the water table heights 0^  for cases II (s = 10 meters). 
Pig. 18. Plow nets and water table shapes for 
Increasing depths of water In the ditches 
for a constant rain to conductivity ratio 
R/K = 0.025. 
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Pig. 19. Flow nets and water table shapes for increasing 
difference in water levels in the two ditches 
for a constant rain to conductivity ratio 
R/K = 0.025; the dashed line in part C divides 
the total water entering the left hand ditch 
into that portion coining from the rain and that 
coming from the right hand ditch. 
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Pig. 20. Flow nets and water table shapes for 
increasing values of R/K; part A, R/K = 0; part B, 
R/K = 0.025; and part C, R/K = 0.05. 
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VIII (s = 20 meters), and IX (s = 30 meters) of Table 11 
are given. Table 15 shows the affect of increasing the ditch 
spacing when all other parameters (a, b, and R/K) are 
constant. 
Table 15. Influence of spacing s on water table heights ]ZL 
above the barrier for a = 1 meter, b = 1.5 
meters and R/K = 0.025 
x/s s = 10 meters s = 20 meters s = 30 meters 
(meters) 0^  (meters) 0T (meters) 
0.0 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
0.1 ' 1.1729 1.4784 1.9885 
0 . 2  1.3049 1.8323 2.7124 
0 . 3  1.4082 2.0807 3.2025 
0 . 4  1.4857 2.2329 3.4792 
0 . 5  1.5394 2.2968 3.5600 
0 . 6  1.5713 2.2794 3.4604 
0 . 7  1.5831 2.1868 3.1942 
0 . 8  1.5760 2.0245 2.7734 
0 . 9  1.5508 1.7972 2.2087 
1 . 0  1.5000 1.5000 1.5000 
The maximum height of the water table and its location 
along the x axis for the nine cases of Table 11 are shown 
in Table l6. 
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Table l6. Values and x coordinates of the maximum water 
table heights of the nine cases of Table 11 
Case , Max. Water®' x-coordinate 
Table Height (meters) 
I 1.2900 6.10 
II 1.5850 ' 7.10 
III 2.0355 8.20 
IV . 1.3204 5.00 
V 2.0098 9.55 
VI 1.5000 10.00 
VII 1.8200 5.85 
VIII 2.3010 10.55 
IX 3.5700 14.70 
D^etermined from a plot of 0^  versus x of Equation 126b. 
We are also interested in the flow distribution of the 
rain water into the two ditches and the amount of water moving 
from the right hand ditch to the left hand ditch. 
We have tabulated in Table 17 the percent of the 
rain water moving into the left ditch, the percent of 
the rain water moving into the right ditch, and the percent 
W^  of the water reaching the left hand ditch that is coming 
from the right hand ditch for each case. Also included in 
Table 17 are the values of ijt^ , (^s,b) and d needed to 
compute D^ , D^ , and W^ . 
Tables 16 and 17 become more meaningful if we compare 
them with Pigs. I8, 19, and 20. We then see the influence 
that the depth of the water in the ditches, the relative 
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Table 17. Values of 1],^ , $(s,b), d, and for the 
nine drainage cases defined In Table 11 
Case , a tc tlr(s,b)^  d° °r' Wr^  
(mf/day) (m /day) (m^ /day) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
I 0.0381 0.0625 0.0381 61.0 39.0 00.0 
II 0.0443 0.0624 0.0443 71.1 28.9 00.0 
III 0.0513 0.0623 0.0513 82.3 17.7 00.0 
IV 0.0311 0.0622 0.0311 50.0 50.0 00.0 
V 0.0601 0.0623 0.0632 95.2 4.8 . 4.8 
VI 0.0000 0.0000 0.0156 00.0 00.0 100.0 
VII 0.0731 0.1249 0.0731 58.5 41.5 00.0 
VIII 0.0656 0.1249 0.0656 52.5 47.5 00.0 
IX 0.0920 0.1873 0.0920 49.1 50.9 00.0 
T^he value of i]f where the water table is a maximum; 
obtained from a plot of the right hand side of Equation 126b. 
T^he value of  ^at x = s, y = b. 
°The value of i[r along the Impermeable barrier as computed 
by Equation 110. 
P^ercent of rain water moving Into left hand ditch; 
calculated from Equation 130. 
P^ercent of rain water moving Into right hand ditch; 
calculated from Equation 131. 
f Percent of water moving Into left hand ditch that comes 
from right hand ditch; calculated from Equation 132. 
height of the water in the two ditches, and the values of 
R/K have on the flow distribution and the water table shapes. 
The ditch water heights a and b and the value of R/K are all 
independent. The ditch water heights represent external water 
controls which may have nothing to do with the rainfall rate. 
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If we hold all other parameters constant and let the 
depth of the water in the ditches in Pig. l8 go from a = 0,6 
m to a = 1.5 m in the left hand ditch and from b = 1.1 m to 
b = 2 m in the right hand ditch we see from parts A, B, and 
C of Pig. l8 (cases I, II, and III) and the sequence of 
cases I, II, and III in Table 17 that we increase the percent 
of rain water moving to the left hand ditch from about 60 
(6l.O) to 82.3 percent. In Table 16 we see that the maximum 
height of the water table is as we go from case I to case III 
shifted to the right from x = 6.1 m to x = 8.2 m. 
We see from parts A, B, and C of Pig. 19 (cases IV, II, 
and V) and the sequence of cases IV, II, and V in Table 17 
that by increasing the difference in water levels in the two 
ditches from zero to one meter we increase the percent of 
rain water moving to the left hand ditch from 50.0 to 95.2 
percent. The dashed line in Pig. 190 shows the streamline 
which divides the total water moving into the left hand ditch 
into that portion coming from the rain and that coming from 
the right hand ditch. Prom Table l6 we see from the sequence 
of cases IV, II, and V that the maximum height in the water 
table shifts from x = 5.0 m to x = 9.55 m. 
If we increase R/K from 0 to 0.5 we see from parts A, B, 
and 0 of Pig. 19 (cases VI, II, and VII) and the sequence of 
cases VI, II, and VII in Table l6 that we increase the 
maximum height of the water table from 1.50 m to 1.82 m and 
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the maximum of the water table shifts from the right at x = 
10,00 m to the left at x = 5.85 m. Prom the sequence of 
cases II and VIII in Table 17 we see that the percent of the 
rain water reaching the left hand ditch decreases from 71.1 
to 58.5 percent. 
Prom the sequence of cases II, VIII and IX In Table I6 
we see that by increasing the ditch spacing from 10 m to 30 m 
that the maximum height of the water table increases from 
1.58 m to 3.57 m and the location of the maximum height moves 
from X = 7.1 m to x = l4.7 m. The value of x = l4.7 m for 
the location of the maximum in the water table height for the 
30 m ditch spacing is determined from our formula for 0^ , 
Equation 126b. We would expect the location of the maximum 
to be at some value of x greater than 15 m. Our value of 
X = i4.7 m is probably a result of the harmonic nature of our 
function pfgi. 
A check on the theory 
As a check on our solution to the field-ditch problem 
1 
we can compare a particular case with one solved by Klrkham, 
Klrkham solved our problem when the ditches are at equal water 
levels. Klrkham's expression for 0 is (we shall prove it in 
a moment) given by 
K^lrkham, Don. Department of Agronomy, Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. Computa­
tions and flow net for steady state ditch drainage of soil 
overlying an Impermeable barrier. Private communication. 
1962. 
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 ^ f# A ? '• Ktt ni=l m ' 
(133) 
where a Is the height of the water In the ditches. 
We can see from Inspection that Equation 133 satisfies 
the boundary conditions along the left ditch wall = a), 
along the impermeable barrier (30/3y = O) and along the right 
ditch wall (0 = a). The boundary condition along y = a is 
%0/ay= R. To show that this condition is also satisfied, 
we differentiate both sides of Equation 133 with respect to 
y, multiply through by K, and replace y with a to find 
 ^ll =  ^i sin mrrx/s ; (m = 1,3, ...). 
 ^ m=l ^  
Prom formula 4l6.01 of Dwight (1962) we s,ee that the 
series in the right hand side of the above equation is Tr/4. 
The above equation then becomes 
which is the boundary condition along y = a. 
Thu's we see that Equation 133 is a solution to our 
problem for equal water levels in the ditches. 
Kirkham's^  expression for t is given by 
Kirkham, Don. Department of Agronomy, Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. Computa 
tions and flow net for steady state ditch drainage of soil 
overlying an impermeable barrier. Private communication. 
1962. 
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4 = i'3' -'-) 
(134) 
Using the values of a = 1 m, s = 10 m, R = O.OO276 m/day, 
and K = 0.254 m/day and using enough terms to get four decimal 
accuracy, Kirkham drew the flow net and water table shown in 
part A of Fig. 21. 
Using our solution for values of the parameters a = 
0.999 m, b = 1.000 m, and s = 10 m, R = O.OO276 m/day and 
K = 0.254 m/day we have drawn the flow net in part B of 
Pig. 21. We let a be 0.999 rather than 1.000 because for 
0 = 0, [c = (b-a)/s]. Equation 271 used in our orthonormaliza-
tion process is not defined. 
Upon comparing Pig, 21A with Pig. 2IB we can see no 
difference in the flow nets or the shape of the water table, 
except maybe that difference due to draftsman error. To 
show even more closely how well our solution agrees with that 
of Kirkham we have tabulated in Table 18 the water table 
height for values of x for both solutions. 
Upon comparing a particular case of our solution with 
that of Kirkham^  we see that the two solutions are in very 
good agreement. The results agree to one part in a thousand. 
1 
Kirkahm, Don. Department of Agronomy, Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. Computa­
tions and flow net for steady state ditch drainage of soil 
overlying an impermeable barrier. Private communication. 
1962. 
Pig. 21. Comparison of the case for a = 0,999, b = 1, 
8 = 10, R = 0.00276, and K = 0.254 to that of 
Klrkham (1962); part A is Kirkham's solution; 
part B our solution. 
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Table l8. Comparison of water table heights with those of 
Kirkham^  
X < X 
(meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) (meters) 
0 0.9990 1.0000 6 1.1337 1.1340 
1 1.0514 1.0524 7 1.1175 1.1178 
2 1.0899 1.0906 8 1.0903 1.0906 
3 1.1171 1.1178 9 1.0522 1.0524 
4 1.1335 1.1340 10 1.0000 1.0000 
• 5 1.1390 1.1395 
Kirkham, Don. Department of Agronomy, Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. Computa­
tions and flow net for steady state ditch drainage of soil 
overlying an impermeable barrier. Private communication. 
1962. 
V^alues of 0m for our solution calculated from Equation 
126b for N = 20. ^  
V^alue of 0 calculated from Equation 133 for y = a 
and m = 1,3,5, ... 119. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis we have shown how members of a set of 
generated orthonormal functions can be used to find theoretical 
solutions for two steady state drainage problems. Using the 
Gram-Schmidt process we derived a general formula which was 
used to generate a set of orthonormal functions. Using 
members of this set we formed a finite series which in 
combination with other solutions of Laplace's equation was 
used to derive expressions for the potential function 0 
and the stream function i|f. 
The orthonormalization process and the expressions for 
0 and i]r were programmed for the IBM 360 computer. The 
numerical values for 0 and were determined by the computer 
and used to draw the flow nets for the two steady state 
problems. 
We obtained theoretical solutions for the seepage of 
water through soil bedding over an impermeable barrier and 
for the seepage of steady rainfall through soil into drainage 
ditches of unequal water level heights. In the first problem 
we found the minimum rainfall rate necessary to keep the soil 
saturated and the percent of the rain water which can be 
expected to move through the soil bedding. In the second 
problem we found the shape of the water table, the relative 
amounts of the rain water moving to each ditch, and the 
amount of water seeping from one ditch to the other. Our 
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solution for a particular case of the second problem (that 
of equal water level heights In the ditches) was found to be 
In very good agreement (one part In a thousand) with a 
previous solution by Klrkham^ . 
Theoretically, the general formula we used to generate 
the set of orthonormal functions could be used to generate 
as many members of the set as we please. However for our 
m . 
examples, thé expression 
m-1 p 
(^ m'%) " ^  (135) 
n=o 
In the denominator of Equation 158 (our orthonormallzatlon 
formula) became negative for If Expression 135 Is 
negative, will be complex function because the denominator 
of Xjjj is the square root of Expression 135. 
We believe that Expression 135 should not be negative 
and that it became negative because of rounding errors. 
Prom the development of Equation 158 In Appendix I we see 
s '  
that each succeeding Is generated using the preceding 
X^ 's. Therefore any rounding error would tend to "snowball" 
for each succeeding generated. Two reasons we believe 
Expression 135 should not be negative are: 
Klrkham, Don. Department of Agronomy, Iowa State 
University of Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa. Computa­
tions and flow net for steady state ditch drainage of soil 
overlying an Impermeable barrier. Private communication. 
1962. 
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1. When only 8 significant digits were used to generate 
Xflj, the Expression 135 became negative a few terms 
before By using double precision (l6 signifi­
cant digits), we extended to Xgi t>efore Expression 
135 became negative. If Expression 135 should be 
negative, this increased accuracy should not have 
changed the for which it became negative. 
2. The Expression 135 becomes smaller and smaller for 
each succeeding member generated, for example in 
1^5' ^ 16' %17' %i8' Xig, and Xgg the Expressions 135 
of the second example problem are 0.0010975, 
0.0006268, 0.0003548, 0.0001958, 0.0000995, and 
0.0000340. We can see that a rounding error in the 
fourth decimal place of any of the terms of Expression 
135 could make the expression negative for 
and XgQ• 
We were not bothered by this situation for our two 
problems because we could generate enough terms to approximate 
our boundaries before Expression 135 became negative. 
It seems feasible that our technique could be used to 
solve a number of soil physics problems provided the 
integrals in the orthonormallzatlon formula can be evaluated 
and provided enough members of the orthonormal set can be 
generated to form a finite series capable of closely 
approximating the boundary conditions. 
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In conclusion we can say that with the aid of the 
computer a generated set of orthonormal functions might be 
used to solve soil physics problems which prior to the 
present time have not been solved because of the lengthy 
computations involved. To demonstrate this technique 
we have solved theoretically two steady state drainage 
problems which are Important for efficient use of poorly ' 
drained agricultural lands. 
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APPENDIX I; DERIVATION OP ORTHONORMALIZATION FORMULA 
Before we derive our orthonormallzatlon formula we should 
recall the definitions for orthonormal and orthogonal 
functions. A set of functions orthonormal on the 
Interval (0,8) Is defined by Equation 4. A set of functions 
\^ (x) orthogonal on (O,s) Is defined as one with the following 
property; 
s =0; m  ^  n 
r [X'(x)x'(x)]dx { (m,n = 0,1,2, ...) (136) 
o * G / 0; m = n 
We now derive a general formula that can be used to form an 
orthonormal set of functions. To develop this formula we will 
use the Gram-Schmidt method as described on page 4l5 of Agnew 
(i960) and on page 51 of Courant and Hilbert (1953). We will 
also use their notation. 
Suppose we have a set of linearly Independent functions 
u^ (x), (m = 0,1,2, ...). We define the notation (Ujj^ ,u^ ), 
(m,n = 0,1,2, •••), by 
From the set u^  we develop now a set of orthogonal 
functions Each orthonormal function of the set will 
be formed by dividing each orthogonal member by its 
s 
Further we use the notation defined by 
(137) 
[Uj^ (x)u^ (x)]dx}^ /2 . (138) 
normalizing factor 
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We take the first member of the orthogonal set to be Uq. 
Upon dividing UQ by its normalizing factor (UQ,UQ)^ ^^  we have 
for the first member of the orthonormal set \q the expression 
in =. ° ,1/* • , (139) 
We see in Equation 139 that the integral (XgfXo) is 
equal to one, as it should be. 
We now define a new function by 
 ^^ 10^ 0 •*" 1^1^ 1 
where C q^ and are constants to be determined which'make 
orthogonal to kg,, i.e., = 0. 
By our orthogonal condition. Equation 136, we must have 
from Equation l4o the equation 
(\{Ao) = 0 = 
or because (XQ X^Q) = 1 we have 
Cio = - (1^ 1) 
Putting the right hand side of Equation l4l in for C q^ . 
of Equation l40 we have 
1^1^ 1 (I42) 
or 
~ * (I43) 
To obtain the orthonormal member we divide by its 
normalizing factor (XpX{)^ '^  ^which yields 
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which is the first order member of our orthonormal set 
Xq* * * * * 
We use Equation l42 in the denominator of Equation l44 and 
find 
^ ~ C)~2(u^,\q) (u -j^ #XQ) + (XQ>XQ) (u -j^ >XQ) ^ , 
Noting that {\q,Iq) equals 1 and 2(u ,^Xq)(u ,^Uq) equals 
2(uijXo)^ ' the above expression can be reduced to 
= CiiCfu^ jUi) - (u3^ ,Xq)2]V2  ^ (145)^  
Replacing and in Equation l44 by the right 
hand sides of Equation l43 and l45 respectively we find the 
expression 
 ^ Cii[(ui,Ui) - (Ui,Xo)2]l/2 
or 
To develop a third function orthogonal to \q and 
we begin by letting Xg be given by 
2^ ~ *^ 20^ 0 2^1^ 1 2^2^ 2 (l^ 7) 
where Cgg, Cg^ , and Cgg are constants which we shall choose 
to make x^  orthogonal to Xg X]_. Using the property of 
orthonormality for Xg x^  we can write 
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~ "'" 2^2^ 2^'^ b^  (l48) 
or because (Xq^Xq) equals 1 and (Xq,\^ ) = 0 we find from 
Equation l48 
~ ^ 20 2^2^ 2^'^ 0^  ' (1^ 9) 
We also operate on Equation 149 to find 
~ ^ 20^ 0^*\l^  2^1^ 1^''^ 1^  "'" 2^2^ 2^''^ 1^  
or 
= 0 + ^ 21 C22^ 2^''^ 1^  ' (150) 
Prom the fact that we must have G q^, Cg^ , and Cgg such 
that Is orthogonal to Xq and x^ ; and since we know that 
(Xg^ xg) equals 0 and (x^ jX^ )^ equals 0, we see that Equations 
149 and 150 can be written as 
2^0 ~ ~ 2^2^ 2^^ 0^^  .(^ 51) 
and 
2^1 ~ " ^ 22^ 2^''^ 1^  (152) 
respectively. 
We place the expressions for C q^ and Cg^  from Equations 
151 and 152 into Equation 147, we rearrange, and factor out 
Cgg, and find that Equation l47 can be written as 
X2 ~ ^ 22^ 2^ ~ Xq(U2,XQ) - X^ fUgjX^ )] « (153) 
By definition the orthonormal function Xg is 
(«•) 
l46 
Using Equation 153 In the denominator of Equation 154 
we find 
= (Cg ^  [Ug - Xofug'ko) " %l(*2'tl)]^ dx]l/2 
or 
o 
"SUgXQCug*XQ) + 2XQX-J^ (U2^ XQ) (^ 2*^ 1^  ~ 
or using our notation for the indicated integrations 
(XgjXg) ^  ~ CggCfUgjUg) + ^^ 2*^ 1^  " ^ M^g^ Xg) 
+ 0 - 2(ug,Xi)2]l/2 
or 
(x&,X&)l/2 ^  Cgg[(ug,ug) - (UgfXo)^ - (Ug,Xi)2]l/2. (155) 
We place the right hand side of Equations 153 and 155 in 
the right hand side of Equation 154 and find 
2^2^ 2^ " "" 
 ^ Cgg[(Ug,Ug) - (ug,Xo)2 - (Ug,Xg)2]l/2 
or I 
Ug - Xo(ug,Xo) - Xi/ug'^ l) 
Xp ~ , . ' To ' \2 1/2 * \l5Dy 
[(U2'*2) - (*2,&o) " (*2'%l) ] 
Carrying through a similar process we see that Xg is 
given by 
" XQCUO^ XQ)"" X-i (^ o^ Xn )~ Xg(Wg;Xg) 
- li;..,) - (.3.>/-'|.,...)'-
•147 
From Equations 138, l46, I56, and 157 we see that a 
general formula for can be given by 
m-1 
% - Z 
\^= liPï — (m = 0,1,2, ...). 
"^m'^ n^  ] (158) 
This completes Appendix I. 
/ 
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APPENDIX II; INTEGRATION FORMULAS FOR THE 
INTEGRALS AND 
From our definition of u^ . Equation 46, we see that 
'(Ujjj,Un) is defined by 
/ \ p^ rcosh mnfa+cx)/s cosh nn(a+cx)/s 
\ m/ n' " ^ '-Qosh mrrb/s cosh nnb/s 
cos mnx/s cos nTrx/s]dx. (159) 
If we use formula 654.2 of Dwight and G^  defined by 
m^n ~ cosh mrrb/s cosh nrrb/s 
we can write Equation 159 as 
(u^ ,u^ _) = j®[-gmTr(a+cx)/s ^  g-mrr(a+cx)/s^  
0 (I6l) 
j.gnTr(a+cx)/s ^  g-nrr(a+cx)/s^ ^^ g mnx/s cos nrrx/sdx. 
Multiplying out the terms within the bracket and multiplying, 
through by 4/G^  the right hand side of Equation l6l becomes ' 
j®j.g(m+n)TT(a+cx)/s_j_ g-(m-n)n(a+cx)/s^  g(m-n)n(a+cx)/8 
o 
+ e-(M+n)n(a+cx)/8j2Qg mrrx/s cos nrrx/s dx 
or rearranging the exponential terms, separating the integral 
of the sum into the sum of the integrals, and placing any 
constant exponent terms before the integrals we have 
j.^ (m+n)rra/sj, g(m+n)TTCx/s^ g^ mrrx/s cos nrrx/s dx (162) 
g^-(m+n)„a/L%-(m+n)T,ox/s^^^ (163) 
+g(in-n)iTa/s |. gCm-njnox/s^^g mux/a 00s nirx/s dx (164) 
I49 
g^-(m-n)ra/s |®e-(in-n)iT0x/3^ g^ mnx/3 cos n,Tx/s dx .(165) 
To evaluate the integrals in Expressions l62, 163, 
l64, and I65 we use formula 315 page 83 of Burington (1955) 
which is 
J e cos bx cos cx dx = 
e^ r^(b-c) sin (b-c) x + a cos (b-c)xT 
2[a^  + (b-o)2] 
4. e^ r^fb+c) sin (b+c) x + a cos (b+c)x1 (166) 
2[a^  + (b+c)^ ] 
Upon comparing the integrals in Expressions l62, I63, 
l64, and I65 with Burington's formula we see that his b and c 
are our m-n/s and nn/s respectively. The terms sin(b-c)x and 
sin(b+c)x of Equation 166 now become sin(m-n)TTx/s and 
sin(m+n)TTx/s which are zero at the limits of integration 
X = 0 and x = s. Therefore, in our particular case, the 
formula given in Equation I66 can be reduced to 
r e*Xc08 bx cos ox dx =.â|!ï + 008(b+o)X]_ 
•' , ® a^ +{h-of a2+(b+o)2 (167) 
Comparing this formula with Expressions 162, 163, 164, 
and 165 we see that (b-c) is (m-n)Tr/.s and (b+c) is (m+n)Tr/s 
for all four integrals. Further comparison shows that the 
only symbol we need to change in Equation I67 is a. For the 
integrals in Expressions I62, I63, l64, and I65 the symbol a 
I 
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in Burlngton's formula is given by a = (m+n)Trc/s, a = 
-(m+n)Trc/s, a = (m-n)no/8 and a = -(m-n)nG/s respectively. 
Using Equation 167 and returning to the integral in 
Expression l62 we see the formula for the integral is 
mw/s 003 dx = 
r co3(m-n)Trx/s cos(m+n)nx/s _ i ® 
(m+n)^ TT^ c^  (m-n)^ n^  (m+n) (m+n)^  ^ o' 
(168) 
2 2 After we factor out s /tt , the right hand side of 
Expression l68 becomes 
(m+n)sc e "^^ '^ ^^ '^^ ^^ p^Cos(m-n)TTx/s + • cos(m+n)Trx/3 . .® 
(m+n)^ c^ +(m-n)^  (m+n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  o 
(169) 
If (m-n) and (m+n) are odd we will get a different value 
for Expression I69 than if (m-n) and (m+n) are even. If (m-n) 
is odd so is (m+n) and if (m-n) is even then so is (m+n). 
For (m+n) odd Expression 169 becomes 
_ (m+n)30 e(m+n)o,T  ^ i 
(m+n)2c2+(m-n)2 {m+n}^ c^ +(m+n}^  
(m+n)scp 1 l__ 
(m+n)^ c^ +(m-n)^  (m+n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  
or 
. (m+n)30re(°'-^ ")"°+ 1  ^e(m+n)ne + % _ . 
(m+n)^ c^ +(m-n)^  (m+n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  
151 
For (m+n) even Expression I69 becomes 
(m+n)®o +(m-n)® (m+n)®o^  + (m+n)^  
Similarly If we use Equation 167 the Integral In Expres­
sion 163 becomes 
(m+n) so e-(m+n),TC+i , e'(•"+") ^+1 , 
. (m+n)^ c^ 4-(m-n)^  (m+n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  
for (m+n) odd and 
(m+n)^ o^ +(m-n)^  (m+n)^ c®+(m+n)^  
for (m+n) even. The Integral In Expression l64 becomes 
• 4^=5%? • iËTO' »™ 
for (m+n) odd and 
for (m+n) even. The Integral in Expression 165 becomes 
for (m+n) odd and 
_ fa-tt)30re''°''"'"° - 1 , - 1 • , V 
{m-n)®o®+(m-n)® (m-n)^ o®+(ni-n)® 
for (m+n) even. 
Upon replacing the integrals in Expressions 162, 163, 
l64> and I65 by Expressions 170, 172, 174, and 176 we have for 
(m+n) and (m-n) odd, the result 
%.e(-W3 , 
152 
,(in+n)TTO+i ^^ _(m+n)na/8 rm+n)8o^ e-(°^ +^ )T^ +l  ^e-(m+n)TTO. 
(m+n)2(o2+l) (ni+n)^ c2+(m-n)2 {m+n)2(c2+l) 
_ (m-n)na/8 '(m-n)80pe(^ "^ )nO+i 
(m-n)2(c2+i) (m_n)2o2+(m+n)2 
+e 
-(m-n)na/s fm-n)8o»e-(m-*)n°+l . e-(m-n)nO+i 
If we factor out sc/2n, multiply through by the constant 
exponent terms, and collect terms with like denominators, 
the right hand side of Equation 178 becomes 
Wir 
g (m+n)iT(a/s+c )_j_g (m+n)Tra/s_g- (m+n)Tr(a/s+c )_g- (m+n)na/s 
C-(m+n) ^2^2 / (m+n) c^ + (m-n)^ 
g ( m+n ) TT ( a/s+c ) ( m+n ) na/8_ g- ( m+n ) u ( a/s+c m+n ) na/s 
-(m+n) : 2/ È 
(m+n)'=^ (c"' + 1) . 
g(m-n)n(a/s+c)+e(m-n)na/s ^ -(m-ninfa/s+c) g-(m-n)Tra/s 
^ +  1 )  
g(m-n)n(a/s+c) (m-n)Tra/s g-(m-n)rr(a/s+c) g-(m-n)na/s 
-(m-n) -p-2 : rg ) 
(m-n)^ c + (m+n) 
(179) 
Upon interchanging the second and third terms in each 
numerator of Expression 179, putting the first and second 
fractions over common denominators, and putting the third 
and fourth fraction over common denominators Expression 179 
can be written as 
153 
Wn 
{ (m+n)^ (c^ H-1 ) re )^ (^a/s+o )(m+n)TT(a/s+c (m+n)na/s 
(m+n)(c^  + .l)[(m+n)^ c^  + (m-n)^ ] 
_E-(m+n)Fa/s^  
_ rWn)^ c^ +fin-n)^ ire("'+^ )^ (^ /^ +(^ )_e-("'+'')TT(a/84.o)^ Jm+n)Tra/8 
(m+n)(o^  + l[(m+n)2c^  + (m-n) ] 
_Q- (m+n)Tra/s^  
_ rrm-n)^ c^ +Wn)^ ire("'-^ )^ (^ /^ +°)-e-("'-^ )TT(a/8+o)_^ g(m-n)TTa/s 
(m-n)(c^ +l)[(m-n)^ c^  + (m+n)^ ] 
_g-(m-n)na/s^  
(m-n)2(c^ +1 ) re(™^ K)n(&/G+o)_g- (m-n)tt(a/s+c)^ g(m-n)na/8 
(m-n)(c^ +l)[(m-n)^ c^  + (m+n)^ ] 
_g-(m-n)na/8^  ^
} • 
(180) 
Upon factoring out l/(c^ +l) and combining the first and 
second terms and combining the third and fourth terms 
Expression 180 can be written as 
mn 2^(m+n) c +(m+n) +(m-n) j-^ (m+n)TT(a/s+c) 
8irr(c +1) (m+n) [ (m+n)^ o^ (m-n)^ ] 
• _g-(m+n)Tr(a/8+c)^ g(m+n)Tra/s_g-(m+n)Tra/s^  ^  
2fm-n)^ c^ +(m+n)^ +(m-n)^ |. ^ (m- n ) rr ( a/s+c ) _ g- (m- n ) yr ( a/s+c ) 
(m-n)[(m-n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  ] 
g^(m-n)TTa/s_g-(m-n)TTa/s^  ^ (iBl) 
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or from 654.1 of Dwlght (1962) and our definition of 
(Ujjj,Un) for (m+n) and (m-n) odd Is given by 
(u ,u^ )= R — 
.4TT(c +l)cosh mrrb/s cosh nnb/s 
[2(m+n)2o2+(m+n)2+(m.n)2^ ^^  ^(m-m)„(a/6+o) + 
(m+n)[(m+n) c +(m-n) ] 
slnh (m+n)na/3]+ g('»-n)^ c^ H-(m+n)^ +(in-n)g 
(m-n)[(m-n) c +(m+n) ] 
[slnh (m-n)n(a/8+o)+ slnh (m-n)na/8]} . (l82) 
In a similar manner we can obtain an expression for 
(u^ ,un) for (m+n) and (m-n) even If we replace the Integrals 
In Expressions l62, i63, l64, and i65 by Expressions 171, 
) 
173, 175, and 177 respectively. Thé result Is 
(u u )- so 
" 4n(c^ +l)cosh mirb/s cosh nrrb/s 
2^{m+nfc^ +(mnf+{m-nf |;si„h(in+n)n(a/s+o)-
(m+n)[(m+n) c +(m-n) ] 
slnh(m+n)na/s] + 2(m-n)%2+(m+n):+(m-n)2 
(m-n)[(m-n) c +(m+n) ] 
[ slnh (m-n )TT(a/s+c) - 8lnh(m-n)na/s]} . (183) 
We have completed our evaluation of (%,u^ ) for m not 
equal to n. We now consider m equal to n. 
To find an Integration formula for (u^ j^u^ ) we use formula 
654.2 of Dwlght (1962) and write 
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2 
(V"n.'= ^  (l84) 
o 
where is given by 
= l/(cosh mirb/s)^  . (i85) I" 
Upon squaring the term within the parenthesis in Equation. 
l84 and changing the integration of the sum to the sum of the 
integration we have the right hand side of given by 
2 
 ^f |.%2m,T(a+ox)/a gx 
5 
s 
+ ^  2 cos2 mrrx/s dx 
+ / e-2mTT(a+ox)/8 QogS^ x^/s dx} . (186) 
o 
Upon interchanging the second and third integrals in 
Equation l86 and moving the constants outside of each integral, 
we find 
«2 
 ^fg2m„a/s . g2m,T0x/s dx (18?) 
r%-a"TTCx/s ax (188) 
8 P 
+ 2 J cos mnx/s dx} . (189) 
o 
To find the integrals in Expressions 187 and 188 we use 
Burington's (1955) formula 323, page. 84, which for a cosine 
squared in the integral is given by 
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f COS^TDX dx = bxfa cos bx + 2b sin bx) 
The'symbol b In Burlngton'a (1955) formula is mn/s. 
Because sin mrrx/s Is zero at our limits of Integration, x = 0 
and X = s. Equation 190 becomes 
f e^  ^cos^  bx dx = 5- [a cos^  bx + . (191) 
We compare Equation 19I with the Integral In Expression 
187 and find the expression 
ssâiâ 
g2mncx/s 2 .2 s 
g-g-g 2~2 [Smirx/s cos mrrx/s + ] | 
+ 42%: 2 S f  c  
s s 
or simplifying we have 
2^mTrcx/s  ^  ^ s 
T 7 g—— [2c cos^mTTx/s + •-] | . (192) 4mTT(c>l) ° 0 
After applying the limits of Integration in Expression 192 
we obtain 
s p2mTTC -i _ • 1 
or upon combining 2c + -^  into (2c^  + l)/c and factoring this 
c 
p 
term out along with s/[4mTr(c +1)] we have 
, (e^ "° - 1) .  ^ (193) 
4mTrc(c +1) 
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Similarly the integral in Expression l88 is found to be 
3(20^  + 1) (1 . . (194) 
4mTrc(c +l) 
To find the integral in Expression 189 we use formula 
202 of Burington (1955) which is 
J cos2 ax dx = I + . (195) 
The symbol a in this formula is mn/s of Expression i89 
and sin Sm^ x/s is zero at both limits of integration x = 0 
and X = s. Therefore the integral in Expression i89 is 
s o 
J cos mrrx/s dx = s/2 . (196) 
o 
Upon replacing the integrals in Expressions 187, 188, 
and 189 by Expressions 193 and 194 and the right hand side 
of Equation I96 we can write as 
'w-jgy" 
+ . e-SmnC) + 3]. (197) 
4mnc(c +1) 
Multiplying the first and second terms through by the 
exponent terms, combining the first and second terms, and 
factoring out s/2mTr we may write Equation l47 as 
2 
fu u 1 s ff20^ +1) . 2m(a/3+o)n _ 2mna/s 
(VV --as 
^^ -2mna/s .^ -2m„(a/s+o) ^ . (198) 
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Upon recalling our definitions of and the hyperbolic 
cosine, we can write (u„,u ) as 
ram 
2 
^ •  [ s i n h  2mTT(a/s+c) 
8mTr(cosh mn-b/s) c(c +1) 
-sinh Smira/s] + 2mTr). (199) 
If m is zero becomes 
(vv.) = ° 
or 
(V"m> ' 
or 
(%'%) = = • (200) 
This completes Appendix II. 
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s s 
I  ^xu^ dx 
Using our definition of u^  from Equation H6 we see that 
s 
 ^Ujjjdx can be written as 
•»"='/= dx . (201) 
If we define by 
G^  = l/[cosh mrrb/s ] (202) 
and use formula 654.2 of Dwight (1962), the right hand side 
of Equation 201 becomes 
|n jf(,mn(a+ox)/8 + g-mn(a+ox)/5)^ 3^ dx 
o 
or changing the integral of the sum to the sum of the 
integrals and placing the constant exponent term outside of 
the integral sign we have 
 ^(-gmna/s ^  ^mncx/s rittx/s dx (203) 
+ J g-mTTCx/s QQg mrtx/s dx]. (204) 
To evaluate the integrals in Expressions 203 and 204 we 
use formula 314 page 83 of Burington (1955) which is 
r e^ * cos bx dx = —I—% (a cos bx + b sin bx) . (205) 
a +b 
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In both integrals of Expressions 203 and 204 we see that 
b of Equation 205 is for our case mn/s so that sin bx of 
Equation 205 Is given by sin mnx/s which is zero at x = 0 and 
X = s, our limits of Integration. Therefore in our particular 
case Equation 205 becomes 
R e^  COS bx dx = ^  bx  ^ (206) 
a + b 
Using Equation 206 by letting a equal mrrc/s and b equal 
mn/s we can write the integral in Expression 203 as 
m^ncx/s QQg mnx/s dx = 
I 
mrrc m^ncx/s  ^
2 2 2 2 2 mtrx/s j (207) 
m TT c , n n o 
or simplifying we have the right hand side of Equation 207 
given by 
mrrcx/s s 
g cos mnx/s | . (208) 
mn(c +1) o 
Upon using the limits of integration for m odd Expression 
208 becomes 
sc e"^ "® sc 
or 
mnCc^ +l) mTT(c^ +l) 
. (.09) 
mTT(c + 1) 
For m even. Expression 208 becomes ; 
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se e®"° 80 
p g 
mTr(c + l) mn(o + 1) 
or 
-/r - • (210) 
mn(o +1) 
Similarly for m odd the integral In Expression 204 becomes 
+1) (SU) 
mn(o + l) 
and for m even it becomes 
.sçle^ . (212) 
mn(c + l) 
Upon substituting Expressions 209 and 211 for the 
integrals in Expressions 203 and 204 we have for m odd 
s , emna/s 
mTr(c^  + l) 
I V =? (- + 1) 
+ (e'""" + 1)}. (213) 
mTr(û + l) 
Upon factoring out sc/[mn(c^  + l)] and multiplying each 
term through by their respective terms with constant exponents 
the right hand side of Equation 213 becomes 
[_emn(a/s+c)_^ mna/s^ g-mïT(a/s+c)^ -^mna/s^  
2 mnCc^ +l) 
or upon rearranging the second and third terms and multiplying 
through by minus one we have 
G_ sc 
m 
2 mTr(c^ +l) 
[ Q^ -n ( a/s+c ) _ g-mn ( a/s+c ) _^ gmTTa/s_ ^ -mna/s j ^ 
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Upon recalling the definition of a hyperbolic sine 
s 
and G we see that P u dx for m odd is given by 
m J m 
tudx —12 — [sinh mn(a/s+c)+sinh mna/s ]. 
mn(c +l)cosh rarrb/s 
(214) 
In a similar manner if we replace the integrals in 
Expressions 203 and 204 by Expressions 210 and 212 we have for 
s 
m even that J u^ dx is given by 
s 
r u^ dx [sinh mn(a/s+c)-sinh mna/s], 
o mn(c +l)cosh m^ b/s 
(215) 
s 
To find ^  X dx we write it as 
 ^ o»® ""TVs ta . (216) 
Upon using the definition of given by 
m^ ~ l/[oo8h mnb/s] 
and formulas 654.2 of Dwight (1962), we see that the right 
hand side of Equation 2l6 is given by 
o 
or upon changing the Integral of the sum to the sum of the 
integrals and factoring out any terms with constant exponents, 
the above expression can be written as 
j ^ ^mncx/s n^x/s dx (217) 
o 
A 6-"""=*/^  00s nmx/s dx . (2l8) 
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To evaluate the Integrals In Expressions 217 and 2l8 
we use formula 322 page 84 of Burlngton (1955) which Is 
ax 
r X e®"* cos bx dx = w (a cos bx + b sin bx) 
e®'* p 2\ 
= —-—T-g[(a -b )cos bx + 2ab sin bx]. 
(a'^ +b^ )'^  
(219) 
In our case we see the b In the above formula Is mrr/s 
or sin bx Is sin mrrx/s which is zero for our limits of inte­
gration X = 0 and x = s. Equation 219 now becomes, for our 
case 
r X e®"* cos bx dx = a a cos bx - -— 
a^ +b^  (a^  + b2)2 
or 
âx 2 2 
f X e^ * cos bx dx = ® 5*[ax - % " \] . (220) 
a^  + b^  a^  + b^  
Using Equation 220, we see that the integral in Expres­
sion 217 becomes 
m^ TT^ c^  _ v?T? 
gmrrcx/s^ g^ mnx/s .m^ cx s^  s^  
m^ TT^ c^  ® + BJL o 
•"1^  s2 
or 
g2 ^ mTTCx/s e  ^ cos mnx/s rmrrcx _ c - l_ . 
m^ n^ (o^  + l) ® c^  + 1 o 
or 
° °°° [ox + 41 - ]|° . (221) 
mTT(c^  + 1) mn(o2 + i) o 
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For m odd Expression 221 becomes 
mn(o +1) mn(c + l) mn(o +l)mn(c -1) 
or 
- + 1) + f"" .] • (222) 
min (o^ +l)^ : mn(o^  + l) 
Similarly for m even the Integral In Expression 217 
becomes 
similarly the Integral In Expression 2l8 becomes for m odd 
and becomes for m even 
- :!:%) • 
Upon replacing the Integrals in Expressions 217 and 2l8 
s 
with Expressions 222 and 224 we have p x u^ dx, for m odd, 
6 
given by 
B-.;i 
m tt (c +1) mtr(c +1) 
Upon factoring out s^ /[mn(c^  +1)] and multiplying 
through by the terms with constant exponents, the right 
hand side of Equation 226 becomes 
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s Gm (1-0 ) [^ mn(a/8+o)|^ mna/8] ^  m^nCa/s+o) 
2mTr(c +l) mn(c^ +l) 
_ (a/s+c )^ g-mna/s g-niTT(a/s+c ) j ^ 
mn(c^ +l) 
(227) 
Upon combining the first and third term of Expression 
227 we have 
s^ Gm (l-c^ ) |.^ mTT(a/3+c) ^ -^mn(a/3+c) ^^ mrra/s 
2mrr(c^ +l) mTT(c^ +l) 
+6-°"'®/=] -0 [emw(a/s+o)_g-mw(a/s+o)^ ]_ (ggg) 
Upon recalling our definition of G , the hyperbolic 
s 
cosine and the hyperbolic sine, we see that ^  x u^ dx for m 
odd is given by 
s 2 , 2 
r X u dx — C " 2' ,[oo8h mn(a/s+c) 
o mn(c +l)cosh mnb/s mn(c +l) 
+ cosh mira/s] +c sinh mn(a/s+c)}. (229) 
In a similar manner if we replace the integrals in 
Expressions 217 and 2l8 with Expressions 223 and 225 we have 
s 
that for m even J x u^ dx is given by 
s ° 2 . 2 
r X u dx =——g— { "g—-[cosh mn(a/8+o) 
o mTT(c +l)cosh mrrb/s mrr(c +1) 
- cosh mna/s] + c sinh mn(a/8+c)) , (230) 
I= I Si ° 
S 
For the special case of m = 0 we have J u^ dx given by 
* » cosh 0 ax 
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or 
s s 
J u^ dx = J dx = 8 . (231) 
s 
For the special case of m = 0 we have J x u^ dx given by 
I'x V* = I ^ #§#-§ c»» ° ^  (232) 
or 
8 8 2 
 ^X u^ dx = ^  X dx = Y" . (233) 
This completes Appendix III. 
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APPENDIX IV: IBM 36O COMPUTER PROGRAM, PLOW CHART, 
AND SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR THEORY OP SURFACE WATER MOVING INTO 
AND THROUGH WATER-SATURATED SOIL BEDDING 
In this appendix we present the program, a flow chart of 
the program, and a sample of the output for the computer 
program of the first problem. 
The program itself is presented first. The letter C in 
the left hand column of the program denotes a comment which 
has been added to help the reader follow the program. 
A flow chart is included in this appendix to help the 
reader get aa overall picture of the program. Plow charts 
of the subroutines have been omitted, but the subroutines are 
given in the program itself. 
In the program and the flow chart the dimensioned 
variables are T0P(30,30), B0T(30), C0EPT(30), SC(75), SS(75), 
BN(30), YY(15), ST(40), and SP(4o). Functions determined by " 
subroutines are UMSQ(EM), UMN(EM,EN), SINH H(X), UM(EM), 
COSH H(XX), XUM(EM), THETA(X,EN,Y), BETA(X,EN,Y) and 
EVUL(X). The "CHECK(EM)" is also a subroutine. 
We do not expect anyone but experienced programmers to 
study the program and flow charts. Therefore, there will be 
no further explanation of the program or the flow chart. 
The sample of the output is for our example where we 
used a = 2, b = 4, s = 10 and N = 20. The output shows this 
as "A = 2.000\ B = 4.000,. C = 0.200 and S = 10.000 
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20 ITERATIONS". 
The "FOR LAMBDA ( )" Is of Equation l4. 
The "THE DENOMINATOR" is D^  of Equation 20, If we round 
to four decimal places we have from the sample output that 
for Xq, and D^ is 10.0000, 3.2268, and I.7029, 
The "THE NUMERATOR(S)" Gives the of Equation 28. 
Prom the sample output we have for Xq j  Jq q  = 0; for 
JlO = -0.0736; and for Xg, = 0.0025 and Jg^ = -O.268I. 
From these results we see that for Xg (m = 2) Equation 
28 becomes 
UG - 0.0025UQ + 0.2680u^  
2^ (1.7029)1/2 
which agrees with Equation 25. 
In the computer output, the "EN" is E^  defined by 
Equation 47, 
The "THE NUMERATOR SQUARED" is a check of X^  and if it is 
equal to "THE DENOMINATOR" then we have, as a check, the result 
= 1 • 
Our sample of computer output shows only the output for 
five Xm'8. 
In the second page of our sample output under the heading 
"CURVE FUNCTION AFTER 20 ITERATIONS", the "THE POTENTIAL 
CURVE" and "THE STREAM CURVE" are values of 0 and ijt/K for 
the indicated values of x along y = a + ex. 
On this second page, under the heading "FUNCTIONS FOR Y = 
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1.00 AFTER 20 ITERATION", the "THE STREAM FUNCTION" and 
"THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION" are values of and 0 for the 
indicated values of x and for y =1.00. The results for 
other values of y are printed out similarly. 
c THEORY OF SURFACE WATER MOVING INTO AND THROUGH 
C WATER-SATURATED SOIL BEDDING 
C 
C — * — * — * — * — * 
DOUBLE PRECISION T0P(30,30),BOT(30),COEFT(30),PI,Y,DUMMY,DODO,DIX 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C,S,EI,EJ,EK,SC(75> 
DOUBLE PRECISION X,ZZ,SUT,SS(75),BN(30),YY|15),  ST(40),SPI40),SUK 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI,BOT,TOP 
99 WRITE 13,98) 
98 FORMATMHl) 
PI= 3.14159265358979300 
C READ INPUT PARAMETERS 
C A, B, C, AND S ARE PROBLEM PARAMETERS 
C NN IS NUMBER OF ITERATIONS DESIRED 
C IT -  CONTROL PARAMETER 
C -1 COMPUTE ALL FUNCTIONS 
C 0 COMPUTE CURVE FUNCTIONS ONLY 
C +1 COMPUTE STREAM AND POTENTIAL ONLY 
C 
READ (1,1) A,B,C,S,NN,IT 
1 F0RMAT(4F5.1,  215) 
DO 30 1=1,75 
SC(I)  =0.0D0 
30 SS(I)  = O.ODO 
IF(A-50.)  97,96,96 
C WRITE PARAMETERS 
97 WRITE (3,2) A,B,C,S,NN 
2 F0RMAT(19H1 RESULTS FOR A =F6.2,6H B =F7.4,6H C =F7.4,  9H A 
IND S =F6.1, I4,11H ITERATIONS//)  
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE 
c  COMPUTE NUMERATORd) AND DENOMINATOR( l )  AND WRITE RESULTS 
TOPCl. l )  = 0.000 
B0T(1)= S 
NO = 0 
WRITE (3,3) NO.BOTd) .TOPd.l)  
3 FORMATdZH FOR LAMBDAd2,22H> THE DENOMINATOR ISE24.16/21H THE 
INUMERATORCS) IS6F16.10/{6F16.10»Ï 
C COMPUTE BNd) AND WRITE RESULTS 
BNd) = (A*UM(O.ODO) + C»XUM(O.ODO) ) /BOTd) 
WRITE (3,16) BNd» 
16 F0RMAT(6H EN =F18.12) 
NNP=NN+1 
C 
C START LOOP TO COMPUTE NUMERATOR, DENOMINATOR AND BN VALUES 
G FOR ITERATION 2 THROUGH NN 
C 
.  DO 10 11=2,NNP 
DUMMY = O.ODO 
DODO = O.ODO M 
IM = I I - l  
EI = I I - l  
DO 11 KK=1,IM 
EK = KK-1 
KM = KK-1 
IF(KM) 4,5,4 
5 DODO = O.ODO 
GO TO 6 
4 DO 12 JJ=1,KH 
EJ=JJ-1 
DODO = DODO + TOP(KK,JJ)»UHN(EJ,EII  
12 CONTINUE 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
6 COEFT(KK) = UMN(EK,EI)  -  DODO 
DUMMY = DUMMY + {(UMN(EKtEI)-DODO)»*2)/B0TIKKl 
DODO = O.ODO 
11 CONTINUE 
BOKII)  = (UMSQ( ED-DUMMY) 
DO 13 LL=1,IM 
LP= LL+1 
DIX = b.ooo 
IF(LP-IM) 7,7,8 
7 DO 14 MM=LP,IM 
DIX = DIX + ((COEFT(MM)*TOP(KM,LL))/BOT(MM)) 
14 CONTINUE 
8 CONTINUE 
TOP(I I ,LL)= (COEFTfLD/BOTCLLn -  DIX 
13 CONTINUE 
NI = I I - l  
C 
C WRITE NUMERATOR VALUES AND DENOMINATOR FOR THIS ITERATION 
WRITE (3,3) NI,B0T(I I ) , (T0P(I I ,JI) ,JI=1,IM) 
C 
C COMPUTE BN FOR THIS ITERATION AND WRITE RESULTS 
BN(I I )  = EVUL(EI)  
WRITE (3,16) BN(I I )  
C 
C END OF LOOP TO GET NUMERATORS AND DENOMINATORS 
TOPdIrin = - l .ODO 
CALL CHECK(EI)  
10 CONTINUE 
C 
C TEST CONTROL PARAMETER TO DETERMINE IF BOTH CURVES AND 
C STREAM AND POTENTIAL ARE DESIRED 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
IF(IT) 63,63,62 
C ********** 
C 
c  COMPUTE CURVE FUNCTIONS 
C 
C ********** 
c  LOOP TO COMPUTE CURVES AND SUM FOR NN ITERATIONS 
63 DO 21 IL=1,NNP 
ILP = IL-1 
T0P{IL, IL)=-1.0D0 
C KTP IS THE NUMBER OF X*S TO BE COMPUTED 
KTP = (S*2.0) + 1.0 
X = O.ODO 
C LOOP TO COMPUTE SUMS FOR EACH X 
DO 51 IXX=1,KTP 
C Y EQUALS A + CX 
Y = A + C»X 
SUT = O.ODO 
SUK = 0.000 
C SUM NUMERATOR » STREAM AND POTENTIAL CURVES 
DO 50 IZ=1,IL 
ZZ = IZ-l  
SUK= SUK -  BETA(X,ZZ,Y)*TOP(IL, IZ) 
50 SUT = SUT -  THETA(X,ZZ,Y)*TOP(IL, IZ) 
SC(IXX) = SC(IXX) + BN(IL)*SUK 
SS(IXX)= SS(IXX) + BN(IL)*SUT 
X = X + .5000 
51 CONTINUE 
21 CONTINUE 
C WRITE HEADER AND ITERATION NUMBER 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
52 WRITE (3,60) ILP 
60 F0RMAT(22H1 CURVE FUNCTION AFTERI4,11H ITERATIONS//)  
X = 0.000 
C 
C LOOP TO WRITE OUT THE STREAM AND POTENTIAL CURVES 
C FOR EACH X 
DO 55 1=1,KTP 
WRITE (3,61) X,SS(I} ,SC(I)  
61 F0RMAT(/7H AT X =F5.2,23H THE POTENTIAL CURVE ISF20.16,26H AND T 
IHE STREAM CURVE ISF20-16/)  
55 X = X + .5000 
C TEST CONTROL PARAMETER TO DETERMINE IF STREAM AND POTENTIAL 
C ARE DESIRED 
IF(IT) 62,64,62 
C ********** 
C 
C COMPUTE STREAM AND POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
C 
C ********** 
C READ NY -  NUMBER OF Y'S -  AND THE Y VALUES 
62 READ (1,65) NY, (  YY ( I  )  ,  1 = 1 ,NY]I  
65 F0RMAT(I5,15F5-1) 
C LOOP TO COMPUTE FUNCTIONS FOR EACH Y 
DO 66 IY=1,NY 
C WRITE HEADER FOR EACH Y 
WRITE (3,67) YYflY) 
67 F0RMAT(19H1 FUNCTIONS FOR Y =F6.2/ / I  
Y = YY(IY) 
C IF VALUE OF Y READ IN EXCEEDS 50 THEN Y WILL BE 
C SET TO A •  CX 
I  GO = 0 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
IFCY- 50.)  68,69,69 
69 IGO = 1 
68 CONTINUE 
DO 70 IB=1,40 
ST(IB) = 0.000 
70 SPCI8) = O.ODO 
C IS EQUALS NUMBER OF X*S TO BE COMPUTED 
IS = S + l .ODO 
C LOOP TO COMPUTE FUNCTIONS AND SUM FOR NN ITERATIONS 
DO 71 11=1,NNP 
TOPdI. I I )  = - l .ODO 
C LOOP TO COMPUTE SUMS FOR EACH X 
00 72 IXX=l, IS 
X = IXX-1 
IF(IGO) 73,74,73 
73 Y=A + C»X 
74 CONTINUE 
SUT = O.ODO 
SUK = O.ODO 
C SUM NUMERATOR » STREAM AND POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
C COMPLETE LOOP FOR NN ITERATIONS 
DO 75 12 = 1,11 
ZZ = IZ-1 
SUT = SUT -  THETAlX,ZZ,Y)«TOP{II , IZ) 
75 SUK = SUK -  BETA(X,ZZ,Y)*TOP(I I , IZ) 
SP(IXX) = SP(IXX) + SUT*BN(II )  
72 ST(IXX) = STCIXX) + SUK*BNII I )  
71 CONTINUE 
C WRITE HEADER AND NN 
WRITE (3,76) NN 
76 F0RMAT(16H RESULTS AFTERI4,11H ITERATIONS//)  
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
c LOOP TO WRITE FUNCTIONS FOR EACH X 
00 77 IX = 1, IS 
X = IX-1 
IF(IGO) 78,79,78 
78 Y = A+C*X 
79 CONTINUE 
77 WRITE (3,80) X,ST(IX),SP(IX) 
80 F0RMAT(9H FOR X =F4.0,24H THE STREAM FUNCTION =F20.12,32H AN 
ID THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION =F20.12/» 
66 CONTINUE 
64 CONTINUE 
GO TO 99 
96 CONTINUE 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE UM-UM INTEGRAL o\ 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION UMSQCEM) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C,S,EM,CCC,CC 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI 
CCC = S/ (8.0D0*EM*PI*(C0SHH((EM*PI*B)/S)**2))  
CC = (2.0D0*C*C+I.000)/(C*(C»C+l.0D0)I  
UMSQ= CCC*(CC*(SINHH(2.0D0*EM»PI*((A/S)+C))-SINHH((2.0D0*EM*A*PI) /  
IS))  +2.0D0*EH»PI) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED! 
SUBROUTINE CHECKCENI 
DOUBLE PRECISION TOP(30,30Ï,80T(30),A,B,CtS,PI,SUM,EN,EItEJ 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI,BOT,TOP 
SUM = O.ODO 
N = EN + 1.0 
SUM = (T0P(N,1)**2)*S 
DO 1 1=2,N 
EI = I - l  
1 SUM = SUM + (TOP(N,I)»*2)*UMSQCEI) 
NNN = EN 
DO 2 1=1,NNN 
JI  = I+l  
DO 2 J=JI,N 
EI = I - l  
EJ = J-1 
SUM = SUM + (2.0D0*T0P(N,I)*T0P(N,J)* UMN(EI,EJJI 
2 CONTINUE 
WRITE (3,3) SUM 
3 FORMATdH • THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS*F24.16) -< 
RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE UM-UN INTEGRAL 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION UMN(EM,EN) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C,S,EM,EN,Q,0,CCC,C1,C2 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI 
Q = EM + EN 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
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c SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE UM INTEGRAL 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION UMCEM» 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C,S,PI,CC,MUM,EM 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI '  
IF(EM) 1,2,1 
2 UM = S 
GO TO 3 
1 CC = (S»C)/  (EM*PI*(C*C+1.0D0)*C0SHH((EM*PI*B)/S))  
MUM = EM 
7 IF(MUM) 4,5,6 
6 MUM = MUM -  2 
GO TO 7 
4 UM = -CC*(SINHH(EM»PI»((A/S)+C)) + SINHH((EM*A*PI»/S11 
GO TO 3 
5 UM = CC*(SINHH(EM*PI*((A/S)+C)) -  SINHH((EH»A»PI)/$))  
3 RETURN 
END 
C HYPERBOLIC COSINE FUNCTION 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION COSHH{XX> 
DOUBLE PRECISION XX 
COSHH= 0.5* (DEXP(XX) + DEXP(-XX)) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
c SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE XUM INTEGRAL 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION XUM(EM) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C,S,PI,EM,CC,MUM,CCC 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI 
IFCEM) 1,2,1 
2 XUM ={S»S)/2.0D0 
GO TO 3 
1 CC = (S»S)/(EM»PI»(C»C+l.ODO)»COSHH({EM»PI»B)/Sn 
CCC = (1.0D0-C»C)/(EM*PI»(C»C+1.0D0n 
MUM = EM 
7 IF(MUM) 4,5,6 
6 MUM = MUM -  2 
GO TO 7 
4 XUM =-CC*(C*SINHH(EM*PI*((A/S)+C))+CCC»fCOSHH(EM*PI«((A/SI+C)I  
ICOSHHi(EM*A»PI)/S)))  
GO TO 3 
5 XUM = CC*(C*SINHH(EM*PI*((A/S)+C))+CCC*(COSHH(EM*PI*((A/S)+C)) 
ICOSHHC(EM»A*PI) /S)1) 
3 RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE STREAM CURVE 
C 
C STREAM CURVE = (SINHC(N*PI»Y)/S) /  COSH((N»PI»B)/SJÏ 
C •  SIN((N*PI*X)/S) 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION THETA{X,EN,Y) 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ACOS,ASIN,Y,A,B,C,S,PI,X,EN 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI 
IF(EN) 1,2,1 
2 THETA = l .ODO 
GO TO 3 
1 ACOS = COSHH((EN*PI*Y)/S; 
ASIN = COSHH((EN*PI*B)/S) 
THETA = (ACOS/ASIN)*DCOS((EN*PI*X)/S» 
3 RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 
POTENTIAL CURVE = (COSH((N*PI*Y)/S) /  COSH((N*PI*B)/S) )  
•  COS((N*PI*X)/S* 
i-j 
00 
PRECISION 
PRECISION 
A t  B f  C ,  S ,  PI 
1 ,2 ,1  
0.000 
FUNCTION BETA(X,EN,Y) 
ACOS,ASIN,Y,A,B,C,S,PI,X,EN 
DOUBLE 
DOUBLE 
COMMON 
IF(EN) 
BETA = 
GO TO 3 
ACOS = SINHH(<EN»PI»Y)/S) 
ASIN = COSHH((EN*PI*B)/S) 
BETA = (ACOS/ASIN)*DSIN((EN*PI*X)/S) 
RETURN 
END 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE BN 
C BN = (A » SUM OF NUMERATOR *  UM + C » SUM OF NUMERATOR » XUM) 
C /  DENOMINATOR 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION EVUL(X) 
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM,A,8«C,S,PI,TOP(30,30).EOT(30),X,SS,EI,BN 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI,BOT,TOP 
N = X 
M=N+1 
SUM = 0.000 
SS = O.ODO 
00 1 1=1,N 
EI=I - I  
SUM= SUM -  TOP(M,I)*UMCEI) 
1 SS = SS -  TOP(M,I)»XUM(EI)  
SUM = SUM + UM(X) 
SS = SS + XUM(X) 
EVUL = (A*SUM + C»SS)/BOTCM) œ 
RETURN ro 
END 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER ONE (CONTINUED) 
J i 
Fig. 22. Plow chart of the computer program for 
problem number one. 
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S U R F A C  E  
WATER 
D O U B L E  
P R E C I S I O N  
A L L  
V A R I A B L E  S  
P I  =  
3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3  
5 8  9 7 9 3  
R E A D  
A ,  B ,  C ,  S ,  N N ,  
I  t
s e t  s o  
a n d  s s  
a r r  a y s s q . o  
WRITE 
a ,  b .  c ,  s ,  n n  
*( ) 
W R I T E  
N O ,  B O T ( I ) ,  
T O P d . l )  
b n ( i )  = (  a  *  
u m ( o . o )  +  c  *  
x u m ( o . o ) )  
/ b o t ( i )  
I 
w r i t e  
b n ( i )  
n n p >  n n + i  
t o p ( l , l )  •  0 . 0  
b o t ( i )  »  s  
n o  >  0  
Pig. 23. Page two of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number one. 
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d u m m y ï o . o  
0000 % 0.0 
i m  =  i i  -  i  
e i  = 1 1  - i  
s e  t  
11: 2 1 1 = n n p  n o  
y e s  s e t  
e k  =  k k - i  
n o  y e s  k m  :  k k - i  
BOT(Il)  :  
n o  K M  =  0  
s e t  s e t  
0000 = 0.0 
c 0 e f t ( k k )  =  
u m n { e k , e i )  
- 0 0 0 0  
n o  y e s  0 J s KM 
E J = J J - I 
0000 = 0000 
+ T0P{KK,J J) 
* UMN(EJ, El) 
d u m m y  s  d u m m y  +  
( ( u m n ( e k , e i )  -  d o d o )  * 2 )  
/ b o t ( k  k )  
0000= 0.0 
J J : 
K K 
Fig. 24. Page three of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number one. 
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W R I T E  
N I ,  B O T H  I), 
T O P d l , J I ) ,  
JI: 1,1^ — 
N O  Y E S  N I  = I I  -  I  L  L  =  I M  
D I X .  =  0 . 0  
B N d r )  s  
E V U L ( E I )  
L P  £  I M  N O  W R I T E  
B  N ( I I )  
YES' Y E S  
T O P d l , I I )  
« -1.0 
S E T  
M  M  :  L P  M.M = IM 
C A L L  
C H E C K ( E I )  
N  0  
I  I  =  
D I X  : D I X  +  
( C O E F T ( M M ) *  
T O P ( M M , L L ) )  
/ B O T ( M M )  
M  M  I  I  +  I  
Pig. 25. Page four of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number one. 
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C O M P U T E  
C U R V E  
F U N C T I O N S  
I  S  
I L  =  N N P  
S E T  
I  X  X  =  1  
I L P  =  I L  -  I  
T0P(IL,IL)»-I.0 
K T  P  = ( $ * 2 . 0 ) +  1 . 0 1  
X = 0.0 
Y =  A  +  C  * X  
S U T  0.0 1  
S U K  0.0 SC{IXX)«SC(IXX) f 
B N ( I L )  # S V K  
S S ( I X X ) « S S ( I X X )  +  
B N ( I L )  * S U T  
X  = X +  0 . 5  
I X X  «  
1  r -
( Y E S V^ I X  X  +  1  
NO 
Z Z » IZ -  I  
SUK = SUK -  BE TA{X,ZZ,Y) *  TOPtlL.IZ) 
SUT»SUT -  THETA(X,ZZ,Y)*TOP{ILJZ) 
I Z  =  
I Z  +  1  
Pig.26, Page five of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number one. 
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W R I T E  
€ 
A 
T 1 / • ' 
R E A D  N Y ,  
X = 0.0 A Y Yd),1 = 1,NY 
COMPUTE 
STREAM AND 
P O T E N T I A L  
F U N C T I O N S  
Y :  Y Y ( I Y )  
I G O  =  0  
W R I T E  
Y Y(IY) 
W R I T E  
X,SS{I),SC(r) 
S E T  S E T  S T  
I  I »  1  
A N D  S  P  
A R R A Y S *  0  
IS : S + 1.0 
10 0 * 1 
Pig. 27. Page six of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number one. 
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TO MI 1,11) 
IXX a I 
X 8IXX - I 
Ï 
I X X  »  
I X  X  +  1  
I 
3P(IXX)«SP(IX X) + 
SUT *BN(II) 
ST{IXX)»ST(IXX) + 
SUK *BN(II) 
IZ = 
IZ + 1 
ZZ:IZ- I 
SUT» SUT -THETA(X,ZZ, 
Y) *TOP(II,IZ) 
SUK" SUK - BETA(X,ZZ, 
Y) *TOP(II,IZ ) 
1 0 0 * 0  
SUT o d 
SUK = 0.0 
Y » A + C #X 
Pig. 28. Page seven.of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number one. 
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W R I T E  
N N  
S E T  
I X = !  
l Y  =  
X  =  I X  N O  I X  s  I S  Y E S  
W R I T E  
S P ( I X ) ,  
X . S T l l X )  Y E S  
N O  Y »  A  +  C  * X  
Sample of computer output for problem number one for 
a = 2, b = 4, 8 = 10, and N = 20 
RESULTS FOR A = 2.000 B = 4.000 C = 0.200 AND S = 10.0 20 ITERATIONS 
FOR LAMBDA (O) THE DENOMINATOR IS 9.999999999 
THE NUMERATOR IS 0.0 
EN = 3.00000000 
FOR LAMBDA (l) THE DENOMINATOR IS 3.22678552 
THE NUMERATOR(S) IS -0.07365129 
EN = -1.00506587 
THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS 3.22678552 
FOR LAMBDA (2) THE DENOMINATOR IS 1.70288240 
THE NUMERATOR(S) IS O.oo251i86 -0.26805597 
EN = -0.10307407 
THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS 1.70288240 
FOR LAMBDA (3) THE DENOMINATOR IS 0.93520104 
THE NUMERATOR(S) IS -0.01556093 . -0.03664671 
EN = -0.20798629 
THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS 0.93520104 
FOR LAMBDA (4) THE DENOMINATOR IS 0.52614744 
THE NUMERATOR(S) IS -0.00173670 -0.03894625 
EN = -0.08188706 
THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS 0.52614744 
-0.47388277 
-0.12351412 -0.67018556 
Sample computer output for problem number one (Cont.) 
CURVE FUNCTION AFTER 20 INTERATIONS 
FOR X 0 THE POTENTIAL CURVE 2.03830472 THE STREAM CURVE = 0.00000000 
FOR X 1 THE POTENTIAL CURVE = 2.21190220 THE STREAM CURVE 
-0.28396739 
FOR X 2 THE POTENTIAL CURVE = 2.40886961 THE STREAM CURVE -0.40423428 
FOR X 3 THE POTENTIAL CURVE = 2.60051618 THE STREAM CURVE -0.47007388 
FOR X = 4 THE POTENTIAL CURVE 2.79691741 THE STREAM CURVE -0.50682867 
FOR X = 5 THE POTENTIAL CURVE = 2.99656038 THE STREAM CURVE = -0.52482796 
FOR X = 6 THE POTENTIAL CURVE 3.19785604 THE STREAM CURVE -0.52262549 
FOR X = 7 THE POTENTIAL CURVE 3.40047128 THE STREAM CURVE = -0.49245995 
FOR X = 8 THE POTENTIAL CURVE 3.60402199 THE STREAM CURVE 
-0.42003394 
FOR X = 9 THE POTENTIAL CURVE = 3.80478452 THE STREAM CURVE = -0.28011286 
FOR X = 10 THE POTENTIAL CURVE = 3.98715961 THE STREAM CURVE 0.00000000 
FUNCTIONS FOR Y = 1.00 AFTER 20 ITERATIONS 
FOR X = 0 THE STREAM FUNCTION =. 0.00000000 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 
FOR X = 1 THE STREAM FUNCTION = -0.09496940 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 
FOR X = 2 THE STREAM FUNCTION = -0.l4440603 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 
2.25843828 
2.32033492 
2.45630933 
Sample computer output for problem number one (Cont.) 
FOR X 3 THE STREAM FUNCTION = -0.16419360 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 2.61949700 
FOR X 4 THE STREAM FUNCTION = -0.16835036 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 2.79082019 
FOR X 5 THE STREAM FUNCTION -0.16255111 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 2.95997319 
FOR X 6 THE STREAM FUNCTION = -0.14830417 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 3.11895051 
FOR X 7 THE STREAM FUNCTION = -0.12518842 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 3.25960147 
FOR X 8 THE STREAM FUNCTION = -0.09221977 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 3.37250095 
FOR X 9 THE STREAM FUNCTION = -0.04944313 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 3.44696395 
FOR X 10 THE STREAM FUNCTION -0.00000000 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION 3.47319862 
vo vo 
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as 
APPENDIX V: INTEGRATION FORMULAS FOR THE INTEGRALS 
(v„,v„) AND 
We have from Equation 75 and 80 that is defined 
/ \ p p^Sinh mrrfa+cx)/s slnh niT(a+cx)/s 
 ^ m' n'  ^L slnh mnh/s slnh nnh/s 
cos mnx/s cos nnx/s] dx. (234) 
If we define F^  by 
m^n ~ slnh m^ b/s slnh n^ b/s. (235) 
and use formula 654.1 of Dwight (1962) we can write Equation 
234 as 
V^^ n^  = j®j|.gmTr(a+cx)/s_g-mTr(a+cx)/s^  
^^ nTT(a+ox)/8_^ _nTT(a+G%)/8]^^g nW^ d^x. 
(236) 
Upon multiplying out the exponential terms, changing the 
integration of a sum to the sum of an integration, and moving 
all constant terms outside of the integral signs we have, upon 
multiplying by 4/P^  the expression 
(^m+n)ân3 j.%(m+n)oxw/s oos n„x/s to (237) 
o 
+g4n+n)an/s,fe-(m+n)oxn/scoa miix/a eos nnx/s dx (238) 
_g(m n)att/sn g(m-n)oxTr/8^^g ihttx/s cos nirx/s dx (239) 
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.g-(ia-n)atT/sj%-(m-n)exiT/3^^3 oos nnx/s dx . (240) 
To evaluate the ingegrals In the Expressions 237, 238, 
239, and 240 we use formula 315, page 83 of Burlngton (1955) 
which is 
J[e cos bx COB cx] dx = 
e^ r^(b-c)5ln (b-c)x + a cos (b-c)xl 
2[a^  + (b-o)2] . ~ 
+ e^ r^(b+c)ain (b+c)x + a cos (b+c)xl (24l) 
2[a2 + (b+o)2] 
Upon comparing the integrals in Expressions 237, 238, 239, 
and 240 with Burington's formula we see that his b and c are 
our mn/s and n-rr/s respectively. The terms sin (b-c)x and 
sin (b+c)x of Equation 24l now become sin(m-n)nx/s and 
sin(m+n)nx/s which are zero at the limits of integration 
X = 0 and x = s. Therefore, in our particular case, the 
formula given in Equation 24l can be reduced to 
r 8^=^003 bx OOS OX dx = aeff 1-003(6-0)x + °os(b+o)X]_ 
•' ® a2+(b-o)2 a^+(h+af 
(242) 
Comparing this formula with Expressions 237, 238, 239, 
and 240 we see that Burington's (b-c) is (m-n)TT/s and (b+c) 
is (m+n)TT/s for all four integrals. Further comparison shows 
that the only symbol we need to change in Equation 242 is a. 
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For the Integrals In Expressions 237, 238, 239, and 240 the 
symbol a in Burington's formula is given by a = (m+njrrc/s, 
a = -(m+n)TTc/s, a = (m-n)TTc/s and a = -(m-n)no/s respectively 
Using Equation 242 and returning to the integral in 
Expression 237 we see that the formula for the Integral is 
s 
 ^g (m+n ) TTOx/s gQg mrr/s cos nrrx/s dx = 
(m+n)TTC e)ttox/s Qpg (]n-n)TTx/s 
Qa L, .000 
s 
COS (m+n)WB 3 i _ (243) 
fm+n)^ Ti^ c^  (ni+n)^ n^ " 'o 
p p 
After we factor out s /n ». the right hand side of Equation 
243 becomes 
(m+n)sc fm-n)nx/s cos (m+n)Trx/s .. ,® 
{m+nfa^ +im-nf (m+n)V+(m+n)^  o" 
(244) 
If (m-n) and (m+n) are odd we will get a different value 
for Expression 244 than if (m-n) and (m+n) are even. If 
(m-n) is odd so is (m+n) and if (m-n) is even then so is 
(m+n). For (m+n) odd Expression 244 becomes 
_ (m+n)so . 1  ^ 1 
(m+n)^ c^ +(m-n)''^  (m+n ) ^c^ +(m+n ) ^ 
(m+n)sc r 1 1  ^
. {a+nfo^ Hm-nf (m+n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  
or ' 
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For (m+n) even Expression 244 becomes 
Similarly using E^ cpression 244 the integral in Expression 238 
becomes for (m+n) odd 
fa+n)30re'<'°"^ ")"°H-l e-(m+n)no +i ,, 
(m+n)®o^ +(m-n)^  (m+n)®o®+(iii+n)^  
and for m+n even becomes 
_ (m+n)80^ e-(°^ +^ )TT0 _i g-(m+n)no 
(m+n)^ c^ +(m-n)^  ' (m+n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  
The integral in Expression 239 becomes, for (m+n) odd. 
(248) 
and becomes, for (m+n) even. 
The Integral in Expression 240 becomes, for (m+n) odd, 
(m.n)60re-(m-")n° +1  ^ +1 , > 
(m-n)^ c^ +(m-n)^  (m-n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  
and for (m+n) even becomes 
_ — f TTl—n ^  Txfi _ 
(252) 
Upon replacing the integrals in Expressions 237, 238, 239 
_ (m-n)scr e-(m-*)nO _i g-(m-n)TTC 
(m-n)^ c^ +(m-n)^  (m-n)^ c^ +(m+n)^  
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and 24o with Expressions 245, 247, 249, and 251 we have for 
(m+n) and (m-n) odd 
fv V )- c(m+n)TTa/3p(m+n)sc/ +1 
+ ® (m+n)nc^ j^  (m+n)na/Sr(m+n)Bc/ +1 
(m+n)2(c^ +l) {m+n)^ c^ +(in-n)^  
-^(m+n)nc +i (m-n)na/Srfm-n)8c,e(m-")n*+l 
(m+n)2(o2+l) (m-n)2(0^ +1) 
g(m-n)nO +1 - (in-n)„a/5|. (m-n) sc,e' (m-n)no+i 
(m-n)^ o®+(m+n)^  (m-n)^ (o®+l) 
-(m-n)^  j_ (253) 
(m-n) c +{iii+n) 
If we factor out sc/2tt, multiply through by the constant 
exponent terms, and collect terms with like deraoninators, the 
right hand side of Equation 253 "becomes 
""btt 
{-(m+n) 
e (m+n )n(a/s+c )^ g (m+n ) TTa/s_g- (m+n)n(a/s+o)_g- (m+n )Tra/s 
-(m+n) 
+(m-n) 
(m+n)^ c^  + (m-n)2 
e (m+n )n(a/8+c)+2 (m+n ) TTa/s_ .g-(m+n)n(a/s+c)_g-(m+n)na/s 
(m+n)^ (c^  + 1) 
g(m-n)n(a/s+o)+2(m-n)na/s_ .e-(m-n)tt(a/s+c)_g-(m-n)na/s 
(m-n)^ (c^  + 1) 
e (m-n ) rr (a/s+c )_^ g (m-n ) TTa/s_ . Q-(m-n)TT(a/s+c)_g-(m-n)na/s 
+(m-n) r g 
(m-n) c + (m+n)': (254) 
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Upon interchanging the second and third term in each 
numerator of Expression 254, putting the first and second 
functions over common denominators, and putting the third 
and fourth fraction over common denominators we can write 
Pmnso 
-r " 
f (m+n)2(o2+i)(e(M+n)n(a/s+o)_e-(m+n)n(a/s+c(m+n)na/s_ 
(m+n)(c^ +l)[(m+n)^ c^  + (m-n)^ ] 
• (^m+n)TTa/s^  
_ rWn)^c^+fm-n)2i(e("'+'^ )Tr(a/s+c)_^ -(m+n)Tr(a/s+o)_^ (^m+n)TTa/s_ 
g-(m-n)Tra/s^  
(m+n)(c^ +l)C(m+n)^ c^  + (m-n)^ ] 
,  r(m-n)^c^+(m+n)2ife('^ -")^ (a/s+c)_^ -(m-n)TT(a/s+o)_^ (m-n)TTa/s_ 
(m-n)(c +l)[(m-n)^ c^  + (m+n)^ ] 
g- (m-n)Tra/8^  ' 
rfm-n)2fc2+i)ife(*-*)n( )_e-(m-n)n( a/s+c ) (m-n ) TTa/s_ 
(m-n)(o2+l)[{m-n)2o2 + (m+n)^ ] 
_ ^ 
or factoring out l/(c +l) and combining the first and second 
terms and combining the third and fourth terms we have 
m^n^ ° |. 2 (m+n ) ^c^ +(m+n ) ^+(m-n  ^^  (m+n )Tr(a/s+c ) 
8tt(c^ +1) (m+n)[(m+n)^ c^ +(m-n)^ ] 
_ g- (m+n ) rr( a/s+c (m+n ) TTa/s_ g- (m+n ) rra/s j 
 ^2(m-n)^ c^ +(m+n)^ +(m-n)^ ^^ (m-n)Tr(a/s+c) (m-n)n(a/8+o) 
(m-n)[(m-n)^ c^ +(m+n)^ ] 
(m-n )Tia/s^ g-(m-n) Tra/s J J 
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Using the definition of the hyperbolic sine and our 
definition of we have for (m+n) and (m-n) odd that 
(v^ ,v^ ) is given by 
(y  SÇ : 2^(m-n)^ c^ +(m+n)^ +(m-n)^  
 ^ 4n(o^ +l)8lnh mirb/s sinh ntrb/s (m-n)[(iii-n)^ c^ +(m+n)^ ] 
[slnh (m-n)rr(a/s+c) + sinh (m-n)Tra/s] -
(^'°"^ ")^ °^ "^ (g'^ g)^ '^ (in-g)^ [slnh(m+n)Tr(a/3H-c)+Blnh(nn-n)W3]}-' 
(m+n)[(m+n) c +(m-n) ] 
(255) 
In a similar manner we can obtain (v^ jv^ ) for (m+n) and (m-n) 
even if we replace the integrals in Expressions 237, 238, 
239, and 240 by Expressions 240, 248, 250, and 252 respectively. 
The result is 
(y ) = 80 2^(m+n)^ c^ +(m+n)^ +(m-n)^  
 ^ 4n(c^ +l)sinh m^ b/s sinh n^ b/s (m+n)[(m+n)^ c^ +(m-n)^ 3 
[sinh (m+n)Tr(a/s+c)- sinh (m+n)Tra/s] -
2(m-n) c +(m+n) +(m-n) (m-n)Tr(a/s+c)-sinh(m-n)TTa/s]3. 
(m-n)[(m-n) c +(m+n) ] 
(256) 
To find a formula for (v^ fv^ ) we first recall that it is 
given by 
ivv  •  -Air 
(257) 
If we define by 
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and use formula 6^ h.l of Dwlght (1962) we can write Equation 
275 as g 
(259) 
Upon expanding the right hand side of Equation 259* 
changing the integration of a sum to the sum of the integra­
tions, and moving the constant terms outside of the integral 
signs, we have 
2 
 ^f^ 2mr,a/s j.%2m„oVs mwx/s dx (260) 
o 
+ Q-2miTa/s J g-2mTT0x/8^ g^2 m^ /^s dx (26l) 
s p 
-2 r cos mrrx/s dx} . (262) 
To find the integrals in Expressions 260 and 26l we 
use Burington's (1955) formula 323 page 84 which for a cosine 
squared in the integrand is given by 
r e^ o^os^ bx dx = "x + Sb sin bx) 
. •' ar Ifb^ 
" f(Â4^ • 
The symbol b in Equation 263, Burington's formula 323, is 
mn/s. Because sin mrrx/s is zero at our limits of integration 
of X = 0 and x = s. Equation 263 becomes 
r e^ * cos^  bx dx = —^ —n-[a cos^  bx + (264) 
'' a"^ +4b'^  
In view of Equation 264 we see that the integral in 
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Expression 260 can be written as 2 2 
[2 mrrc/s cos irinx/s + ] 1 i.^ 2 2^ 2 . 2^ 2 L"  ^rtlnC 
g ° +4 2 
s s 
or simplifying we have 
_ .2mTTCx/s 5 , s 
[2c cos mrrx/s + —] I . (265) 
4mTT(c2+l) o 
After applying the limits of integration we have 
WÂI) " 4mn(c2+l) 
or upon combining 2c + ~ into (2c^  + l)/c and factoring the 
term out along with s/[4mTr(c^  + l)] we have Expression 265 
given by 
5(2c^  + 1) (gSmnc _ 1) _ (266) 
4mTrC ( c + 1 ) 
Similarly for the integral in Expression 261 we find 
s(2c^ +l)  ^. e-2mTTC)  ^ (267) 
4mnc(c^ +l) 
To find the integral in Expression 262 we. use formula 
202 of Burington (1955) which is 
J- oos2 ax ax = I + . (268) 
The symbol a in this formula is m^ /s of Expression 262 and 
sin 2mnx/s is zero at both limits of integration x = 0 and 
X = s. Therefore the integral in Expression 262 can be 
written as 
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or 
8/2 . > (269) 
Replacing the Integrals In Expressions 260, 261, and 262 
by Expressions 266, 26?, and 269 we can write as 
+  ^^  B(2o (1 _ e-2mnC)_2 8]^  (270) 
4mTrc(c'^  + 1) 
Multiplying the first and second term through by the constant 
exponential term, combining the first and second terras, and 
factor out 8/2mn we have (v„,v_) given by 2 in m 
_gan„a/s 
or recalling our definitions of and the hyperbolic sine 
we have 
° 8m„(slnh 
-slnh 2mTra/s]-2mn}. (271) 
In Equation 271 we note that the right hand side Is 
undefined for c = 0, Physically 0 equals zero when the water 
levels In the two ditches are equal. For this special case we 
can let 0 be finite, but small enough for the ditches to have 
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negligible differences in their water levels. We can also 
use the alternate theory given by Equations 133 and 134. 
This concludes Appendix V. 
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APPENDIX VI:. INTEGRATION FORMULAS FOR THE INTEGRALS 
s s 
v^ (x)dx and ^  xv^ x^^ dx 
First we will obtain a formula for ^  v„(x)dx. Recalling m 
pur symbolism for we can write 
|%^ (x)dx = ^ '=|2hJtoIa+|xlZa cos mT,x/s dx . (272) 
If we use formulas 654.1 of Dwight (1962) and let F^  
be given by 
F^  = l/[sinh mnb/s] (273) 
we can write the right hand side of Equation 272 as 
\ AgmTr(a+ox)/B .g-mn(a+cx)/5^ ^^ g m^ -x/a dx 
or as 
£m [.gmira/s «^ m^ncx/s dx (274) 
0 
_g-mTra/s j^ -mrrox/s dx] . (275) 
o 
To evaluate the integrals in Expressions 274 and 275 
we use formula 314 page 83 of Burington (1955) which is 
r e®"* cos bx dx = —I—5 (a cos bx + b sin bx), (276) 
a +b'^  
In both integrals of Expressions 274 and 275 we see that 
b of Equation 276 is mn/s so that sin bx is given by sin m^ x/s 
which is zero at x = 0 and x = s, our limits of integration. 
Therefore in our particular problem, we see that Equation 276 
becomes 
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/ oos bx ax = ^  °°| . (277) 
a + b ! 
Using Equation 277 and letting a equal mrrc/s and b equal 
m-rr/s, we see that the integral in Expression 274 can be 
written as 
s iSnc e"^TTCx/s g 
r cos imrx/s dx = -i-5-0 5-0 cos mnx/s ! (278) 
o m n c , mn 0 
or simplifying we have the right hand side of Equation 278 
given by 
mncx/s s 
cos mrrx/s | (279) 
niTr(o^  + 1) 
which upon using the limits of integralon for m odd is given by 
so e^ °^ so 
mirCc^  + 1) mn(c2+l) 
or by 
_  b 0 ( e "^ TT0 + 1) 
mn(c^  + 1) 
For m even Expression 279 becomes 
sc e^ °^ sc 
(280) 
mn(c +1) mrrCc +l) 
or 
(281) • scfe"^ °^ -iV 
mn(c +1) 
Similarly the integral in Expression 276 becomes, for m odd. 
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(282) 
mn(o2 + 1) 
and becomes for m even 
- -1) . (283) 
mrr(c +l) 
Upon substituting Expressions 280 and 282 for the 
Integrals In Expressions 274 and 275, we have, for m odd, 
the expression 
\ (gmwo + J) . e-mwa/Sgg 
mn(c +l) mTx(c^  + 1 ) 
or multiplying through by the exponential term and factoring 
out so/[mn(o^  + l)] we have 
_ j.gmTT(a/s+c)/s_^ gmTTa/s_^ g-mn(a/s+c)/s^ g-mTTa/s 
2mn(c^ +l) 
(284) 
Prom the definition of hyperbolic cosine and we see 
that Expression 284 can be written as 
sc 
•[cosh mn(a/8+c)+ cosh mna/s], (285) 
mTT(c^ +l)sinh m^ b/s 
Because Expression 285 is the right hand side of Equation 272 
we have for m odd 
s 
r Vm(x)dx r [cosh mTr(a/s+c)+cosh m^ a/s], 
o mn(o +l)slnh mtrb/s 
(286) 
Similarly for m even we have 
s 
J v^ (x)dx 12--- —[cosh mTr(a/s+c)-cosh mna/s]. 
o mTr(c +l)sinh mrrb/s (287) 
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8 
To find ^  xVjjj(x)dx we write 
^°xv„(x)dx = 1° i£-S|||J!n^+S2]/2 COS m„x/s dx. (288) 
Using our symbolism for given in Equation 273 and 
the formula 654.1 of Dwight (1962) we can write the right 
hand side of Equation 288 as 
 ^(jfx[emn(a+°x)/s m^ x/s dx} 
or as 
r xe""®*/® COS mirx/s dx (289) 
_g-inna/s A ^ -mnox/s n^x/s dx} . (290) 
To find the integrals in Expressions 289 and 290 we use 
formula 322 of Burington (1955) which is 
ax xe&x 
r X e cos bx dx = — —5 (a cos bx + b sin bx) 
•' a^  + b 
ax p  ^
1—5-[(a -b^ )cos bx + 2ab sin bx]. (291) 
(a^ +b^ ) 
In our case we see that the b in the above formula is 
mn/s or sin bx is sin mnx/s which is zero for our limits of 
integration x = 0 and x = s. Equation 29I now becomes, 
for our case, 
r X 003 bx dx = a cos bx - e^ V-t^ jcos bx 
a +b (a + b )2 
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or 
r X cos bx dx = ^  [ax - ]. (292) 
a^  + . a'^ +b'^  
Upon comparing Equation 292 with the integral in 
Expression 289 we have 
m^ n^ c^  _ m^ TT^  
m^nox/s Q Q g  miTx/SrmTTCX s^  s^  . 
mVc^ , mV ^ ® " m^^eS ^2^2 ^ 
or 
or 
g2gniTrcx/s m-nx/s rm-rrcx - 1.. , ® 
m%^  (c^  + 1) ® (? + 1 o 
3 e^ 'TTx/s m„x/3 + s (1^ - , . (293) 
mTT(c +1) m-nrCc + l) 
For m odd Expression 293 becomes 
. - c«) 
mn(o + l) mn(o +1) mn(o +l)mn^ o +l) 
or becomes 
- 'AW *" • 
Similarly for m even the integral in Expression 289 
becomes 
Similarly the integral in Expression 290, for m odd, 
becomes 
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+1) + f ( 2 9 6 )  
m rr (q +l) niTr(o +l) 
and, for m even, becomes 
-1) - f"" . (297) 
m rr (c +l) bittCc +1) 
If we replace the integrals in Expressions 289 and 290 by 
I 
Expressions 294 and 296 we have for m odd 
fm r mrra/Sp s^ (l - c^ ) / m^ c n \ s^ c e"^ °^ 
_ e-mna/S[_ °^ (1 ' °^ ) (e-""^ ,+l) + 
m TT (c +1) mTT(c +1) 
or multiplying through by the exponent terms and rearranging 
we have 
fm rsZfl - c^ ) / mTT(a/s+c) -mn(a/s+c) m^ a/s 
" 2 +1)" ^  
_ 2-mna/S) ^  a^c ^^ mnCa/s+c)+e-mn(a/s+c) j ^  ^
mnCc^ +l) * 
(298) 
Placing Expression 298 in the right hand side of Equation 
288 and recalling our definitions for the hyperbolic sine 
and the hyperbolic cosine, we have for m odd 
s 2 . 2 
r XV (x)dx —g— —[—7-0 -(sinh mn(a/s+c) 
o mnCc +l)sinh mub/a mn(c +l) 
+ sinh mna/s) +c cosh mn(a/s+c)]. (299) 
Similarly we have for m even 
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s • 2 1 «2 
r XV (x)dx =——g— " g \ (slnh mnCa/s+c)-
o niTT(c +l)slnh m-rrb/s mTr(c +1) 
sinh rarra/s) +.q cosh itiTrCa/s+c)], (300) 
This completes Appendix VI. 
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APPENDIX VII: IBM 36O COMPUTER PROGRAM, 'PLOW CHART, 
AND SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR THEORY OP STEADY RAINFALL SEEPING 
THROUGH SOIL INTO DRAINAGE DITCHES OF UNEQUAL WATER LEVELS 
In this appendix we present the program, a flow chart 
of the program, and a sample of the computer output for the 
second problem. 
The program itself is presented first. The letter C in 
the left hand column of the program denotes a comment which 
has been added to help the reader follow the program. 
A simplified flow chart is included in this appendix to 
help the reader get a better overall picture of the program. 
The subroutines of the program are so simple that they were 
not included in the flow chart. 
In the program and the flow chart, the dimensioned 
variables are BB(25), QQ(25), PP(25), EM(25), SS(80), T0P(30, 
30), B0T(30), C0EPT(30), SP(25), ST(25), SC(80), and YY(l5). 
Functions determined by subroutines are COSHH(XX), SINHH(XX), 
VMN(EM,EN), FBB(EM), PQQ(EM), VM(EM),-PHETA(X,EN,Y), XVM(EM), 
PPP(EM), THETA(X,EN,Y), and the CHECK(EN). 
We do not expect anyone but experienced programmers to 
study the program and flow charts. Therefore, there will be 
no further explanation of the program or the flow chart. 
The sample output is for a = 2, b = 4, s = 10, R = 
0.00635, K = 0.254 and N = 20. The output shows this as 
"A = 2.000 B = 4.000 C = 0.200 R = 0.00635 and K = 
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0,254". 
The "FOR LAMBDA( )"•Is of Equation 78. 
The "THE DENOMINATOR" Is D^  of Equation 78. If we 
round to four places we have from the sample output that for 
Xg, and D^  Is 2.6716, 1.4982, and 0.9001. 
The "THE NUMERATOR(8)" gives the of Equation 89. 
From the sample output we have for =0; for Xg, Jgl ~ 
-0.3706; and for X3, J31 = -O.6172 and = -O.5153. 
Prom these results we see that for Xg (m = 3) Equation 89 
is given by 
Vg + 0.06l7v^  + 0.51537% 
(0.9001)1/2 
which agrees with Equation 86. 
The "THE NUMERATOR SQUARED" is a check of x^  and if it is 
equal to "THE DENOMINATOR" then we have, as a check, the 
result 
Our sample of computer output shows only the output 
for five x^ s^. 
The term "BETA" is 
pSinh mrra/s v sinh nna/s-
Lsinh mxrb/s mn sinh n^ b/sJ 
in d as given by Equation 110. 
The letters Q, P, and D denote q^ , p^ , and d of 
Equations 93, 94, and 110. 
The "EM" is E^  of Equation 123. 
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On the second page of our sample output under the heading 
"CURVE FUNCTION AFTER 20 ITERATIONS", the "THE PSI LINE" 
and the "THE PHI LINE" are values of tjr and 0 for various x 
along the line y ="a + cx, i.e., "THE PSI LINE" is "boundary 
condition 4 and the "THE PHI LINE" is the water table 0^ . 
On this second page, under the heading "FUNCTIONS FOR 
y = 1.00", "THE STREAM FUNCTION" and the "THE POTENTIAL 
FUNCTION" are values of f and 0 for indicated values of x 
and for y = 1.00. The results for other values of y are 
printed similarly. 
c THEORY OF STEADY RAINFALL SEEPING THROUGH SOIL INTO 
C DRAINAGE DITCHES OF UNEQUAL WATER LEVELS 
C 
C *  — *  — *  — *  — *  — *  — *  — *  
DOUBLE PRECISION BB(25>,QQ(25) ,PP(25) ,DD(25) ,EI ,EK,EJ,EM(25>,GK 
DOUBLE PRECISION SS(80) ,A,B,CtS,BN,HH,X,DUMMY,DODO,DIX,SUT,ZZ,PI ,  
DOUBLE PRECISION TOP(30,30) ,BOT(30) ,COEFTC30) ,SP(25)  
DOUBLE PRECISION ST 125) ,SCI  80) ,YY(15) ,SUK,D,CC1,CC2,YT,YP 
COMMON A,8 ,C,S,PI ,BOT,TOP 
PI  =  3 .141592653589793D00 
999 WRITE (3 ,796)  
796 FORMAT(2Hi  )  
DO 86 1=1,80 
SC( I )  =0.0D0 
86 SS( I )=0.0D0 
DO 87 1=1,25 
SP( I )  =  O.ODO 
87 ST( I )  =  O.ODO 
C READ INPUT PARAMETERS 
C A,B,C AND S ARE PROBLEM PARAMETERS 
C NN IS  NUMBER OF ITERATIONS DESIRED 
C R AND K ARE ALSO PROBLEM PARAMETERS 
C 
READ (1 ,1)  A,B,C,S,NN,R,GK 
1  F0RMAT(4F5.1 , I5 ,2F5.1)  
776 IF  (A-50.0)  777,778,778 
C WRITE PARAMETERS 
777 WRITE (3 ,33)  A,B,C,S,R,GK 
33 F0RMAT(19H1 RESULTS FOR A =F6.3 ,6H B =F6.1 ,6H C =F6.4 ,10H 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO 
1 s =F6.1 ,8H R =F6.4 ,8H AND K =F5.1 / / I  
C COMPUTE NUMERATOR(l )  AND DENOMINATOR(l )  AND WRITE RESULTS 
TOP( I f l )  =  O.ODO 
BOT( l )  =  (  VMSQ(l .O))  
NO =  1  
WRITE (3 ,3)  NO,BOT{I ) ,TOP( l , l )  
3  FORMATdH » FOR LAMBDA( ' , I2 , ' )  THE DENOMINATOR IS  'F24.16/  
I  THE NUMERATOR(S)  IS  •6F16.10/ (6F16.10) I  
TOP( l , l )  =  - l .ODO 
C COMPUTE BETA(l ) ,  Q( l ) ,  P( l ) ,  D( l )  AND WRITE RESULTS 
BB( l )  =  FBB(l .ODO) 
QQ(1)  =  FQQ(l .ODO) 
PP(1)  =  FPP( l .OOO) 
0D(1)= ( -GK*C*A-( ( -R-GK*C«C)«QQ(1) -GK»C»A»PP(1) )»BB(1) ) / ( I .ODO-
IBB (  1  )  *PP (  1  )  )  
WRITE (3 ,21)  B8( l ) ,QQ(1) ,PP(1) ,DD(1)  
21 F0RMAT(7H BETA =F12.8 ,7H Q =F12.8 ,7H P =F12.8 ,7H D =F15 
1//) 
C 
C START LOOP TO GET ITERATION 2  THROUGH NN 
C 
DO 10 11=2,NN '  
DUMMY =  O.ODO 
DODO =  O.ODO 
IM =  l l - l  
EI  =  I I  
DO 11 kK=l , IM 
EK =  KK 
KM =  KK -  1  
IF(KM) 4 ,5 ,4  
5  DODO =  O.ODO 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
GO TO 6  
4  DO 12 JJ=1,KM 
EJ =  JJ 
0000 =  DODO +  TOP(KK,JJ)*VMN(EJ,EI )  
12 CONTINUE 
6  COEFT(KK) =  VMN(EK,EI )  -  DODO 
DUMMY =  DUMMY +  ( (VMN(EK,EI ) -00D0)»»2) /BOT(KK) 
D0D0=0.000 
I I  CONTINUE 
BOT( I I )=  (VMSQ(EI ) -DUMMY) 
DO 13 LL=1, IM 
LP=LL+1 
DIX =  0 .000 
IF(LP- IM)  7 ,7 ,8  
7  DO 14 MM=LP, IM 
DIX =  DIX + (COEFT(MM)*TOP(MM,LL)) / (BOT{MMÏ)  
14 CONTINUE 
8  CONTINUE 
TOP( I I ,LL)= (COEFTlLD/BOTlLL)  )  -  DIX 
13 CONTINUE 
C WRITE NUMERATOR VALUES AND DENOMINATOR FOR THIS ITERATION 
WRITE (3 ,44)  
44 FORMAT(/ / / )  
WRITE (3 ,3)  I I ,B0T( I I ) , (T0P( I I ,J I ) ,J I=1, IMJ 
TOP(I I , I I )  =  - l .ODO 
C COMPUTE BETA,  Q,  AND P FOR THIS ITERATION 
BB( I I )  =  FBB(EI )  
QQ(I I )  =  FQQ(EI )  
PP( I I )  =  FPP(EI )  
C OBTAIN SUMS NECESSARY FOR COMPUTING D 
DODO =  O.ODO 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
DUMMY =  0 .000 
DO 20 IQ=1, I I  
DODO= DODO+(( -R-GK*C*C)*QQ(IQ)-GK»C*A*PP( IQ))*BB( IQ)  
20 OUMHY= DUMMY +  PP( IQ)*BBCIQ)  
C COMPUTE D AND WRITE BETA,  Q,  P ,  AND D FOR THIS ITERATION 
DD( I I )=  ( -GK* C*A-D0D0) / (1 .0D0-DUMMY) 
WRITE (3 ,21)  BB( I I ) ,QQ(I I ) ,PP( I I ) ,DD( I I )  
C 
C END OF LOOP TO GET NUMERATORS AND DENOMINATORS 
TOP( I I , I I )  =  - l .ODO 
CALL CHECK(EI )  
10  CONTINUE 
C SET 0  EQUAL TO FINAL COMPUTED 0  
D =  DD(NN) 
C COMPUTE AND WRITE VALUES FOR EM 
DO 366 I I=1,NN 
366 EM(I I )=  ( -R-GK*C*C)*QQ(I I )  - (D +GK*C»A)«PP( I I )  
WRITE (3 ,368)  ( I ,EM(I ) , I=1,NN)  
368 F0RMAT(5H1 EM / (15,F15.10) )  
C * * * * ****  
c 
c COMPUTE PSI  L INE AND PHI  LINE 
C 
C * * * * ****  
C LOOP TO COMPUTE CURVES AND SUM FOR NN ITERATIONS 
62 DO 63 11=1,NN 
TOP(U, I I )=  - l .ODO 
C KTP IS  NUMBER OF X 'S TO BE COMPUTED 
KTP= (S*2.0)  +1.0  
X=0.0D0 
C LOOP TO COMPUTE SUMS FOR EACH X 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
DO 102 IXX =1,KTP 
Y =  A +  C»X 
C SUM NUMERATOR »  STREAM AND POTENTIAL CURVES 
SUK =  O.ODO 
SUT =  0 .000 
00 50 IZ=1, I I  
ZZ =  IZ  
SUK =  SUK -  PHETA(X,ZZ,Y)*TOP(I I , IZ)  
50 SUT =  SUT -  THETA(X,ZZ,Y)*TOP(I I , IZ)  
SS( IXX)= SS( IXX)  +(  EM(I I ) *SUT)  
SC( IXX)  =  SC( IXX)  +  (EM(I I ) *SUK; 
X=X +  0 .500 
102 CONTINUE '  .  
63  CONTINUE 
C WRITE HEADER AND ITERATION NUMBER 
301 WRITE (3 ,305)  I I  
305 F0RMAT(22H1 CURVE FUNCTION AFTERI4,11H ITERATIONS/ / )  
C % 
C LOOP TO ADD THE NECESSARY CONSTANTS AND OUTPUT 
C THE PS I  LINE AND THE PHI  L INE FOR EACH X 
X= O.ODO 
DO 80 1=1,KTP 
Y=A +  C»X 
CC2 =  A +  C*X 
CCI  =  D +  GK*C*Y 
YT= CCI  +  SS( I )  
YP =  CC2 +  (1 .000/6K)»SC(I )  
WRITE (3 ,81)  X,YT,YP 
81 F0RMAT(/7H AT X =F5.1 ,17H THE PSI  L INE ISF20.16,22H AND THE PHI  
1  LINE 1SF20.16)  
80 X=X +  0 .5DO 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
c ******** 
c 
c COMPUTE STREAM AND POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
C 
c ******** 
C READ NY -  NUMBER OF Y»S -  AND THE Y VALUES 
READ (1 ,66)  NY,(YY( I ) , I=1,NY)  
66 FORMATdS,  15F5.2 I  .  
C LOOP TO COMPUTE FUNCTIONS FOR EACH Y 
DO 76 IY=1,NY 
C WRITE HEADER FOR EACH Y 
WRITE (3 ,91)  YY( IY)  
91 F0RMAT(19H1 FUNCTIONS FOR Y =F6.2 / / )  
Y =  YY( IY)  
DO 92 18=1,25 
ST( IB)= O.ODO 
92 SP( IB)= 0 .000 
C LOOP TO COMPUTE FUNCTIONS AND SUM FOR NN ITERATIONS 
DO 64 11=1,NN 
TOP( I I , I I )  =  - l .ODO 
C IS l  EQUALS NUMBER OF X 'S TO BE COMPUTED 
IS l  =  S +  1 .0  
C LOOP TO COMPUTE SUMS FOR EACH X 
DO 112 IXX=1, IS1 
X =  IXX -  1 
C SUM NUMERATOR »  STREAM AND POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
SUT =  O.ODO 
SUK =  O.ODO 
DO 51 IZ=1, I I  
ZZ =  IZ  
SUT =  SUT -  THETA(X,ZZ,Y)»TOP(I l t lZ I  
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
51 SUK =  SUK -  PHETA(X,ZZ,Y)*TOP(I I , IZ)  
ST( IXX)= ST( IXX)  +  EM(I I )»SUT 
112 SP( IXX)  =  SP( IXX)  +  EM(I I }»SUK 
64 CONTINUE 
C WRITE HEADER AND ITERATION NUMBER 
310 WRITE (3 ,315)  I I  
315 F0RMAT(17H FUNCTIONS AFTERI4,11H ITERATIONS/ / )  
C LOOP TO ADO CONSTANTS AND OUTPUT FUNCTIONS 
CCI  =  D +  GK*C*Y .  
DO 93 IX=1, IS1 
X =  IX-1  
CC2 =  A +  C*X 
YT =  CCI  +  ST( IX)  
YP =  CC2 +  (1 .0D0/GK)*SP( IX)  
93 WRITE (3 ,94)  X,YT,YP • 
94  FORMAT(9H FOR X =F4.0 ,24H THE STREAM FUNCTION =F20.12,32H AN 
ID THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION =F20.12/ )  
76 CONTINUE K 
GO TO 999 ^  
778 CONTINUE 
END 
SUBROUTINE CHECK(EN) 
DOUBLE PRECISION TOP(30,30) ,BOT(30) ,A,B,C,S,PI ,SUM,EN,EI ,EJ 
COMMON A,8 ,C,S,PI ,BOT,TOP 
SUM =  O.ODO 
N =  EN 
DO 1  1=1,N 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
EI=I  
1  SUM =  SUM +  (T0P(N, I ) * *2)*VMSQ(EI )  
NM =  N-1 
00 2  1=1,NM 
J I  =  I+ l  
DO 2  J=JI ,N 
EI  =  I  
EJ =  J  
SUM =  SUM +  (2 .0DO*TOP(N, I ) *TOP(N,J)*  VMN(EI ,EJ>)  
2  CONTINUE 
WRITE (3 ,3)  SUM 
3  FORMATdH •  THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS*F24.16)  
RETURN 
END 
C HYPERBOLIC COSINE FUNCTION a> 
C -
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION COSHH(XX)  
DOUBLE PRECISION XX 
COSHH= 0 .5*  (OEXP(XX)  +  OEXP(-XX))  
RETURN 
END 
C HYPERBOLIC SINE FUNCTION 
C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION SINHHCXÏ  
DOUBLE PRECISION X 
IF(X-20.0)  1 ,1 ,2  
1  SINHH =(DEXP(X)-DEXP(-X) )  *  0 .5  
GO TO 3  
2  SINHH = 0 .5  *  OEXPCX) 
3  RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE VM-VN INTEGRAL 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION VMNCEM,EN) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C,S,EM,EN,Q,D,CCC,C1,C2 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI  
Q =  EM +  EN 
D =  EN -EM 
CCC =(S*C) / (4 .0D0*PI* (C*C+i .0D0)*SINHH((EM*PI*B) /S)*SINHH((EN*PI*B 
D/S) )  
Cl  =(2 .0D0*Q*Q*C*C +Q*Q +D*D) / (Q*(Q*Q*C*C +D*D))  
C2 =(2 .0D0*D*D*C*C +Q*Q +D*0) / (0* (D»D»C»C +Q*Q))  
MUG =  Q 
4  IF IMUGÎ.  1 ,2 ,3  
3  MUG =  MUG -  2 
GO TO 4  
1  VMN =-CCC»(Cl»(SINHH(Q»PI* ( (A/S)+C))+SINHHl(A«Q*PI ) /$) )  -C2»(SINHH 
1  (0*PI*{ (A/S)+C))+SINHH{{D*A»PI) /S) ) )  
GO TO 5  
2  VMN =  CCC»(C1*(SINHH(Q*PI»( (A/S)+C)) -SINHH((A»Q»PI Î /S) )  -C2»{SINHH 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
5 
1 (0*PI»( (A/S)+C)) -SINHH({D»A*PI ) /S) ) )  
RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE BETA FUNCTION 
C 
C BETA =  SUM OF NUMERATOR * (SINH((M*PI*A) /S) /SINH((M*PI*B) /S) )  
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FBB(EM) 
DOUBLE PRECISION TOP(30,30) ,BOT(30) ,EM,SUT,SUB,EI ,A,B,C,S,PI  
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI ,BOT,TOP 
M =  EM /  
SUB= O.ODO 
DO 1  1=1,M 
EI  =  I  IV) 
1 SUB =  SUB -  TOP(M, I )»  (SINHH((EI*PI*A) /S) /SINHH((EI*PI*B) /S) )  O 
FBB =  SUB 
RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE Q FUNCTION 
C . ,  
C  Q =  (SUM OF NUMERATOR •  XVM(M) ) /  DENOMINATOR 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FQQ(EM) 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
double precision top(30,30),bot(30),em,a,b,cts,pi,ei,su8 
common a,b,c,s,pi,bot,top 
m = em 
sub = o.odo 
do i 1=1,m 
ei = i 
1 sub = sub - top(m,i)*xvm(ei) 
fqq = sub/80t(m) 
return 
end • 
c subroutine to compute vm integral 
C 
double precision function vm(em) 
double precision a,b,c,s,pi,cc,mum,em 
common a,b,c,s,pi 
if(em) 1,2,1 
2 um = s 
go to 3 
1 cc = (s*c)/ (em*pi*(c*c+1.0d0)*sinhh((em*pi*b)/s)) 
mum = em 
7 if(mum) 4,5,6 
6 mum = mum - 2 
go to 7 
4 vm = -cc*(coshh(em*pi*((a/s)+c)) + coshh((em*a*pi)/s)) 
go to 3 
5 vm = cc»(coshh(em*pi*((a/s)+c)) - coshh((em*a»pi1/s)j 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED! 
3 return 
end 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE VM-VM INTEGRAL 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION VHSQfEM) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C,S,EM,CCC,CC 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI  
CCC =  S/  (8 .0D0*EM*PI* (SINHH((EM*PI*B) /S)**2) )  
CC =  (2 .0D0*C*C+l .0D0) / (C*(C*C+1.0D0))  
VMSQ= CCC*(CC*(SINHH(2.0D0*EM*PI* ( (A/S)+C)) -SINHH((2 .0D0*EM*A*PI ) /  
IS) )  -2 .0D0*EM*PI)  
RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE POTENTIAL CURVE 
C 
C POTENTIAL CURVE =  (COSH((N»PI*Y) /S) /SINH((N»PI»B) /S) )  
C »  SINC(N»PI*X) /S)  
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PHETA(X,EN,YI  
DOUBLE PRECISION ACQS,ASIN,Y,A,8 ,C,S,PI ,X,EN 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI  
ACOS =  COSHHI(EN*PI*Y) /S)  
ASIN =  SINHH((EN*PI*B) /S)  
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
PHETA =  {ACOS/ASIN)»DSIN((EN*PI»X) /S)  
RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE XVM INTEGRAL 
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION XVM(EM) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,B,C,S,PI ,EM,CC,MUM,CCC 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI  
IF(EM) 1 ,2 ,1  
2 XUM ={S»S) /2 .0D0 
GO TO 3  
1  CC =  (S*S) / (EK*PI* (C*C+1.0D0)*SINHH((EM*PI*B) /S) )  
CCC =  (1 .0D0-C*C) / (EM*PI* (C*C+1.0D0))  
MUM =  EM w 
7  IF(HUM) 4 ,5 ,6  ^  
6 MUM =  MUM -  2 
GO TO 7  
4  XVM =-CC*(C*COSHH(EM*PI* ( (A/S)+C))+CCC*(SINHH(EM*PI* ( (A/S)+C))  +  
ISINHHl(EM*A»PI) /S) ) )  
GO TO 3  
5  XVM =  CC*(C*COSHH(EM*PI* ( IA/S)+C))+CCC*(SINHH(EM*PI* ( (A/S)+C))  -
1SINHH((EM»A»PI) /S) ) )  
3  RETURN 
END 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED! 
c SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE P FUNCTION 
C 
c p = (sum of numerator * vm(m) ) / denominator 
double precision function fpp(em» 
double precision top{30,30),bot(30),eh,a,b,c.s,pi,ui,sub 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI ,BOT,TOP 
M =  EM 
SUB =  O.ODO 
DO I  1=1,M 
EI  = I  
1  SUB =  SUB -  TOP(M, I ) *VM(EI )  
FPP =  SUB/BOTCMÏ 
RETURN 
END 
ro 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE STREAM CURVE ^  
C 
C STREAM CURVE =  (SINH((N»Pl»Y»/S) /SINH((N*PI*8) /S) )  
C » CaS( (N»PI*X) /S)  
C 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION THETA(X,EN,Y)  
DOUBLE PRECISION ACQS,ASIN,Y,A,B,C,S,PI ,X,EN 
COMMON A,B,C,S,PI  
3  ACOS =  SINHH((EN*PI»Y) /S)  
ASIN =  SINHH((EN*PI*B) /S)  
1  THETA =  (ACOS/ASIN)  *  DCOS((EN»PI»X) /S)  
11 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM NUMBER TWO (CONTINUED) 
Pig. 29. Plow chart of the computer program for problem 
humber two. 
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THEORY OF 
STEADY 
RAIN  FALL  
IS  WRITE 
88 (1 ) ,  QQ( t ) ,  
PP( l ) , 00 ( l )  
NO 
WRITE 
NO.eOTd)  
T  OPd .D^  
^READ 
A ,8 ,C ,  S ,NN 
R ,6K  
P i s  
3 .141592653  
589793  
DOUBLE 
PRECIS ION 
ALL  
VARIABLES 
SET SO,  S  S  
SP,  AND ST  
ARRAYS 'O 
TOP( l , l ) : - I .O  
8B( I )=FBB( I .0 )  
0  0 ( l )  =  FQQ( l .0 )  
PP{ I )«FPP( I .0J  
00 ( I )«1 -6K*C*A- ( ( -R -
GK«C«C) i f tQQ( l ) -6K ic  
C*A#P P( I ) Î *  
BB( I ) ) / ( I . 0 -BB( I ) *PP( | ) )  
Pig. 30. Page two of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number two. 
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SE T  
I I »2  
OUMMYoO.O 
DODO : 0.0 
I M 8 11- I 
E IB  I I  
NO I I »  NN 
SET YES 
K  Ks  I 
EK 8  KK  
YES '  NO 
KM> KK- I  
BOTd l î  
«VMSQ(EI )  
-DUMMY YES NO 
SET DODO SET 
L L«l  
COEPTXKKÎ "  
VMN(EK,E I )  
-DODO 
YES NO 
DUMMY:DUMMY +  
( (VM N{ E  K,ED-DODO)#  
*2 ) /B0T(KK)  
D 0 D 0 s 0.0 
K  K  :  
K K+  I  
Pig. 31. Page three of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number two. 
24o 
W R I T E  I I  
BOT(I I ) ,  
TOP( I I ,JD,  
UI  = l , IM 
t0p(ii,i1) = -i.0 
b81ii) = fbb(ed 
qq{i1)=fqq{ed 
pp(id= fpp(ei) 
s e t  d o d o  :  0 . 0  
II o
 
H
 du mm y = 0.0 
l p s  l  l  +  i  
dl x = 0.0 
to pdi; l l): 
(coeft(ll) 
/bot{l D) 
-dix 
dodo: dodo +((-r-
*0*0#q qdo) -gk* 
)ka*p p(xq));|cbb(iq) 
dummy: dummyf 
pp(iq) *bb(iq) 
mm: lp 
iq 4-1 
dixsdix + 
(coeft(mm)* 
top(mm,l d) 
/6ot(m m) 
m m : 
m m + 1 
od(il): 
(-eK*C*A-
dodo)/ 
(mo-dummy) 
<3 C A L L  TOPdI.lI) CHECK write 6B( I I ) ,Q 0(11)  pp(ix),d0(1i) 
Pig, 32. Page four of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number,two. 
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D =  DMNN)  
SET 
11=  1 
COMPUTE 
PSI  L INE 
AND PHI  
L INE 
WRITE 
r ,EM( I ) ,  
S E T  
1  = 1 ,NN I%= I  
11+  I  
EM(I I )=( -R-
GK#C#C)#Q CKIB  
- (D+GK W f  A)  
*PP( I ]n  
SET 
II N 
H
 
Y =  A  +  C*X  
SUK =  0 .0  
SUT =0 .0  
T0P( I I , I 1 )=  -  1,0  
KTPsS« .0  +10  
X  =  0 .0  
IS  
I  XX =KTP IX  X =  
IXX+  I  
IX  X =  l  
S8(IXX):SS(IXX)+EM(II) 
*SUT 
SC{IXX)«SC(IXX)+ EMdD 
*SUK  
XsX +  0 .5  
Z  Z : IZ  
SUK »  SUK -  PHETA(X ,ZZ ,Y)  *TOP( I I , IZ )  
SUT:  SUT-  THETA(X ,2Z ,Y )  fTOPCl I . IZ )  
Fig. 33. Page five of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number two. 
2# 
WRITE 
X =  0 .0  II  [compute 
.STREAM A NO 
IpOT E  N  T l  AL  
jFUNCTION S  
SET 
READ 
NY,  Y  Yd )  YES N 0  KT  P  
Y=A +  G*X  
CC2sA +  C*X  
CCI  =  D  +  GK 
*C  »Y  
S E T  
YES IY=  NY NO 
YT=  C C  I  +  SS( I )  
YP=  C C2  +  
( I .O /GK) *SC( I )  
WRITE 
YY( IY )  
w r i t e  
X.YT .YP 
~  Y »  Y  Y  ( I  Y)  
.  SET ST  AND 
SP ARRAYS 
= 0 
SET 
I  I  » I  
Pig. 34. Page six of the flow chart of the computer 
program for problem number two. 
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WRITE 
I  I  
TOP(T I , I I ) s - t .O  
IS I  =  S+ I .O  I I . N N  YES NO 
SET 
IX  X s  I  
11 = 
I I  + I  YES 
SET 
IX  = I  NO 
I X X +  I  
ST( IXX)  =  ST( IX  X)  
+  EM( I I )  *SUT 
SP( IXX) :  SP( IX  X)  
+  EM( I I )  *SUK 
Xs IXX- I  
SUT=0 .0  
SUK =  0 .0  
IX  = IS I  YES 
YES NO 
SE T  
NO 12 = 11  12= I 
CC2 =  A  +C  *X  
YT=CCI  tST( IX )  
YPsC C2  + ( I . 0 /6K)  
fSP( IX )  
ZZ  = I Z  
SUT= SUT-THE TA(X ,  
Z  Z ,Y )  *TOP( I I ,  IZ )  
SUK =SUK -PHETA{X ,  
Z2 ,Y )  *TOP ( I I , IZ )  WRITE 
X ,YT ,YP 
IZ  :  
I Z +  I  
IX  = 
I X +  I  
Sample of Computer Output for a = 2, b = 4, s = 10, R = 0.0635, K = 0.254, 
RESULTS FOR A = 2.00 B = 4.00 C = 0.2000 S = 10.00 R = 0.00635 AND K = 0.254 
FOR LAMBDA(l) THE DENOMINATOR IS 2.6215524? 
THE NUMERATOR(S) IS 0.0 
BETA = 0.41529208 Q = -7.60166359 P = -0.44879162 D = -0,14553248 
FOR LAMBDA(2() THE DENOMINATOR IS I.49817808 
THE NUMERATOR(S) IS -0.37063775 
BETA = 0.41720581 Q = -1.75459957 P = -0.14734179 D = -0.15305356 
THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS 1.49817847 
FOR LAMBDA(3) THE DENOMINATOR IS 0.9000752 
THE NUMERATOR(S) IS -O.61719878 -O.5152873i 
BETA = 0.30971229 Q = -2.18721771 P = -0.21957779 D = -0.15889375 
THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS 0.90007520 
FOR LAMBDA(4) THE DENOMINATOR IS 0.51765646 
.THE NUMERATOR(S) IS -0.05640597 -0.14865558 -0.68633735 
BETA = 0.24490017 Q = -1.07998657 P = -0.10768455 D = -0.16102137 
THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS 0.5176564? 
FOR LAMBDA(5) THE DENOMINATOR IS 0.29723335 
THE NUMERATOR(S) IS -O.oi366163 -0.08213079 -0.25755209 -0.86825555 
BETA = 0.17852718 Q = -1.76658154 P = -0.2181558 D = -0.16311575 
THE NUMERATOR SQUARED IS 0.29723335 
EM 
1 0.09496204 
2  0 .01894145 
3 0.02116813 
4 0.01050237 
5 0.01432019 
Sample computer output for problem number two (cont.) 
CURVE FUNCTION AFTER 20 ITERATIONS 
AT X 0.0 THE PSI LINE IS 0.00000000 THE PHI LINE IS 2.00000000 
AT X = 1.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.00471122 THE PHI LINE' IS 2.37548276 
AT X = 2.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.01102397 THE PHI LINE IS 2.67022607 
AT X = 3.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.01665687 THE PHI LINE IS 2.92362107 
AT X = 4.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.02278611 THE PHI LINE IS 3.14588919 
AT X = 5.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.02925186 THE PHI LINE IS 3.34382617 
AT X = 6.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.03588458 THE PHI LINE IS 3.52064373 
AT X = 7.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.04265612 THE PHI LINE IS 3.67775272 
AT X = 8.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.04953411 THE PHI LINE IS 3.81458624 
AT X 9.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.05613068 THE PHI LINE IS 3.92736361 
AT X =10.0 THE PSI LINE IS -0.06133926 THE PHI LINE IS 4.00000000 
FUNCTIONS FOR"Y =1.00 
AT X = 0.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -0.09113117 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 2.00000000 
AT X = 1.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -O.O951586O THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 2.31I85090 
AT X = 2.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -O.io2598oi THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 2.59219623 
AT X = 3.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -O.io9889io THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 2.84079726 
Sample computer output for problem number two (cont.) 
AT X = 4.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -0.11635636 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 3.O6195762 
AT X = 5.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -0.12198554 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 3.25938876 
AT X = 6.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -0.12684483 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 3.43625596 
AT X = 7.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -0.13095090 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 3.59542097 
AT X = 8.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -0.13420990 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 3.73981866 
AT X = 9.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -0.13638526 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 3.87303840 
AT X =10.0 THE STREAM FUNCTION IS -0.13716347 THE POTENTIAL FUNCTION IS 4.00000000 
